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GORGAS MElIORIAL LABORATORY
H OUSE OF R EPRESENTA TIV ES,
C OMMITTEE ON F OREI GN AFFA IR S,

Friday, J anuary 120,1928.
The committee this day m et, H on. H em y W. T emple presiding.
Mr. T EMPL IO. The committee will be in order. T he m eeti n~ was
called to consider H . R. 8128, a bill to aut horize an app ropn ation
for the Gorgas M emorial L aboratory, introduced by 111,'. Thatcher,
who will now make a statement to the committee.
Ill. R. 8128, Seventieth Congress, tint sesslonl
A BI I~L To Ru thorlte a permanent anDuaJ apilroprintion for the malnteuRuce Slid operation of the Oorgss
A'iemonal Laboratory

•

."

Be it enacted by the Senate and 11 oUSt of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the re is bereby authori zed to be permanently
appropria.ted fo r each year, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $50,000, to be paid to the Gorgas I\lemorial Institute
of T ropical and Preventive Medicine, I ncorporated (hereinafter referred to as
the Gorgas Memorial Institute), for the maintenance and operation by it, of a
la.boratory to be known as the Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, upon condition
(1) that the necessary building or quarters for said laboratory shall be constructed
with in the five years next ensu ing after this act shall become a law, either upon
the site offered by the Republic of PanaOlil. therefor, at, or adjacent to, the city
of l'anama, or upon a site in the Canal Zone to be provided by the Un ited Statesj
(2) that eDe h of the Latin-American Governments be in vited and permitted to
contribute an nually, on a pro rata basis, according to popu lation, toward the
maintenance and operation of such laboratory, the total of such contributions
not to exceed 75 per centum of t he total contributed by t he United Statesj and
(3) that the Uniied States be represented permanently on the board or council
directing t he admin istration of such inboratory, with priv ilege to the Latin American Governments contribu ting as aforesaid to have representation on such
board or council j all such representation to be based upon, CLnd in proportion to,
the actual respective contributiolls made to the aforesaid maintenance and
operation.
SEC. 2. That pending the construction of the necessary building or quarters
for said Go rgas Memorial Laboratory there is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually, in manner aforesaid, for a period not exceeding the five years
here inbefore named, said sum or 550,000, payable to the Gorgas Memorial
Iustutute, to enable and permit to be made the organization of the said Gorgas
Memorial Laboratory, and its maintenance and operation, in temporary quarters
or in any ex isting laboratory, in the Republic of Panama, or the Canal Zone.
SEC. 3. The Gorgas Memorial I nstitute shall make to Congress annually, on
the first Monday in December, a full report of the operation and work of the
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory fo r the fiSCAl year next preceding, find shall include
therewith a complete statement of the receipts aod expenditures of said laboratory for Bueh fiscal year.

STATEMENT OF HON. M. H. THATCHER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY

Mr. THATCH ER . Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I fi rst wish to t hank the committee for its k indne s in rLxing this date
as the day of the b.earing. It met the convenience of these distin1
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gu ished physicians and scientific men who are holding conferences in
this part of the coun try on public-health work, better than any other
day , B, R. 8128, as yo u will note, authori"es a permanen t annual
ap p ropriatio n of $50,000 a year for the work of the J,)roj ected Gorgas
M emorial Laboratory on the I sthmus of Panama,
J will give a brief outline of the facts in volved, and then I shall call
upon these othOl' gentlemen hel'e to speak to certain phases of this
work, T he Gorgas i\Iemorial Instit ute of Tropical and Preventive
Med icine (Jnc,), is an American corporatio n created under the
laws of the State of D elaware, having for its purpose the great
work of educa tion along sanitary and health lines, and cspecially th e
study of tropical diseases and methods of prevention, It has taken
t he nam e of t he Gorgas Memorial Institute in honor of Gen,
William Crawford Gorgas, as a tribu te to t he characte r and value of
his work to nil mankind j as a tribute to one who is generally conceded
to be the greatest sani tarian t,he world has ever known, The site of
his chief labol's along sanitary lines was on t he I sthmus of Panama
wh ere his wo rk mad e possible the construction of the Panama Canal
under co nditions of health Iwd sanitat ion that he rendered entirely
n o rmal.
It is believed that the re ought to be established and maintained
in the t ropical region of Panam a, a laboratory to cal'l'y on intensive
rese,,,'ch wor k in the study und mas te ry of the many tropical diseases,
in addition to yellow feve r a nd malaria, Not only would this work
be of gmat pro tective value to the Punama Canal, in addition to the
splendid work that has been done all along by the United States
Govel'nmen t through the Canal Zone orga nizlltion , but it would
resu lt in co nqu ering other mll lignnnt diseases of the Tropics just as
yellow fever has been conq uered in the >Yestel'll Hemisphere, and just
as malaria has been greatly reduced in its malignan t effects,
The work of General Gorgas in Cuba, fu'S t in yell ow fever and
mala ria, and later in Pltnama, demon tra ted tho gren.t and
inestimable valuo of this kind of wOl'k, The present organi"ation
and equi pmen t of the Canal Zone go ,' el'l1 ment hospitals fire not
sufficien t fOl' this research wo rk, Them are many malignant diseases
in the Tropics yet to be studied , yet to be undel'Stood , and I suggest
that it is of paramoun t importance that they be studied and und erstood and curbed; because with the greater n.gencies of transportation now bei ng de,' eloped tlu'ough the Pan ama Canal and otherwise,
many of these diseases can be t ransmitted, not only to the I sthmus of
Pa nama, bu t also to the tempera te zo nes of the world , So the proposed work would constitute not on ly a pl'Otection to the ranal and
a benefit to the tropical regio ns o f the earth, but also a protection to
our O W11 country ngninst the influx of diseases which might beco me
indige nous horc. I t is, therefo re, vcry impor ta nt that these rescft l'ch
studies be earried on in a tho rough high-class way,
T he 1)I'CSen t facilities of the Canal Zone hospitals, I mpoat, ,,"hile
ada p ted to the immediate hospital needs in the Canal Zone, ar(' not
suffic ient foJ' the carrying on or the g reat reseorch wOl'k conteJnpln led
by this act, So it ha, been p roposed by the fouudel'S of tbe Go rgas
1-Iemorinl [nstitute, who have no purpose at all, except. onc of philanth ropic co nsideration, that there shall be established on the Isthmus
of Panama this researeh laboratory, The R epublic of P.tnama has
already donated t he site for' the proposed labol'atory-a very ,-aluable
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one, I have seen the site and Itm perfectly fam ili a,' with its location,
It was my honor, during several yea,'s of the construction pe"iod of
the Panama Canal to serve as It Membm' of the Istillman Cllnlll Com mission and as head of the d epartment of civi l ad ministration of t!:e
Canal Zone; and there I saw t he splendid work of General GOI'gas,
and was able to assist him in certain features of it, As you doubtless
know, from 1907 until the completion of the Canal in 1914, General
Gorgas served as a member of the I sthmilln Canal Commission,
although his he,tlth'and sanita ry work began on the I sthmus in 1904,
when he was sent there as Chi ef Sanitary Officer of the Canal Zone,
In this connection I may say that the officials of the Panaman Government and tbe P anaman people, genemlly, coo perated with the Canal
Zone authorities in the hea rtiest and most effective way touching
sanitary requirements; and they gave the like cooperation in other
matters .([ectin!; the construction of the Canal. For all this they have
deserved t he highest pmise; and they am now showing the same
spi"it as regards the proposed Gorgas Memorial Laboratory,
Mr, EATON, Inere is this site?
Mr, THATCHER, Just outside the city of Pana ma in the regio n of
Bella Vista, 'on the sea shore , The site is of ample area, and has
been donated by the R epublic of Panama a a matter of civic enterprise, in commemoration of the great achievements of General Go,'!;as,
and also because of the great value of the proposed work, In additIO n,
the Republic, through its du ly authorized representatives has heretofore given the assw-ance t hat the Republic will b uild the laboratory
at an estimated cost of fro m $500,000 to $750,000, and we are coun ting on that promise to materialize.
Mr, BLOOM, The laboratory without the equipment?
Mr, THATCHEll, That is t he buil ding, Now, t hen, as our con tribution, jt is asked that we make, through congressional action, tlus
authorization of S50,000 "year to carryon the wor k in this laboratory,
T hese gen tlemen \\~ll be able to tell you, Doctor Martin pa"ticular1y,
who is p"esident of the Gorgas Memorial Institute, that assurances
have been I"ccei\Tcd from certain Latin A. mel'icnn Governments that
they will also contribute to the permanent maintenance of this \VOI'k,
Not only will the work serve" great humanitarian purpose in itself
along the lines of prevention of disease and in the conquering of
the malignant maladies of t he T ropics, but also, I wottld submit, it will
prove a very pleasing bond of contact between om countl-y and the
Latin American countries, and we need to c ultivate an contacts of a
prOeCl' character with our sister nations to the southwa,'d,
1 he provision which gives the option of making this location in the
Canal Zon e is put in the bill to meet any possible contingency that
might arise if the R epubl ic of Panama, for any reason, failed to carry
out her agreement in rega rd to t he building of the proposed laboratory,
but the site has ail'eady been donated , Under the provisions of the
bill, the U nited States Go \' ernment will have the major representation
touching the control of the laborMory, That has been thought to
be just because of ou" paramount interest in the Panama Canal and
in the Calla I Zone, and because the Gorgas _\1emorial Institute has
been organ ized in the United States; but other eountl'ies may come
in and contribute a total of 75 per cent of the total contributed by
the United States Government for the maintenance and operati ng
expense of t he laboratOl-y; and the bill giycs each contributing coun-
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try representation in the administrative control of t he work on a
pro rata basis. Since, under the bill the United States will assume
the major pOI·tion of such maintenance and opemting e>''Pense, and
as representation in the work will he based on contrib utions, that
will leave the major representation in the United States, which is
deemed j list under tbe circumstances.
MI'. EA'roN. Has tillS site been actually ceded to the Gorgas :\1emorial and is it now their property?
Mr. THATCHER . I do not know wbether convoYllnce has actually
been made, 01' not. I know it hil S been set "part. Do you know,
Doctor Martin?
Dr. FRANKLIN MAR1·IN. I can only say that the site was presented and the cornerstone laid for the memorial site marked by this
stone. That was under the Porras adm inistration .
Mr. TUATCIIER. I ha,' e seen the site. It bas been pointed out to
me, and I take it that the necessary papers have been executed, and,
of course, the corner stone of this stl'ucture has been laid.
Mr. LINTFIICUM. What do you mean by COJ'llel' stone?
Mr. THATCHER. Cornerstone of the labomtol'y building.
MI'. LINTHICUM. Is not a cornerstone su pposed to be put in
when the foundation is built? Has that been done?
MI'. THATCHER. No.
Mr. COOPER. Generally speaking, there is no transfer of deed
unless there is delivery and tlccoptanee. Has there been IUlY formal
statement of Panama that it would give this and hfts the Go\"el'llment
of the United States in any way accepted it?
Mr. THATCHER. The United States bas not.
MI'. COOPER. nas the institute?
Mr. THATCHER. Doctor Maltin can answer the question.
Doctol' MARTIN. In 1924 this site of ground was presented by
Pre ident Porras, of Panama; find at that time there WfiS presented a
plan of the laboratory building that was to be pl'esentod by the
PannmaD Republjc as soon as funds werc available for financing the
personnel of the laboratolY
MI'. COOPER. 'Vhat action, if any, did the institute take? Have
they ever formally by voto or in allY way, in writing, accepted the
delivery of the deed?
Doctor !o.1.AIlTIN. No, str.
Mr. COOPER . Have thoy ever taken any nction looking toward
acceptance?
Doctor MARTIN. Except that wo we I'e ropresented at the time
of the presentation of the site by President I'QI·ms.
MI'. COOPER. As a matter of fact tbere is ill this bill a possiblity
of the abandonmen t of the site con templated IUld the giving of a llew
site by the United States. Why, if tbere was anything tantalllOlmt
to an acceptance oC a deed or a t itlo to t hat property, should there be
that pl'Ovision in this bill?
MI'. EATON. In other words, are you satisfied tbat the site is the
best site available?
Doctor MARTIN. There is no better site than the one available,
although thero could be many sites in the Canal Zone.
Mr. BLOOM. In this bill it says upon the site offered by the Republic of Panama.
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Mr. BUilTON. The title is made conditional on the adoption of
legislation proposed in this bill?
Mr. TBATCHEil. I so understand.
Mr. BURTON. They do not intend to transfer the property unless
there is a provision made in t he way of appropriatin g $50,000 for
annual maintenance?
Mr. THATCH Ell. I think so. The site h as been set apart for that
purpo"e.
MI'. BLOOM. Then t he idea of placing it adjacent to the city of
Panama upon a site in t be Can III Zone provid ed by the United States,
does not apply?
MI'. THATCHER. If t he R epublic of Panama should not promptly
carry out its agreemont to make thi donation of the site under this
bill, we would be perfectly freo to select a site somewhere else. We
thought it might be wi e to pu t that provision in t he bill so there
would be that leeway. We do not anticipate any trouble about it.
Mr. LINTHICUM. I do uot see why it should be put in the Canal
Zone or why it should be put in P anama at all ?
Mr. BwoM. I s there any objection to it?
Mr. THATCHER. If Panama is willing to " ive a site and to build a
structure of tbe valuo of a balf flmillion doIfars 0 1' moro, it is tbougbt
that it would be well to put tbe site there, immediately adjacent to
the Canal Zone, just acrOss the line.
Mr. BURTON. Undor section 2 there is a provision for an annual
appropriation of 350,000, pending the construction of the necessary
building 01' quarters. I s this laboratory a going concern now?
Mr. THATCHER. '0. sir. May I explai n the meaning of that
provision of the section? These gentlemen who will follow me will
speak more in detail abo ut t hat, but tbe idea has been that in order
that this work may be organized and be ready to be housed in this
building wben it is constru cted, it ought to begin as early as may be
possiblo; und tempol'l1ry qu ar tors can be provid ed there at t ho Santo
Tomas Hospital, which is ill tho Republic of Panama adjacen t to
this actual, proposed site, and not far from tho Ancon Hospital.
The work could be promptly organized and carr'ied on there temporarily, a nd when tl,e building contemplated shltll be constructed,
the work will fit right into tbo permanent quartors and go right on.
That has been the idea of tbe promoters of this institute, that during
the five years considered as being possibly necessury in whicb to
construct this buil(ling and get it ready for occupancy, the work
could bogin and go ahead in temporary quurters whicb can be found
either ill the Republic of Panama, or the Canal Zone. If, at the end
of five years, t he building should not be available and no permanent
arrangement should be made, the appropriation of $50,000 a year
would cease, unless Congress should continue it by further nction,
or unless the situation should bo met in some other way.
Mr. EATON. During the period of five yeul'S are the other South
American Republics permitted to contribute or invited to contribu te?
MI'. THATCHER. Under the some conditions, yes.
Mr. EATON. I s tbere an entbusiastic responso to tbat suggestion?
M r. THATCHER . Doctor Murtin bas talked to several presidents
of Latin American Republics, and I will say from my own contacts
with the Latin-American people, I believe that they will take a real
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pride in cooperating in this highly meritorious enterprise which will
mean so much to them. They know the eonCl·ete value of tropic"1
sanitation ; and if and when the Tropics nre propedy snnitated, thoy
know, and wo know that they become wholesome, hnbitnble places
in which the white and all other !'aces can

JjV 9.

T he

tilllO

is com ing

somewhero in the fu ture when this country will be filled to overflowing with pOPlllntion. We must seek outlets in the years to
come, nnd the southward cou ntries constitute the natural outlet. It
must be an outlet characterized by adequate san itfttion and our owo
people who wish ultimately to go to those coun tries should, of
course, go not

9.3

adventurers

01'

,

exploiters, but as bona fide citi.zens

nnd bome builders, nnd if conditions of snnitation t here are what they
should be, they will find in those grent regions to tile southward
empires of po tential and actual resow'cos, which wili become gl'cat

conuno nwealths of development and prosperity of the Westcrn
Hemisphere. I think that this is worthy of consideration in t his
general connection.

.

The thil'd section of the bill states that "The Gorgas :\Iemorial
Institute shall make to Congress annually, on the first Monday in
December, a full report of the operation aod wod, of the OOl'gas
M emori al Labol'atory for the fiscal year next preceding, and shall
include therewith a complete statement of the receipts and expenditures of said laboratory fOl' such fiscal year."
Before I introdlle d the bill I had confm'ences with the Comptroller
General's office. They fust thought that language might be sufficient,
but afterward, on furth r consideration , sugge:itcd that possibly n

little amendment might better protect the United States in that
respect. The Assistant ComptrollOl· General suggested an amendment which we are wiUing to accept, and which, perhaps should go

into the bill to give the fullest measure of protection to the United
States in the expenditmes of t hese fund s. This amendment would
go at the close of ection 3 of the bill, as fo llows :
The books and accounts of the Gorgas i.\lemoriaJ Laboratory shall at all times
be open to examination of the Comptroller Gencral of the United States, and it
shall render the General Accounting OtTice sllch nn account of its financial transactions as the Comptroller General may direct.

Tha t would bl'ing these expenditures in harmony

\\~i th

the general

policy of other expenditlll'es of our GoYernment , und it is believed
by the Co mptroller General's offi ce that it would give full protection
in the expenditure of this monoy. Then justifieation would have to
be made before the Committee on Appropriations as other justifications arc rnade now .

That in l)liof is tho outiine of the bill and its purpose.
~[r. COOPER. Do you not think it is justifieation enough for the
Committee on Appropriations if this committee ,·cports in favor of
authOl·izing all appropri~tion, und t he House nnd Senate pass a law
authorizing tho expenditures. Wh at do you th ink there sholLld be
besides that·?
~1r. THATCHER. No justification beyond this, lhltt the money was
fai thfully expended I1S authorized by law. Of course, the App ropriations Committee could not undertake to control the policy of this
work. That must be left to the men in clHlrge of it.
Mr. MOORE of Vil'ginia. Now we have the Expond ituros Committee
that, if occasion roquires, can look into the matte!' of expenditures.

.
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M r. THATCHER. Yes; these prov isions wou ld am ply safeguard any
question of l>roper expendi t ures. No np pro priation has e"er been
asked of Congress for It memorial to General Gorgas in bronze or m arble, bu t t his would consti t ute a most fittU1g memorial, not only for
his great work in Cuba and in Panama, but also for his spl endid
service to t he Nation as Surgeon General of t ho U nited States Army,
whon under his control and direction, as you kn OIV, the best fitted
Army , physically, mentally, and morally, ever assembled in t he
world , was brough t togethor un der our fl og.
.
It is bel ieved t his would be the charaoter of memorial he would
ha"e preferred above all others. It will S01'\'O its primary pUl'pose
of aid ing U1 red ucing to " minimum the mal ignant diseases of the
Tropics find p I'eventing their s proad an10ng t ho peoples of tho eurth;
and at t ho same time it would also memorali zo hiS great work fo r
humnnity; find it would especially commemorate his great work on
tho I sth mus of Pannma, wb ich made possible the construotion of tbat
great Isthmian entel'prise which to-day is a pI'ofitable industrial
proposition. As valuable as is tho Pannma Can al to ou r own coun try
and to t he wo rld at large, I bolie"e tbat the illli ta ry lessons lenrned
there undel' the loadership of Gorgas will pro ,' e of fa r greater value,
M r. MOORE of Virginia. Referring to the statemon t made n momen t
ago, I bave fmmd sinoo I have been on t his committee t hat t ho
Republics of the South aro very much inclined to oooperate with ou r
Governm en t in memori al projects and progressive entel'prises.
Recently we have hnd un der oonsidomtion here a memOI'ia l to
Columbus nnd one to Henry Clay.
.
M r. O'CONNELL. And one to Bolivar.
M I'. MoonE of Vi rginia, Thoy are participating in conferenoes to
bring about the construction of these memorials.

:'11'. TElATCHER. I belie,'e that they nrc inclined to respond more
quickly than we are,
M r. M OORE of Vil'gin ia. In mattei'S of ron d buil ding they have
shown thei r cooperative spi ri t, and arc manifesti ng n grent deal of

..

inclination to progress as rapidly as they can.
MI'. TH ATCHER. There is no question about it; nnd so far as my
obsel'vation has gone in all t heso mattei'S they JlItve alwnys shown a
very quick and generoll response to anything of tllis type whic h has
a tendency to increase 01' to render morc intimate the contacts between
the cou ntries.
T here arc presen t to-day n. numbel' of med ical mon find scientists,
whom I sholl now introduce. A mong them is Dr. F ronklin .M.Al'tin ,

of CJlicago, TIL, D ireotor General and President of the Amerioa n
College of Surgeons, who is the president of the GOl'gas Memori al
[nstitute, and who as a member of the advisory cou ncil duri ng the
World War, rendered invaltmble service to the natio n for two years
01'

more.

Dr, Bowma n C, Crowell , also of Chioago, Ill., is a member of the
exeoutive com mittee and bon I'd of directol'S of the OOl'gas :' [emorial
I nstitute, associate directo r of the American Coll ege of Surgeons,
fl nd reoentJy was di recto r of tho Oswflld o Cnl " In stitute, at Rio de
Janeiro, Brn ziL H e wns for seven years in the PJlili ppines, dellling
with tro pical diseases, fiD d has had yeflrs of experienoe in Brazil.
He can tell you some of t he types of diseases prevalent in tl"Opioai
cou ntries.
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Dr. George W. Crile, of Clevbland, Ohio, a nother director of the
GOI'gas Memorilll Institute, president of the Cleveland Clinic, and
ex-president and regent of the American College of Surgeons.
Also, Mr. H enry S. WeUcome, of London, England, who is president of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, of London, and
found er of the I'VeUcome Tropical Research Laboratories, at Khartoum, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. He is a man who, witb his own
means, has financed great institutions for the study of tropical medicine and the prevention of diseases of this cbaracter. Mr. WeUcome
was born in the United States, and was formerly all American citizen;
but he removed years ago to England where he has since made his
home. lIe is one of the world's greatest philanthropists.
Surg. Gen. Merritte W. Ireland, of the UniLed States Army, who
js on the executive committee and board of directors of the Gorgas
Memorial Institu te, and one of tbe incorporators under the act of
Incorporation.
Admiral Edward R. Stitt, SUl'geon General of the United States
Navy is also present, and Surg. Gen. Hugb S. Cumming, of tbe United
States Public H ealth Sen-ice is here. Both lire incorporators.
Mr. Edgar Wallace is here representing Mr. William Green, president of tho AmeriClln Federation of Labor.
Also, we have witb us Dr. Arthur T . McCormack, the head of the
Kentucky State BOllrd of Health. He was formerly chief health
officer of the Canal Zone.
I do not see Admiral Cary T. Grayson hero. Dr. Herman H.
Bundesen, recently Health Commissioner of Chicago, and president
of the American Public ITenlth Association, is not present, but he
has sent a telegram. Doctor Bundesen is a member of the executive
committee and board of directors of the GOI'gas Memorial Institute.
Mr. 'rEM'LE. Here is" telegram from Doctor Bundesen, addressed
to the chail'lllan. which reads as follows:
H on. STEPIlf~X G. PORTt.:R,
Chtlirmn'n Commillee on Foreiyn Affairs,

CIIICAGO, 11. 1... ,

J anuary 19, 1918.

lIouse of ReprCSc'ltatittes:
I had hoped to appctu before yo ur ~oJUmittce on bchaJr of the Thatcher hill
(ilouse bill), H. R. R12S. Unavoidable emergencies prevented me from going just
as 1 wn..q boarding train. I desire to recommend this bill to your committee
for favorable consideration. The public health orgall izations are desirous of
seeing such legislation enacted. I feci the~' will mean 80 much in connection
with man y nati onal and international health problems. Dr. Franklin l\Iartin
knows my feelings on this matter.
HERM .... N N. BUNO}o:SEN , 1\1. D.,
President American Pu/"ic lIealth A8sociation.

l\fr. THA'I'C HEIl. I wil l read the list or officers, directors, executive

commitLee, nnd advisory COllncil of the Gorgas Memorial InstiLlIte
of Tropical and Preventive Medicino (Jnc.), as fo llows:
Officers: Hon. Calv in Coolidge, honorary president, President of the United
tates; Franklin Marlin, 1\1. D., prcl:l id ent, director general, American College
of Surgeons' Gilbert Fitz-Pntrick, M. D. , vice president, American Society for
Control of Cancer; George M. Reynolds, treasurer, chairman of the board, Continental and Commercial National Bank; W. J. Sennott, assistant treasurer,
Continental and Commercial National Bank; W. B. C. Loga,~ D. D. S., M. D.,
secretary, secretary American D ental Association; Silas ::stra.wn, attorney.
Winston, Payno, Strawn &. Shaw.
Executive Committee: Franklin Martin, M. D. , chairman, director general
American College of Surgeons; Herman Bundesco, M. D., President American

=m
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Health Assoc iatioll; Bowman C. Crowell, ~1. D. associate director .\mcrican
College of Surgeons; Hon. Charles G. Da.wes, Vi ce President of t he United States;
Gil bert Fitz-Patrick, M. D. , American Society (or Control of Cancer; W. H. a ..
Logan, D. D. 8., M. D. , sec retary American Dental Association; E. W. Ryerso n,
M. D ., Children' s Memorial Hospital; Charles U. Thorne, trustee Northwestern
University.
B OAR D

or

DIRECTORS

Bon. Calvin Coolidge, honorary president, Washington, President of the

•
•

•
•

United States.
Dr. F ranklin i\:lartin, chairman, Chicago, diiector general, Americnn College
of Surgeons.
Hon. R. J . Alfaro, Wash ington, Panaman l\1inister .
Mr. Ber nard M . Baruch, New York City, trustee, College of the City of New
York.
Dr. A. \Y . BILLin~ Detroit, dean, Detroit Post Gra duatc School of Medicine.
Dr. Herma n N. tlllllclescn, Chicago commissioner of public hcalt-h.
Dr. James T. Case, Battle Creck, Northwestern University Medi cal SchooL
D r. Rodolpho Chiari, Panama).. president Republic of Panama.
Dr. George W. Crilc, F. n.. v . S., Cleveland, Western R eservc 'ni vcrsity
School of Medicin e.
Dr. Bowman C. Crowell, Chicago, associate director, American College of
Surgeons.
D r. Hugh S. Cumming, Washington, llrgeon General United States Public
Heal t h Service.
Hon. Charles G. Dawes, Chicago, Vicc President of the United States.
Dr. George E. de Schweinitz , Philadelphia, professor of ophthalmology,
University of Penllsylvnnia.
Mr. Baley Fiske, New York City, president Metropolitnn Life In su rance Co.
Dr. Gilbert Fitz-Patrick, Ch icago, chairmAn Illinois Branch, Ameri can Society
for Control of Cancer.
Han. Will iam Green, Washington , president American Federation of Labor.
Maj. Gcn. !'o'I erritte W. Treland, Washington, Surgeon General, United Stntes
Army.
Dr. Andrew S. Lobingier, Los Angeles, surgeon, Hospital of the Good Samnritan,
Clara Barton Hospi tnl.
Dr. W. H . G. Logan , D. D. S., Ch icago, secretary Ame rican Dental Association.
Dr. F red Ba.tes Lund, Boston , su rgeon in chief, Carney H ospital.
Dr. William J . Mayo, Rochester, Min n., Mayo Clin ic.
Dr. Stuart McGuirc. Richmond, surgeon in charge, St. Luke's Hospital.
Dr. C. Jeff Miller, New Orlea ns, Tulane University School of !'oledicine.
Judge John Bassett Moore, The Hngue, Holland, Permanent Court of International Justice,
Brig. Gen. Robert E. Noble. Anniston, Ala., retired.
Mr. Adolph S. Ochs, New York City, managing editor, New York Times.
Mr. Lewis Pierson, New York City, president, United States Chamber of
Commerce.
Han. Belisario Porras, Panama, former president, Republic of Panama.
Mr. George M. Reynolds, Chicago, chairman of the board, Continentnl and
Commercial National Bank.
Dr. Stewart Roberts, Atlanta, p rofessor of Clinical Medicine; former president,
Southern Medi cal Association.
Bon. Leo S. Rowe. Washington, director-general Pan American Union.
Dr. Edward W. Ryerson, Chicago, consulting surgeon, Children's Memorial
Hospital.
Mr. Edward Elwell Spafford, New York, national commander, The Alnerican
Legion.
Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, Washington, national president, General Federation of Women's Clubs.
Dr. Ernst A. Sommer, Portla.nd, Un iversity of Oregon Medical chool.
Dr. Alfred Stengel, Philadelphia, fo rmer presiden t, American ColJege of
P hysicians.
Dr. George David Stewart , New York City, president, American College of
Surgeons.
Rear Admi ral Edward R. Stitt, M. D., Washington, surgeon-general, United
States Navy.
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Dr: George W. win, Seat.t1e, su rgeon, Children's Orthopedic and J'Cing County
HOspItals.
Mr. Charles n. Thorne, Chicago, trustee, Northwestern nivcn;il.v.
Prof. C. E. A. Winslow, Ph. D., ~\1cw Haven, president, American Publio
Health Association.
Dr. Hugh Hampton Young, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Medical
Department.
DOARO OF SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOUS

Dr. Richard P. trong, direc~r, School of Tropical Meejicine, Harvard Univcrsity.
Dr. C. C. Bass, director, Laboratory Clinical Medi ci ne L Tulane University.
Dr. W. C. MacCallum, professo r of Pathology, Johns I-I opkins University.
Dr. W. G. jVl cCoy, director, Hygienic Laboratory. U. S. Public Health Service.
Licut. CoL J . F. Siler, AAAistant Division of Sanitation, U. . Army
Dr. E. E. Tyzzcr, professor of Comparative Pathology, Bussey Institute.

•
•

Statutor.v office: Wilmington, Del.
Executive Otnccs, 400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, I ll.

Gorgas Memorial Institute work is indorsed byAlumnae Association oC Joseph Price Memorial Hospi tal , P hiladelphia.
America n Red Cro .
American Association of Genito-Urinnry Sur~eons.
American Association of Indus. Physicians and Surgeons.
American Clilllatological Associn.tion.
American College oC Surgeons.
American Dent~l .\ssocintion.
American Derma tological AsHociation.
A.m erican Gynecological ociety.
American Institute of 1-Iomeopathy-Congress of States.
Amcrican Laryngologica l Association.
Amcrican Neurological Association.
American Orthopedic .Assoc iation.
American Otological Society.
American Pediatric Society.
Americnn Publ ic Health Association.
American Society of Tropical Medicine.
American Surgical Association.
City, county, and district medical associati9ns.
Conference of 'tale and Provincial Health Authorities of North America.
Daughters of lhe Southern Confederacy.
Georq:ia Stale Medical Association.
Idaho Stnle Medical Association.
Illinois State Denlal Society.
International Association or Civic Clubs.
Iowa Stale Medioni Society.
l{ans8.S Sta.le Denlal Societv.
Kentucky Stale Dental Society.
]{cntucky State l\ledical Association.
Maine Medical Association.
Medical and Chirurgicnl Faculty of the State or Maryland.
Medical Society or the State or New York.
Medical Women 's National Association .
Medical Veteran@. of lhe 'Vorld 'Var.
l\Jisso uri Slate Medical Association.
National Exchange Clubs.
Nevadn Slate Medical Association.
N~w Ha mpshire State Medical Society.
New Jersey State Dental Society.
New Orleans Chamber of Com merce.
Ohio State Medica l Association.
Oregon Slate Med ical Society.
Pacific No rthwest l\ledical Association.
Pan American Commercial Congress.

"
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Soeiety of Alumni of BellcYllc Hospital.
South D:~kota State Denial Associa.tion .
Southern Commercial Congrc~.
Southern ~ 'urgica.l A.'lsociation.

Texas State Dcnbl Societv.
Tri-Stn,te Medical Association (Wi!:lconsin-Iown.-lllinois).
United Slales and Western Golf Associations.
Utah Stale Dental Association.
Utah State ~ l cdical A<:Roc iation.

•
•

Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Washington State Dental Association .

Washington Stale l\lediclll Soc iety.
\Yisconsin Stale Dental Society.

MI'. THATCHER. I will also read what Mr. Coolidge wrote on tbis
subject, ns follows:
Human misery und the enormous economic loss callsed by preventable illness
afC matters of serio us moment to every individual. The Gorgas Memorial's
plan to conserve this needless waste of human resources is commendatory and
deserving or the support of nil thinking people.

This institute is gOillg on with health education in this co un t l'y
through funds raised by popular subscription, alrendy spendinO'
530,000 a year for ed ucational work; but for intensive resenrch work
in the tropics it will be necessary to have help from the various
governments which may be afTe~ ted.
Mr. LINTHI CUM. What work is being done by the Rochfeller
Foundation?
Mr. THATCHER. ,re will have a statement about that to-day.
The Rockefeller l?oundation authorizes us to sny it heartily comlnell<is this mel1sure.

•

Mr. BLOOM. Will it be confli cting?
Mr. THATCHER. It will not. Doctor Mnrtin will speak to t hat
su bject.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. Mr. Tbatcber, before you proceed, would
it be inappropriate for me to read a letter of only a few lines from one
of the directors of the institute, a very distillguished physician and
su rgeon, whose nanle is ramiliftl' to B10st of us here.
Mr. TH ATCHER . I will be delighted to have it.
Mr. MOORE of Virgin ia. The gentleman is Dr. Hugh H. Young,
of Baltimore. Hi letter reads ns follows:
J .UIES BUCHA NAN BRADY UROI,OGICAL INSTITUTE,

•

BaUimore, "fd., January 19, 19f5.
Hon. R. WAI,TON l\IOOUE,
Committee on Foreign Affairs,
l/ou8e of Representatites, iVashington, D. C.
DEAl"!. Mit. M OORE: I am con siderably interested in H . R. 8 128, which is to
come before your committee on the Gorgas laboratory in Panama, and just want
to let you kn ow that I think it would be a mighty fine thing. It would certainly
do vaillable work in protecting us against tropical epidemi cs and in finding a means
of preventing or curing sllch diseases which affect ou r people in the Philipp ines,
Porto Rico and Panama. It would certainly be n very worthy and timeJy
tribute to Dr. Gorgas, to whom we really owe the building of the Panama canal.
Very sincerely,
B uou H. YOUNG, M. D.

Mr. THATCHER. That is a fine statement of tbe facts.
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STATEMENT OF DR. FRANKLIN MARTIN, OF CHICAGO, ILL,

Doctor MAHTIN . Mr. Chairman and members of the committee
and ladies and gentlemen, before I speak on this subject, I would
like to qualify somewhat as a witness, and to state that while I am
president of the Gorgas Memorial Institute, and am its executive
officer, I am merely president as one of you would be, find am not
the director receiving any compensation.
I wish also to qualiry by saying that I was associated with General
Gorgas practically every day during the great wa.r as a member of
the advisory commission and chairman of the General Medical
Board, and I was with t he three surg on-generals, Army, Nary, and
Public Health. That brought me in close touch and relation with
General Gorgas, and like others who were associated with him I
became very much attached to him and loved his personality as all
of you did who happened to b.-now him.
There are three outstanding things that Gorgas did and I would
like to make a brief review of th ese in order that you may know why
we have made this memorial what it i. First, as you know, he was
one of the earliest to recognize the Walter Reed board's work in the
discovery of the method of transmission of yellow fever. General
Gorgas was chief executive officer and medical officer in Habana
under General Wood. He recognized in this work of the Walter
R eed board the real cause of the spread of yellow fever. He said to
General Wood, "If that is the cause of yellow fever, and I believe it is,
as I have worked with the board, if you will give me the authority to
do what should be done, I will eliminate or attempt to eliminate
yellow fever from Habana." General Wood characteristically smd:
"Go to it." That was in Febru ary, 1901. Yellow fever had been
rampant in Habana and Cuba for 150 years. In September of that
same year the work of General Gorgas had cleaned up Habana and
the last case of yellow fever in Habana occurred epidemically in
September of that year, and, as you know, it has been practically free
from yellow fever since that time. When we got ready to build the
Panama Canal, General Gorgas was sUlllllloned to care for sanitation
there. Why'! Because tbe Frenchmen who were sent over to dig
the Panama Canal under the Frencb regime all died of yellow fever
and malaria. General Gorgas, as soon as he had been given authority
at Panama, a much larger job tban the other, used practically the
sanle methods, and between Mal'ch, 1905, and November, 1905, a
period of approximately eight months, yellow fever was eliminated
from Panama where it had been in existence 400 years. That made
possible the building of the Panama Canal. U p to that time tbe
commission sat in Washington instead of Panama because of their
fear of yellow fever, or, at least, they sat in Washington.
'This man had become a great sanitarian, recognized as a leader,
and r ecognized for all time as one of the great sllnitarians of the
world. Then at the age of 60, as Surgeon General of the United
States Army in the greatest war on record, this mall, who was n
sanitarian and a peace-loving mau, set his genius to work in regard
to the organizing of a great army; and, as you know, before the war
ended, he bad in his medical corps over 32,000 men. His corps was
afterward taken over at his retiroment by Geneml Ireland. He had
enlisted personnel, nurses, men, aids, etc., up to the number of nearly

•
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200,000, one of the greatest corps und er one major genernl, probably,
that we had iLl any orgnnization.
'
You would have tbought tbis sanital'ian would be willing to rest
on his law'els, but he was not. He said, "We have nil the men we
can possibly ever use; let us get a fit Army, but to get a fit Army let
us get away from the old-fasluoned examination of recru its by wluch a
superficial examin ation was n1nde, and see to it that every man is
examined by a board of experts, numbering five 0 " seven, to include It
dentist, oculist, aurist, pathologist, surgeon, and a medical man. "
This pIon was taken by Genel'lll Gorgas to the Secretal'y of War, and
be snid: "Mr. Secretary, I wont to bring you a fit Army. I do not
want yo u to have to fight with unfit boys. It will cost a great denl of
money and a great ol'gnnization, but let us have every man eXfLrnined
by an expert board. Let us have a board in every township in the
United States." You know how Genernl Crowder, of the Army,
provided for that. The Secretal'y of 'IV Ill' said immediately to General
Gorgos, "I am for that", and devised every way he could to carry it
out. That was carried out and tbe most astonishing thing, and it is a
great lesson, was that we had to examine practicnlly 7,000,000 men
to get 4,500.000 fit men. The difference between the 7,000,000
approximately, and the 4,500,000 accepted men represented the large
numbers who could not be accepted.
Many of them had incipient difficulties that could be adjusted,
and we had a rLt Almy. I think General Ireland will tell you that the
sickness ill calnps and overseas, no t. countin g the hazards of war, was
a very decided percentage lower than in the al'lTIy of anyone of our
allies 01' of Germany 01' Austria, because undoubteclly of the fact
tbat we had fit men to deal with. But the point is that more than
one-thil'd of tbe men of military age, young men, were found unfit.
J ow , Genernl Gorgas said one day as we were waiting at lL committee
hearing, I'DoctoJ' Martin, I wish tlus horrible war was over." trWhy,
General?" H\Vel1 ," he said, (Imy work is not yet finished." I said,
"What would you do if the armistice was declared to-day'?" H e said:
"I would call up New York and take R vessel to Guayaquil, Ecuador,
where yellow fever is still in existence, and exterminate as far as
possible yellow fever, lind contin ue the work of eliminating tropical
diseases; tben go back to Panama, the garden spot of the world,
and write an elegy on yellow fever."
One day after tbese boys were com ing in, these fit boys, several
millions of them, he said, "What an example this would be after this
war if we could get not just boys of military a~e, but everybody in
the United States, to have periodic health examlllations evelOY ;rear."
What a wonderful thing that would be for the pl'evention of disease.
"Ve know that 50 per cent of tbe men and women over 40 years of age
will die witbin the next 15 years of preventable diseases-one-third of
them from heart disease, preventable if we get them in their incipiency; one-third of them of kidney disease, preventable if you get
them in their incipiency, 01' at the Jlresickness sta~e; one-third of them
from cancer, also preventable if the cancer is dIscovered early .
Now, when Geneml Gorgas, lifter the war WIIS over, immediately
started to do exactly what he wanted to do, to clean up tbe Tropics,
and died in London, his friends all over this country said, "Let us
have a relll memorial to General Gorgas"; and of IIll men in the
85902-28--2
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world that would not cl1re a rap for a monument in • perk, 01' 01
bronze or marble, it was General Gorgas. So every one of us said,
"The only memorial to him tbat is suitable is one that finishes his
work, and cfllTies on for fhe people of the United States. what he so
wonderfully advocated in selecting the boys. "
This group that you see listed on the letterheads of the Gorgas
Memorial Institute are his friends , the men \\'ho loved binl; they
are back of this movement. Wo havo tho movement divided illto
two p pxls; fiTst, this great health movement ill which we are trying
to convin('e everybody in the United States of the difference bet\\'een
scientific medicine and mediCine that is not scientific; to comTince
e\'erybody in the United St~tes that he and his family should have,
at least, an examinalion once a ye~r by a board of experts. That
is one of the thmgs that General Gorgas would ad'Tocate; and that
is being done by the Gorgas M emorial Institute, \\-hich is being
fInanced by friends of General Gorgas, to the extent, at present, of
about 30,000 a year. H o\\' do we d o that? First, by publishing
in the daily press health columns written by 3,000 men in the United
States who sened under Gorgas, medical men who sClTed IUlder
Gorgas and 10,Ted him; articles written by them on preventive
medicine 01' scientific medicine, that is put into a shape thnt the
mnn in the street may rend and understand. We are rcaching
nearly 20,000,000 readers n year in that way.
We are having every night nil over the United States in the great
cities mdio tnlks by the leading physicians; not men who are unknown,
but lending physicians and speciali sts of the COU lltl'y. Th e some thing
is being cove red in the way of meetings, Rnd in overy legitimate way

that is considered ethical ; no bombast 01' beating of tom-toms, but
we 8re extonding this propng fillda.

1\[1'. MOORE of Virginia. Will you tell us about this great man,
where he was bol'll and whnt pl'epnration he had for this work?
Doctor MARTIN. If living he would now be 72 yeal's of age. He
was brought up in Richmond, Va., up to the time he was 9 years of
age, when the Oivil War ended, and h e afterwards studied medicine,
He always wanted to be 11 military man, but there was some opposition to it. H e finally studied medicine, and after he graduated he
still had It longing to be 11 militlll'y man, and went into the United
States Army as a military officer in the Medical Oorps . He had
yellow fever himself, nnd, of course, he was an immune, nnd wns
intensely interested in the problem of sanitation. Tbe following is a
brief sketch of his life:J. DIOGRAPIIY

William Crawford Gorgas was born in MobiJe, AJa.; on October 3, 1854. He
was the son of Cen. Josiah Gorgas, the chief of ordnance of the Southern Confederacy during the Civil War and later the president of the University of the
South, at Sewancc, Tenn. His mother was Amelia (Gayle) Gorgas, daughter of
Governor Gayle, of Alabama.

Gorgas WM graduated from the University of the South with the degree of
A. B. in 1875, and from Bellevue Hospital Medi cal College with the degree of
M. D. in 1879. He entered the Medical D epartment of the United States Army
on June 16, 1880, as first lieutenant, was advanced to captain in 1885, and to
major in 1898.
In 1880, yellow (ever was prevalent in Brownsvi lle, Tex., in violent epidemic
form. Conditions were bad beyond the power of words to portray to those who
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have no recollection of condi t ions in a yell ow feve r stri cken city prior to 18 O.
T he Government, as well as the people at large, had been appealed to.
Gorgas, with the ran k of lieutenant, was 8cnt. to Fort Brown, ncaT Brownsville,
to a ssist in the medical care of the civilian po pula tion. There he fi rst met Miss
Maric Cook Doughty, who was seriously ill of yellow fc\'cr, and there he also
contracted the disease. H e married i\1iss Doughty in Cincinnati on Se ptember
15 1885.
Later, Gorgas was in active service in Florida, in the West, in the Dakotas,
an d in the old I ndian T erritory. H e ac('ompanied the military c!q>edition against
Santiago in 1898. Fate, possibl y with a purpose, visited his system with yellow
fever in early li fe, t hereby making him immune to the disease. Becausc of his
practical k_nowloogc of yellow fever transmission, he was appointed chief sanitary
officcr of Habana, which post he occupied from 1898 t.o 1902.
It was in 1900 that Gorgas was in close contact wi t h t he investigation into the
CR use of yellow fever that was being conducted in Habann by the Walier Reed
. board . The memorable discovery made by t his board revealed the cause of the
disease j but it was Gorgas wh o applied these princ iples and effected the eradication of yellow fever fr om J-Iabana.
In 1904 Gorgas was a ppointed chief sanitary officer of the Panama Canal
Zone, and in 1907 he was made a member of the Isthmian Canal Comm iSSion .
In recognitiion of his work in l-I abana, his rAnk WAS incren",ed to that of co lonel
bv a special act of Congress in 1003, nnd he became a-ssistant surgeon general
of t he Un ited States Army. Tn 1915 Gorgas and his associates on the I sthmian
Canal Commi.ssion rcceived a vote of thanks from Congress for distingu ished
se rYicc rendered in connection with the construction of the Pana.ma Canal.
T his is one of the few mstances in history where sanita ry achievcment has becn
recognized by the State, since li ippocrates was awarded I\. civic crow n by t he
cit izens of Athens for avertin g a l>estilcnce from that city. This reflects much
credi t on our National Legislature as well as on Gorgas, for republics a re usually
una ppl'ec ia ti ve of the q uiet conquests of science.
In 1913 Genera l Go rga s went to R hodesia, Sou t h Afncn, at the inv itati on of
the Chamber of ~iines, J ohan nesburg, to advise as to the best means of preventing
pneum onia and ma la.ri a a mong the nati ve mine workers. He was a ppointed
Surgeon General of the Un ited States Army with the rank of brigadier general,
on J anuary 16, 19 14, and was promoted to major general in 1915. H e served
with great d isti nction as Surgeon Ge neral during the trying I>criod of ou r partici pation in the World Wa r, until his retirement, at the age of 65, on Octobe r 4, 1918.
He nover lost his interest in world sanitation. While he was stationed in the
Can a l Zone, he visited Gu ayaquil, Ecuador, and m apped out a pla n for the
con trol of yellow fever in th at disease-ridden d ist rict. I n 19 16 he was made ch ief
of t he spec'ia l Yellow Fever Commission of the Rockefeller Foundation, and spent
several months in South America making su r\'eys a nd laying plans for t he eradicat io n of yellow fe \Ter from locali ties in which it st ill prevailed.
After his retiremen t a s Surgeon General he Ilnmediately accepted th e a~si gn
ment to d irect the yellow-fever work which had becn undertaken by t he I nte rna tional Health Boa rd of the R ockefelle r Fou ndation. On )'lay 7, 1920, he
sailed for E ngland, en rou t e to West Africa, whe re he was to investigate t he yellowfever situation. H e feU ill in L ondon on May 30, 1920, and died on J uly 4, 1920
11 . TH E GEN I US

T o write of Gorgas is to attem pt to write of th e infin ite-the subject is fascinating, b ut one's powe rs of a nalysis beco me ex hausted in the fnce of its m ystery
a nd masterfu lness. Gorgas was a gen iu s whose life and chicvemen ts a s t hey will
be reco rded in histo ry a re cOlll l)arable with those of Lister and Ed ison. Each
of these men, wit h a mi nd un trammeled and open, wrought miracles (rom t he
common pla ce materia ls wh ich were at hand, the real significance of whi ch was
not recogn ized either by hi s contemporaries or his predecessors.

M r . O ' CONNELL. H e had ycllow fever after he was a physician?
D octor M ARTI N. Yes. In 1924 I was in P anam a. I had just been
asked by the three Surgeons General and Doctor R owe to become
chairman of this organization. I n Panama we laid the corner sto ne of
t he Gorgas M emorial. They learned we were coming and it was
before a large concou rse. The corner s tolle or marker was person ally placed by P resident Porras, and as far as an executive of the
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government could assure the giving of this site to the United States
when it was ready to finan ce the personnel and the laboratory, we
had every assurance this would be done.
Mr. O'CONNELL. When was the cornel' stono laid?
Doctor MARTIN. F ebruary, 1923.
Mr. BLOOM . You used the words "marker or corner s tone, '"
Would it not be much bettor to continue to use the word "markel',"
because if you are going to erect this build ing, you will have an
offici al ceremony for laying the corner stone? If you continue to
use the word "corn er stone," the impression will be th at ilie building
is already in course of erection and the corner stone laid .
Doctor MARTIN. The reason wo called it tho com er stone at the
time, anel that has been remedied, is the fact that they had a plan of
a building thoy were ready to build at an ex pense of 5500,000 to
$750,000 . So we called it at that time 0 corner stone, but it is really

•

a marker.

Mr. COOPER. D oes it contoin the customary documents?
Doctor MARTIN . No, sir.
Mr. LI N'rHJ CUM. The B altimore & Oh io Ra ilrolld coiled theirs the
birthstono.
Docto r MAR'n". We designedly asked to have t his on tbe Panama
Republic te rri tory because we are extemely anxious to get South
Am erican Republics interested in it. At that tim e and the next yeilJ'
I visited on two occasions South American R epublics, and here
again, while we did not get an autho rization (!'Om their congresses,
I discussed t be subj ect of tbe GOI'gas Memorial with tbe cbief officials
of Cubo, P eru, Chili, Argentina, Brozil, and Venezuela. They know
more about GorgRs down there in those tropical coun tries t han we do
here. Th ey love bim more than \\'c do; if possible. They say, " D o
not talk to us about GO "gas; he is a Spaniard, his nRme is Sporush."
President Leguia, of P eru , very enthusiastically supported tbis
idea und said, it Of course, our Governmen tw ill giv'e its pro rata S UlTI.'"
President Porras, of Panama, I have already s poken of. Last yellr I
visited ti,e p"esent President of Panama, D octor Cb iori , and he
defin itely stated that they were for this proposit ion just as strongly
was the p" evious administration. President Irigoycn, of the AJ'gentine, and his successOl', President MOl'celo T ., de Alvear, indorsed it;
also Presiden t Balta or Br um , of Uruguay, and President Serrata, of
Uruguay. I visited tbe President Rnd the presid ent elect of Brazil,
Pessoa ond Bernardes; also President Gomez, of Venezuela, eacb of
whom comm ended it; also Presidents Morales Ilnd Zayas, of Cuba .
Everyone of tbese interviews with tbese presidents in Latin
America was an interview th at was inspiring to me because of the
very defUli te statement that when it was bro ught to t hem in a propel'
way they would support the I)roject.
Mr. O'CONNELL. WI,O fixed the percentago of these appropriations?'
. Mr. THATCHER. That was dono when I drafted the bill, after conferring witb the representatives of the officials of the Gorgas Memorial
Institute.
Doctor MARTIN. Substantially tbis some bill was passed by t be
Senate last yeru' in the short session but did not reacb tbe House·
until foul' days before tbe 4th of March because of the filibu ster in
tbe Senate. It passed the Senate and was sent to the House, nnei
we felt there was every reason from the response we "eceived from
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the Mem bOI'S of che House, that it would pass the House. The
session wns too short. Wo bad s very sympathecic atbtude wward
this bill in the Senate, I 11m sure.
Mr. LlN·I'BICI1M. I thin k we ought w have this letter also of
Doctol' Young read in Docwr Martin 's testimony. He served with
Geneml Gorgns in the World War.
:VIr: TEMPLE. Tho letter referred to rends as foll ows:

•

J AMKS BUCHANAN BRADY UHOLO(llCAf~ INSTITUTE.

COMMI1" I' ~) ") ON FORt:lGN A~'FAJl(8,

Balti11lQre, Md., January 19, 19£8 .

/lOl/se 0/ Representatives, lVashinglorl, D. C.
C ..; NTLt; MEN: It gives me g reat pleasure to join Dr. Franklin ~Jartin in presenting, for th e consideration of your committee, the great value to the American
people of having :l laboratory for the study of treatment of tropical diseases
organ ized ill Panama. adjacent to the Canal Zone. I have myself visited the
spot !l.t which it is proposed to plnce this monument to Corgas, aJld approve of
the plan in every wa.'. Not only would it be of great value to liS, but it would
also be a fitting tribute to Doctor Gorga s, without whose scientific work the
Panama Canal would not have becn possible. The Nation owes Doctor Gorgas
a debt of grntitude, and no more fitting way CAn be found than t.o erect th is
memorial labomtor" in his hOllor.
Having studied the proposition \\ ith grcat interest, I unh esitntinglr indorse
it Ilnd hope that your committee will find it possible to approve it and push it
through the Congrcss.
Ve ry sincerely.
]IUGH H . YOUNG

:\1r. O'CONNELL. Doctor Martin may wish w include other statemon ts in the record.
Mr. TnATcHER. \lr. Chairm an, Mr. Wallace, the represcntative of
the American Fedol'l,Ltion of Labor htl to meet anothcr rngng('meot
and I run asking thnt he be now heard.
STATEMENT OF EDGAR WALLACE, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

•

:\1r. WALLACE . Frolll the many benefits of the great work of
General GOI·gas, mllny of ow· people in the Canal Zone afe to-day
working und m· com I>lu·atively health ful conditions. Many of our
people arc engaged in pioneer work, huilding bri dges, roads, highways
througll these tropic,,1 countries, and would be benefited by the
extension of the "'0 1·1< so splendidly deye\opod by the genius of Geneml
Gorgas. We cnn chink of no fitter memorial fOI· this great man chan
that steps shou ld be caken which in effect will domollstrnte the "ppreciation of his countrymen Ilnd tho people of other countries by r.OIltinuing his \\"ork. We hope tht.t this bill may be passed in the form
in which it has been presonted, Iwd that the work will begin immediately for the benefit of the people now there, and for the people who
llrc cngngecl in pioncer work and ,,-ill be henefited by the extension of
the Gorgns idea. That is all I hnye to sny.
Mr. THATCHER. Docwr Mnrtin, pleaso briefly explain w the committee the purpose of initiating this lnborawry work and getting it
under way before the bllildin~ is sctun lly constructed to house it.
Doctor MAR1'IN. It woold De almost impossible to go into a fully
equipped laborawry or a large building and bc~in doing work in
full measure without considerable preparation . ,Ve have facilities
in t be Pan ama Canal ZOlle, in the Ancon Laboratory, and in San to
Tomas L aboratory in Panam a, and other places wbere t his work
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co uld be initiated. Already there has been purchased by the Pallaman GO \'el'llment abou t $20,000 worth of tbe very best equipment for labomtory work. That is stored now in Panama.
We ba"e a board of scientific directors tentatively selected, of
wbieh Dr. Richard P . Strong, director of the Harvard chool of
Tropical Medicine, is a representative; and Professo.r Strong wou ld
be willing to lake up tbis work at almost allY time. Tbis preliminary
work cou ld be establisbed and it would be an assurance to Panama
that we were going to finance the personnel when they furnis h the
building.
~Jr. LINTHI CU M . You were about to mentio n some of the other
diseases besides yellow fever.
Mr. T E>JPLE. 'Doctor Crowell will discuss that.
~[r. :\looRE of Virginia . I will ask u question on a poin t I am sure
Congress will be interested in . You ba" e had con ferences ,,;lh the
autborities in the Republic of Pnllu ma. Were yo u impressed wi tb the
beli ef that there is no ques tion t hat if this project is gotten under
way tbe Republic of Panama will undertake tho construction of tbe
building?
Doctor ~IARTIK. To my mind, if t his bill passes, I t hink tbere is
practically no que tion but t hat it will be carried out. They sinlply
said "·0 can not do anything until we are a.sured it will be financed,
which serms to me 8. very proper answer.
MI'. l3LO OM . Would tbis work in any way duplicate the work of
any of the other laboratories, such a the R ockefeller Foundation,
or anytbing of that kind·?
Doctor :\IARTIN. The nexL speaker, Doctor Crowell, will giYe you
the absolute deta ils of tha t, and also will speak for the R ockefeller
Foundation. I will su bmit the following addition,,1 data:
SYMJ ATHET IC ATT IT UDE OF LATI N- AMER ICA N OQ VE1ft NAU;NTS

During the winters of 1921 , 1923, and 1925, as actin g president, I \"isited
lf llbann, Palllllna, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Urugu a ~', Brazil , and Venezuela, and
presented info rmally the plans of the Go rgas 1Icmorial Insti tute of Tropical and
Preventive Medi cine to the President>! of these RCI)ubl ics, and nsked if the ir
Governmen ts would be interested in cooperating with the Unit.cd States on a
basis in proportion to their population . The answer of eac h of these cxecutiycs
indicated their great interest in the plan, their interest in the work of General
Gorgas, and n belief that. their Governments would cooperate financially on
the suggested basis .
The P re~ i dents in terviewed we re as follows:
February, 1921, President Belisa rio Porras, Pa.nama..
i\lareh, 1925, President Dr. Rodolfo Chiari, Panama.
February, 1921, President Augusto B. Leguia., of Pe ru.
February, 1921, President lIipolito I rigo),cn, Argent in a.
I\lareh, 1923, President i\ lnrcclo T. de Alvear, Argentina..
i\iarch , 1921, President Baltasar BrUin , Uruguay.
l'iarch , 1923, President Dr. J o~e Serrato, Uruguay.
March, 192 1, Preside nt Epitacio PesRoa, Brazil.
l\larch, 1923, President Arturo cia. Silva Bernardcs, Brazil.
February. 1923, President Gen. Juan Vincente Gomez, Ve nezuela.
l arch, 1925, PrP~ i dent Cen. Gerard o :\la.chado :-. :\Ioraics, Cuba.
March, 192:1, President Dr. Al fredo Za:-'as, Cuua.
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STATEMENT OF DR, BOWMAN C, CROWELL, CHICAGO , ILL,
~[r ,

TEMPLE, You might qualify as a wi tness if you wish,
CROWELL. I am a mCluber of the cxccuti,"e comm ittee
and bORr'd of directors of the Gorgas i\[emorial Institute, and am
associate director of the American College of Surgeons, I was
recently d irector of the Oswaldo Cru" Institute at Rio de Janeiro,
BrRzil.
I ha ve had all extensive experience in the study of tropical diseases, J am a pathologist and laboratory man and have been a
teAcher in the Tropics and in this country in my chosen professioll,
with a speeial intere t in the pathology of t,'op ie81 discases, having
worked in the Tropics for seven ycars in the Philippine Islands in
the emp loy of the government of the Philippines and the university
therc as professo,' of pathology and bacteriology, as ,'esearch man
in the Bureau of Science, and as director of the school of tropical
medicine and public health, T served four yea,'s at the Oswaldo
Cruz Institute as chief of the departmcnt of p"tholo~y, at Rio de
Doctor

•

Jan£'iro, Brazil, a Government ins titute fol' medical research there,

this institute ha"ing been erected by the Government as a tribute to
Oswaldo Cruz who was their director of health, and the Gorgas of
Brazil. 11e duplicated in Rio de Janeiro the w.ork that General
Gorgas had done in Cuba find ill Panama, in cleaning uI' Rio entirely
from yellow fc,"cl', and, to

fl

vcry great ('xtent, from Jlln aria.

Mr, EA"'O" , Did they erect this institute I1S II memori"I '?
Doctor CnowELL, Yes; lind it bellI'S his n~me ,
Mr, O'CONSELL, It is operating now?
Doctor CROWELL, Yes; under the Ruspices of the Bnzilian
GoYcrnmcnt, and it is doing 3U excellent work in tho in\~es tign.tion
of tropical diseases p.nd the control of diseases that exist in Brazil.
From this institute have come reports of disOllses which were discoyered by the workers in that institute, especie,lly the disMse
known as Chagf'~s'

disCRSC, g

disease caused by

B

small orgl,!,nism

which gets into the blood all(1 through the blood into the tissue,
cllusing disCilse of all of the orgp.ns of the body, especially in the

•
•

brains, causing ntl'iotls forms of lnental disease, o,"cn iJnbecility,

in the heart, causing chronic disability from he~rt disei"e; affecting
not infrequently the thyroid gland in the neck, p,'odueing in some
ceses cretins; e.nd it may afiect r,ny other org"" of the body, The
disability caused by it is vcry grc""t, It is a good disease for me to
mention at the present tinle because I devoted foul' years of my life
to studying it,
~1r, COOPER, Has the germ been isolated?
Doctor CROWELL. Yes; it has been isolated, I WIIS told not to
usc too many technical tenns before a ley audience, It is the
trypanosoma cruzi.
~Vlr, COOPER, If you have isolated it, thcn it is " preventable

disellse,
Doctor CROWELL, We know mRny things about its tl'finsmission,
It is t!'finsmitted by 1\ blood-sucking inscct of co nsiderable size which
looks like it beetle, which comes out in the du rk Ilnd bites exposcd
Plll'ts of the body, suck~ blood, find injects this li ttle organism which
causcs the discasc, A satisfactory trCiltment for the discasc is
unk nown at the prescnt time, It has been under investigation for
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som e years now and we do know methods of preven tion which are
indicated by the habits of the bug itself, a b lood-sucking insect which
transmits the disease. This occurs principally in Minas Gernes, one
of the Brazilian Stotes, among the poorer popu lation there where
they live in huts and buildings which are no more than shacks in
which ther'e are many crevices in the walls. This beetle lives there
in the dad, ill these crevices, and as long as it is daylight or as long
as artificial light is on at night it stays in the dal'k crevices. After
the extinction of the light it comes out and bites the first person it
comes in contact with and will inject the organisms which cause
this disease.
Mr. COOPER. It affects the Caucasinns who live there?
Doctol' CnowELL. Yes.
Mr. BUln'oN. Does thi s disease spl'cad outside of Brazil?
Doctor CnowELL. There bave been one or two cnses found in the
northern part of Brazil, and possibly one or two cases in EcuRrlor,
and some, possibly, in Uruguay .
Mr. THATCHElt. Mny it not also spread to other CO Wl tries?
Doctor CnowELL. The point is that the transmitting agen t has
been found outside of Brazil, and there is no known I"CnSOLl why it
may not spread to other co untries. This organism belongs to the
same genera l class of organism that causes African sleeping sickness ;
and in tho enrly days of the study of African sleeping sickness those
who studied it in restricted areas predicted that this di ease would
spread to certain other neighboring COUll tries in Africa on account of
the existence there of the transmitting agent, and la tel' that prophecy
was fulfiUed.
However, this is not one of the most important of tropical diseases.
In considol'ing the tropical diseases just before coming into this room,
I spoke to Admi..al Stitt and told hinl I was to speak to the committee
on what tbere \Va to be done yet in tropical disenses. In his chfll"Rcteristic way, he said the work has not begun yet. The first pl ace in the
diseases of the Tropics belongs to malaria. There has been a wonderful study made of malaria. We knolV the organism that CRuses malaria. We Imow the way in which malaria is tmll smitted, and we
know how to cure and prevent it. It sounds as though th e chapter
were closed, but it is by no means closed . ''''hile we know some
methods by which these things "1"0 accomplished, we have not arrived at the point whel"O we hnvo the best methods. There are sevoral
places in the circle at which it might be cut. We might cut it at one
point and break the circle, but in nil we have to deal ,vith the human
element.
Mr. MoonE of Virginia. Spenking of malaria, is it not true that
the work in contemplatioLl might be of vel'y grent value to this country as well as th e countries to the south of us?
Doctor CnowELL. 1'horo are none of the tropical diseases that can
be mentioned of which that is not true, and that is wbat I would Iil<e
to impress particul nrly upon this committee-namely, that while we
speak of the work on tropicnl disenses, which e~;st perbaps more profouncUy in t he Tropics than in Otu' own country, or in the northern
part of our countrYl yet this work 18 a matter of solf-preservation for
the United States, and it is a very cheap fd'rm of insw'ance for the
United States to prevent the ingre of any of these diseases. While
I am on that point I will make ono other allied poiut, that the train-

:>
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ing that will be aITorded to medical men in this countl'y will enable
them to recognize diseases which already exist in this country. As
tbe result of tho "\Yorld War, and tbe widespread prevalence of disease in OUl' mon who were in the Army, diseases wcre iJnported into
United Statns. There bave been many reports in tho United States
of the existence of diseases which have been imported; largo numbers
of cases of disease which had never been known to exist in this country except in small numher before the war. Tbis inCI'ease is attributed
to their pl'Ovalenee during the World War; but th6l'o is It '-ery great
question as to whetber or not a considemble percentage of the increase
in the incidence of tbese diseases is not due to the fact that we now
have men wbo were trained in tho World War who can recognize
these diseases. They recognize the increasing percentage in the
United States at the present time.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. Conceivably, in dealing with malaria in
tropical lands discove!'ies might be made that could be applied in
dealing with malaria in this country ?
Doctor CROWELL. Exactly so.
Mr. THATcR eR. And that has been the case.
Doctor CROWELL. That bas been the case at the present time and
in the past histol'y of the study of malaria, and tbere is no question
but that this will he true in tbo future.
Mr. THATCHER. Indicate some of the other tropical diseases.
Doctor CROWELL. Intestinal parasites find their most favorable
surroundings in the Tropics. While almost all of the intestillal parasites may live in temperate climates, the favorite surroundings are
the Tropics, and they cause" tremendous amount of morbidity and
mOI·tality. Perhaps tbis conrnuttee is more familial' with the hookworm disease that has been studied and so fully demonstrated by
the Rockefeller Foundation that tho knowledge of it has become
popularized.
Mr. BLOOM. Has the hookworm been pmctically eliminated down
there?
Doctor CROWELL. No, sir.
Mr. BLOOM. In Porto Rico it has.
Doctor CaowELL. Its incidence has been gmatly reduced, but in
order to keep the incidence of hookworm disease low there must
be constant preventive measmes taken to keep it down . It is not a
disease of which one can say is wiped out any more than malaria.
We can not top proventive measures as far I1S we know at the present time. Perhaps we will find in the millenni um measures that will
keep it down.
The anilnal parasites vary fr0111 nlicJ'oscopic unicellular orgnnisllls
such as the amoeba which causes dysentery and diseases of the liver
and other organs, up to Ilu.ilnals such as the tapeworm which lURY
be several yards in length, or the echinococcus, which may be large
enough to distend the abdomen . Theil there are the spirochaetal
diseases among which is yellow fever, and one known as dengue,
relatively harmless, that causes a high morbidity, not fatal, but a
study of this disease proHuses well for success of treatment . . There
aro diseases such as sprue, aDothel' intestinal disease which affects
the skin and nervous system, and pellagra, also yaws, allied to ollr
own syphilis, if not a form of our own syph ilis as it exists in the
Tropics. In Peru there is a disease whicb so far is restricted to
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certain canyons in Peru, the disease being called verruga pel'u viana, of which \\'e know relatively little, but there is no reason
why it may not spread. There am various nutritional and bactorial
diseases also.
MI'. O'CONNELL. Does the Rockefeller Foumlation make research
studies t.here?

Doctor CnowELL. The Rockefeller Foundation )'as confined its
scientific studies lal'gcly to hOOI\.W01"l11, llullaria, and yellow feve r.

I had a conference with Doctor Vincent, president of t)' e Rockefeller
Foundation, within the past few weeks, and spoke to him of the
\\"ork of the Gorgas Memorial Institute, and said to him, "It is very
possible in the heal'ing befol'e tho committee the question will ('ome
up as to whether there is some conflict or duplication of work. I
know there is none. I am familiar with the work of the Rocke feller
Foundation, as I have worked under their auspices in the pnst,
and I would like to have some statement to make to the committee."
He said, "Doctor Crowell, you can say that tbe president of the
Rockefeller Foundation is tho roughly in sympathy with the Go rgas
M emorial Institute; that the Rockefellel' Foundation will welcome
this work

fiS

it is very

nlllCh

•

interested in nny organization which

can offer any possibility of progress in the control of tropical diseases." Ho implied that if any organization will give the Rockefeller organization some pmetical method of contl"Ol of disease. that
is what tbey wanted.
MI'. THATCHER. Leprosy is also indigenous to the Tropics, particularly the I sthmus, and will he studied by this Gorgas laborato l'y
organ iz.ation.

Doctor CnowELL. Undoubtedly.
Mr. TllATCHE lt. Many of these diseases that are indigenous to that
section of Latin America are also indigenous to the Philippines and
Hawaii.

Doctor CIlOW8LL. Tbat is tru e.
MI'. MoonE of Virginia. A scientific man wo uld not think t bat
because one organization was working on the same line that allother
organization should be excluded from that line. Th ey work in cooperation and extend theil' investigations everywhere as fal' as possible.
Doctor CnowELL. Exactly. Them is just as much room in tropical
medicine for in vestigators 8S there is room fOI" aviators in the air
above us.
Mr. CooPEn. If tbero should be any marked increase in aerial travel
those diseases wou ld be bro ught here much more qllickly than before?
Doctor CROWELL. Exactly.
Mr THATCHER. Tbe possibil ity of increased di easo enlarges
through the multiplication of methods of tmnsportation?
Doctor CnowELL. Ye .
Mr. THA'l'CHEIl.. How much mo1'O time have we?
MI'. TEMPLE. The Hou e will meet in foul' seconds.
Mr. BunTON. It is staggering to me the extent the hearing will
assume. It is interesting and informing to the committee, but t he
members have a great deal of work and are extl"Cmely desirous that
it be finisbed to-day.
(Thereu pon , at 12 o'clock noon, the comm ittee recessed until 1
o'clock p. m.)

.
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AFTER RECESS

The commi ttee rec"nvened , pursuant to the recess, at 1 o'clock
p . m ., Hon. H enry W. T emple, presiding.

STATEMENT OF DR. BOWMAN C. CROWELL-Resumed

•

D octo r CROW ELL. There are a few t hings I would like to add to
what I have already said concern ing t he importance of the calTiers
of diseases wh ich exjst in the Tropics. These carriers may not
man ifcst t he sym ptoms, and may be ,"ery diffi cult of dctection, a nd
by tI"l1,"eling outside of t heir own cou n llT they may calT.V the disease.
~[ I'. TEl\IPL E. You do not menn insect trnllsmission to persons
who ma.y carry it?
Doctor CnowELL. In add ition to human carriers there are also
insect tl'ansmi tter-carriers of diseases, which is a source that must be
fur the r stud ied.
Wi th y our pcrmission I wiU mentio n somc of the diseases th at I
h a' "e not spoken of in d etail that merit fur the r study, such as IcishJlHw insis, which exi sts to it '"cry considerable extent in the South
.~ mcl'i c nll continent and oth er nt"
ens.
~1r . B URTO". What is t hat?
D octor CnowfOLL. It is a discase that causes not only cha nges in
the vi cora, but also extensive changes in the skin causing ulcerotion
and sores o f the "kin cnused by an orga nism t hat is already known
and fo l' wh ich we

h O\TC

on e

f0 1'11I

of tl'eat..mel.1t.
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B UR'I'ON. That is a d isease of long standing preyalen t t here,
fo r mony years, OJ' has it develo ped recently?
D octor CROWE I,I,. Th at has been known for a great many years
in Indin . Schistoso mi asis, which exists in the Sout h ArnC'l'ican
co nti nen t and the West IncUes, is a disease a rrecti ng especiallv t he
intestin es and live r with 6'Tcnt mor bidi ty. It is " ratal disease.
Pell agra, vernuga P eruvl nna, nnd dengue, and, without enumerat ing
them, intestin al diseases, caused by animal pa rasites and bacteria.
T hat is a sup plemen tal list of d iseases.
:\lr. B URTO". T o t he lay mind what do you say is the distin ction
between bacte ria a nd para sites?
Doctor C no wELL. Th e d istinction is that bnrteria arc ,·egetahles,
while tho ani mal parasites belong to the animl11 kingdom, undifferentiated organisms.
:\1r. H ULL. T he disenses which you ha,"e en umerated arc tropical
diseases Rnd diseases whi ch may m8nife~t themselves ~n temperate
zones?

.

D octor Cno wEI,L. All of t hem mav man ifest themse"·cs in t empernto zones. I nm emphasizing this phase that they mny exist in
temperate zones to empi1asi?e that further investigation of these
diseases is a method of self- preservation on t he part of lhe peoplo of
the Un ited Sta tes aside from its d irect contribution to science.·
i\fr. II ULL. Some o f t horn ha ,'e lUanifested t hemselve, here?
D octor CRO WELL. :\1any of t hese d iseases I hfi ve mentioned already
exist in t he Uni ted States .
i\lr. T HATCHER . T a k" y ellow fever or leprosy.
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Doctor CnowELL, Lcprosy i~ in the Un ited States, Yellow [ever
has been in the United States, I have not refe!'red to bubonic
plague which has been in the United States, a
Mr, THATCHER, That is conveyed by the Rea parasite?
Doctor CnowELL, Conveyed by the mt fleas,
Mr, THATCHER, And we have a very serious problem in the West
on account of the g,'ound squirrels,
Docto,' CnowELL, Ground squirrels in Califo"" i" especially,
Mr, THA1'CFlER , They are caniers,
Doctor CnowELL, Yes,
Mr, TUATCA En, Will you state the institutions which have laboratories devoted to this character of work either here 01' abroad?
Doctor CnowELL, There are a numbe,' of schools of t,'opical
medicine that ha ve not permanent labol'fltories situated in the
Tropics, tbo most favorable sites for the study of these diseases,
Among these schools I will men tion arc the London School of T,'opical
M edicine in London, Englund, the Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine in Liverpool , England; the Hamburg Institute of Tropical
Medicine at Bambu"g, Germany, and the Oswltldo Cruz Institute at
Rio de Janeiro; the Tlal'\'lml University School of Tropical Medicine
at Boston; the Columbia School of Trapical ~lcdicine in Porto Rico;
the Tulane School of Tropic"1 Medicine in New O,'leans: and some in
France, the oames of which I anI not familial' with at the present time,
There are the \Yell come T,'opical Researcb Laboratories in Khartoum
in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,
Of this list tbat I have read only three maintaill permanent laboratories in the T"opics, the Oswaldo Cruz Institute in Brnzil , the School
of Tropical Medicine in Po,'to Rico, under the auspices of Columbia
Univc,'sity, .md then tbere nro tbe Wellcome Lllborittories at Kha,'toWll, maintained by Mr, Wcllcome, who is here to-day and wbo will
give testimony befo" e this committee,
In concl usion, M,', Chairman find gentlemen, I will empha ize t be
fa"orabl e site that Panama offers for the study of all of tbese diseases,
Th cre is no place in tho world probabl,v tbat ofl'ers fl more favorable
site fol' the study of (Ii eases contemplated by the Gorgas Memorial
Ins titute of T,'opical Medicine,
Mr, B URTON, The amount tbat would be pro,-ided if the United
States appropriatod 50,000 aud the Latin-American countries not
more tban 75 pe,' cent of that, 837,500, how wou ld that be dividedwbat would be the different uses made of that money?
Doctor CROWELL, I think I hnd botter refor that question to the
president of the institute, wbo cont,'ols, It is my understand ing that
the appl'OJ)l'iation asked fo" would be expended for equipment to
equip the laboratory, for personnel to mao tbe laboratory, and for
such traveling as may be necessa,'y for them in their work,
Mr, BURTON, Tlus travel would be to nearby places or some
distance?
,
Doctor CnowELL, Expeditions would go to places where it might
be deemed best,
Mr, COOPER, You would supply the equi pm ent and fUl'Ilish the
building?
Doctor CROWELL, Yes, sir, There has already been expended
consid erable money for purchase of material to t he extent of 520,000
or $30,000,
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Mr. BROWNE. How much do you estimate the maintenance of the
laboratory will be?
Doctor CROWELL. 'rhe general maintenance of that will bo largely
covered by the appl'Opl'iation contempl ated .
Mr. BROWNE. You do not contemplate that the United States
will m ake an annunl ap propri ation for maintenance?
Mr. Coop>m. 50,000 a year.
Doctor CROWELL. For a period of five years.
Mr. BROWNE . After five years.
Mr. THATCHER. It is expected that the appropriation shall be
permanent, to be applied in that way in the five yoars initial period
to organize and have the work roady, so th'it altor the laboratory is
constructed , the organization can be placed in the laboratory and
the work can go on; but the apprOI)riatioll will continue.
Mr. BROWNE. Alter the five years?
Mr. THATCHER. Yes.
Mr. TEMPLE. It is a permanent appl'Opriation of 550,000 a year.
MI'. THATCHER. II a building is not provided lor the labo"atory
in five years, under the terms 01 the bill no ltu'ther appropriation will
be made unless some lurther p"ovision is made by Congress; in other
words, at the end of fivo yea,'S the permanent quar te,'S must be provided fo,' in so me way.
MI'. BURTON. As a practical matter I will say to you in consideration of this bill on the fl oor 01 the House that an apP"opriation
before the building is completed will IU'ouse as much criticism as
anything in the bill. It ,vill be said, "What is the object of appropriating $50,000 to be"in berol'e a bu.ilding is constructed"; and you
have partially stated It, as Doctor Martin has, and Doctor Crowell
by giving reasons for that, and I should conj ecture that objections
would be raised on that point mo re than any oth er.
Mr. THATCHER. The question is whother these considel'Rtions are
sufficient tbat have been given bere, of the importance of organizing
the work nnd getting it started ; and the R epublic of Pnnama has been
waiting to see what Congress will do to emct this laborato,'y or to
aid in m ann ing it when the building is constructed.
MI'. EATON. Doctor Martin made a sta,temen t with reference to
the five yenrs, nnd whether it would be possible to utilize the new
building at once.
Doctor CROWELL. Yes. I will fisk permissio n to submi t a memorandum I prepared covering in part the statement I have made.
M,·. TEMPLE. Without objection it wi ll go into the record.
(The statement referred to is as follQws:)
TUB PnOBL}~lfS Oil' TUOPICAL D I St;ASE8 ANI> P OSS IBILITY OF TUEIR S I'HE AJ>-A THOR I ZED STATEMENT OF COMMENDATION QY THE ROCKE!-' ''~ LLER FOUN-

DATION

By BOWMAN C. CaOWELL, M. D., Cblcslto, lit, l\lemberot Executive Committee and Boord of

DI~tors

Gorgas Memorial Institute; Associate Director American College or Surgeons; Recently Director or the
Osv.'aldo Oruz i nstitute, Hlo de Janeiro, Bml.U

Irl

l.l.

discussion of diseases of the tropics, the most important place belongs to

malaria.

WhiJe methods for the control of malaria nrc known, the cost of pur-

suing these methods on such extensive scales as are necessary in the trop ics,
mitigate against their efficiency. Present methods, also, can for human cooperation, which it is not always possiblc to get when dealing with native tropical
races. New methods for the trcatment of malaria and its elimination from the
globe are a very promising field for in vestigation. They already occupy the
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a.ttention of innum erable workers, and nny addition to this force that i t is possible
to secure shou ld certainly be encouraged.
Th ere nrc n. large number of cases of anemia in the tropics, so me of which also
exist in temperate climates. Many of t,he8e arc associated with diseases of the
spleen, concerning which very littl e is k nown .
Diseases due to animal parwitcs fi nd their home in the tropics. Thc:)c parasites, varying fr om unicellular organ isms up t o the larger worm s, ca.use discases
of aU of the orga.ns of the bod:-.", princi pal among which are t h ose which i n fest the

intestin es, producin g untold disability. Among these d iseases may be mentioned
such as a.moebic dysentery nnd hookworm disen.sc; sc histosominsisj the long li st
of spirochaetal di seases, among which mny be mentioned yaws, or framboesia
tropicn. a most. dhifigurin g disease, bearing many points of similarity Lo sy philis,
if indeed it be not a form of sy philis, as is believed by manYi yellow feyer comes
within the list of spirochaetal diseases, I\nd haa a close analogy in dengue and
breakbone fever. The cause of dengue is unknown, and but little is known
concerning its method of t ransmission. Leprosy need oil ly be mentioned on
account of t he general diffu sion of kn owledge concern ing it. A trypanosoma
exists in South and Cen tral America, and causes an enormous morbidity and
mortality. Transm itted by the t ri atoma megista, which has a \\;de·spread
distribut ion on the South American continent, it is not at all impossible that the
disease itself may spread to the North American oontinent. The relation of the
parasite which causes it, to cartn-in other parasites whic h are not known to cause
disease, merits p:xtensive investigation. Nutritional diseases and diseases due
to bact.eria ex ist in the tropics, some of them in much more intens ive form than
is true outside of the tropicsj and methods for t heir control and the preYention
of their spread are pressing problems.
A knowledge of the intermediate agents which t ran sm it many diseases, notable
aInong which arc the mosquito and t he ordinary hOllse fl y , is wocfull~' deficient;
and recogn iti on of individuals who arc the carriers of disease without themselves
sufferi ng from it, is a sine qua ?lon for the protection of those with whom these
individuals come into contact.
While reference here has been made to these diseases lUI Trop ical diseases, the
possibility of the transportation of many of them to ou r own shores is of preSSing
economic importance, and tho!':c who nre eOIl\'ersant with methods of recognitiull
of the diseases already known are more and more frequently recognizing cases
of these diseases in our own country. This is a most l)otent reason for further
study, and for a wider dissemination of the already existent knowledge concerning
these diseases.
It is well within the bounds o{ possibility that a singl e finding in the laboratory
in the Tropics may prove of such economi c value to ou r Government, that it will,
in one year, much more than repay the amount spent for such investigations over
a verv long peri od of yenrs. This argument, then, is-from the standpoint of
the North American-one of self-preservation in add ition to being one of uni·
versal humanitarian import.
The disc'aaes referred to above Corm only a very small fracti on of the innumer·
able morbid conditi ons which demand present day investigation, and any possible
addition to the llumber of organizati ons studying these diseMes will tnke the
form of a moral obligation.
I have personall y discussed this subj ect with Dr. George E. Vincent, president
of the Rockefeller Foundatioll, and he has authorized me t o make the stnte·
ment that the Rockefeller Fonndation would cordiall y welcome into the field
of tropical medicine an organ ization which gives promise of making additions
to the knowledge of tropical diseaj.':es. The Rockefeller Foundation is interested
in the elimination of disease from the Tropics and from tempemtc climates, and
appreciates the limits of our present knowledge. The founclu.tion stands read~·
to p ut into practical application such concrete measures as Dl ay give promise of
success, which may be discovered by any workers.
Doctor Vincent also authorized me to state that there is no conflict in an,\'
wa.y between th e work contemplated und er the auspices of th e Gorgas l\lemorial
Institute and that of the RockefeUer I" oundatioD, and that he heartily indorses
the inauguration of such work under the auspices of the Gorgas 1\1 emorial I nstitute.
It is planned that t he Gorgas Mem orial I nstitute of Tropi cal and Preventive
Medicine will form a center for resea rch at which will be welcomed students
from nil countries, and that it shall fo rm a center for the dissem ination of already
existing knowledge and that wh ich may result from its resea rches. The importance of this in tbe tra ining of med ica l officers ror our Army, ~avy, and
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Public Health Service, to say nothing of lay physicians, can not be estimated
in dollars and cents .
Aside (rom the appropriateness of the selection of Panama as a site for a
memorial to General Gorgas, there is no place ill the world, which, geographically,
offers a greater advantage for the study of diseases of all kinds.

STATEMENT OF HON. LISTER HILL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ALABAMA

•

•

•

•

Mr. H ILL. Mr. Chairman , an impo rtan t meoting of tbe M ili tary
AHaiTs Committee of wh ich I have the honor to be a member, makes
it illlPossible for me to rema in at tbis hearing. There are those here
who will explain to the committee tbe bill and its pmposes. I hope
t hat the committee in its wisdom will see fit to repor t the bill favorably without delay. We have felt much pride in these latter days in
Charles A. L indbergh, America's ambassador of good will . William
C . Gorgas was America's ambassador of mercy. He destroyed
dread dIsease in his own land and in alien lands. He min istered to
suJrerillg humanity in all lands an d made mankind his debtor for all
time. He opened the door fo ,' the white man to the treaSUTes of the
Tropics, and with bis genius and bis skill made possihle the Panama
C8Jlal. France has her Louis Pasteur, England has her Joseph
Lister, but America bas her William Crawfonl Gorgas. Patient and
deyoted man, servant of all peoples and of the most high God, let
the American people, thro ugh tbeir Government, build a fitting
memorial to thi g"eat American- a memorial that will carryon his
great and beneficent work .
Mr. THATCHER. I desiTe to call your attention to the presence here
to-day of Mrs. Gorgas, and to give you a bit of very interesting history
ahout General Gorgas and herself.
Mrs. Gorgas has had the unique <Ii tinction of ollce having had
her grave ):lrepared for her hurial, but th is was some time ago; and,
very hapPlly, she did not occupy it .
As a girl , Mrs. Gorgas, tl,en Miss Doughty, of Cincinnati, was
visiting friends at Fort Brown, at Brownsville, Tex . An epidemic
of yellow fever broke out there and she was stricken. General Gorgas
was a young officer in the Ullited States Medical CO"ps and in service
at a nonm fee ted point several hnndred miles northward of Fort
Bl"Own, when yellow fever thus broke out at Brownsville. Thougb
noninunllne, with tbe coumge and fine bumanitaJ"ian spirit always so
characteristIC of him, he yolunteered to go, and did go, to Brownsville
to aid in caring for the sick Rnd dying. Miss Doughty was one of
those he attended. IIer condition was so gl'ave that all hope for her
recovery was abandoned, her grave was dug and General Gorgas
had agreerl to read for her tbe burial service. But most fortunately,
under bis efTcctivo ministrations she recovered. Thereupon he was
stricken with the same dread disease, but survived .
Under these tragic circumstances acquaintanceship between tbe
yonng couple began, and this ripened into romance and ma rriage.
Thenceforth, until tbedeatll of General Gorgas, they we"edevoted companions and effective coworkers in tbe greatest crusades against the
malignant plagues of t·he Tropics the world has e\'er known. Both
having become immune to yellow fever through having eX'Perienced
it, tbey were ablo to serve without stint or peril in yellow-fever regions;
and in numberless ways Mrs. Gorgas, herself endowed ,vith fine tact
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and courage, proved herself her distinguished husband's invaluable
helpmate in his great undertakings . In the light of subsequent events
their Brownsville experiences would seem to have been providential.
I wish to thank the committee for welcoming tbe presence of Mrs.
Gorgas here to-day, and for your co ul-tesy she is deeply appreciative.
STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE W. CRILE, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Doctor CRiLE. Nothing need be said by me concerning the work
of General Gorgas.
Mr. TEMPLE. You are a director of the Gorgas Memori ..1 Institute?
Doctor CRILE. I am one of them.
Mr. TEMPJ,lO. You are also ex-presiden t of tho American College of
Surgeons. For the record so that those who read it may know, yo u
might qualify by stating your residence.
Doctor CRILE. I am from Cleveland, Ohio. I support all that has
been said concerning the merits of this enterprise. For myself I
would say the problem of tropical diseases is It problem that is peculiar
to itself.
Last winter I spent some time hun ting in eastern Africa. The
white men there, tho British settlers in the British area of occupation,
were struggling with t his problem of tropi cal diseases fi S tbey have
been for a long time, becauso it is a thing t hat interfore with t he
colonization of Africa. Their problem is just what we are talking
ahout. Everybody th ere sooner or later has these diseases, child ron,
settlers, ItIld even the ltIlimals are fuJI of disease. They can not control it efficiently. They appealed to the Rockefeller FO<Indation to
give them help . They are taxing their reso urces to establish the
type of laboratories we have here, because they realize they Cltll not
go on ItIld colonize British East Africa unless they do build up a body
of intelligence concerning the diseases they ha\'e to combat. It is
the only thing that interferes with theil· colonies, and constitutes the
reason that Africa is not colonized to-day in these centlu·ies of time.
The thing thaL has kept tbe white man out of Africa is the incidence
of these peculiar tropical diseases, and that is due largely to the fact
that tbey Ilre diseases caused by anim al parasites. There are no cold
winters to kill the anim,,1 parasites, so they stay in their habitat tbe

•
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year around, century after century.

We have that trouble here on a lesser scale eXllctly, so that the
only way to meet t he problem is to organize the attllck.
There may be in the minds of some people a question as to whether
or not we m·e duplicating efl"ort in setting up another laboratory to
attllck these great problems of tropical diseases. We are so utterly
removed from the solution that there is no possible chance of attacking too much or in too mltlly ways. Duplication would meltll nothing
at all because we will never in OUI' time, or for centuries of time,
perhaps, be able to eradicate all the enemies of man in the tropies.
It will be a perpetual problem and the greatest problem we will have.
The climate is the least to contend with. There are other conditions
to be met.
Mr. COOPER. It occurs to me that really there is nothing in the
idea that would interfere with the Rockefeller Foundation, which, of
course, is doing a noble work, becau e nobody, no corporation, can
preempt the right Lo begin investigations or conduct investigations
to better humanity .
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Doctor CRILE. I O.
Mr. COOPER. This is a question of the Government doing what it
can to help people.
Doctor CnILE. And help itself.
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. THATCHER. Let these great institutions supplement the work
of each other as much as possible.
Doctor CRILE. In this colony of Nairobi almost every white man
is sick part of the year, and they are asking for help from every
source they can get it.
Mr. COOPER . Where is that?
Doctor CntLE. Nairobi is in the British East Africa colony. All
that I can say is that in my hunting trip there I was lucky to get out
with a whole skin. The animals you met were not a menace so much
I\S was the thrent of contracting one of these tropical, parasitic
diseases, against which a man is constl\ntly trying to rrotect himself
and hoping to get tlu'ough alive. We need not fee finicky about
giving a little help to attack such a problem, one that is really away
beyond the meaDs of overybody put together to solve. The amount
of effort put forth can not be overdone.
Referring to tlus question of duplication of effort which has been
mentioned here to-day, we find that in all oW" educational institutions, not only in preventive mcdicine, but in business, chenlistry,
engin ecrin~1 in vontion, and in all htunnn knowledge, no one spenks
about duplication. What we do not know in tlUs world is so stupendous, compared ,,~th what we do know, that the question of duplication dops not count at all, in my opinion.
Finally, then, I should wnk that the only way we 'can make any
progress is for the white man to set up outposts of intelligence, Rnd
I run not sponking of tho United States nlone, but of all the advanced
countries of the world. If they are ever to conquer the tropics,
it will he by establishing a great many outposts of intelligence and
information so that they may attack their problems. Aside from
that, I do not see any way it can be done. The British Empire
realized this, and just now I think the United States is in the best
position to extend this idea. The intCl'esting part of it is that if
anybody in laboratory medicine makes a discovery or any advance
at all, at once it is communicated to everybody else; and if other
people are working on the same problem they at once relinqnish that
work and attl1ck the great body of ignorance that is still open for
them to attack. I think there is no chance of duplication at all in
this problem.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. It is almost nonsensical to talk about
duplication in respect to such It matter .
.. Doctor CnILE. It strikes me that it would not exist.
-Mr. MOORE of Virginia. You might as well abolish the Carnegie
Institute, the Smithsonian, or the Bureau of Standards because in a
way they are doing the same sort of work along certain lines.
, Mr. THATCHER. Or suppress the spirit of invention for the same
reason.
Doctor CRiLE. I will not take up the time of the committee further
except to just repent the theme as I see it, and that is that the most
we can do is to, at least, put outposts on this great highway of travel
85902-28--3
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end communication , keeping in mind all the time that in the tropics
particularly, more thlln ill temperate ?Ones, you have these sudden
outbreaks of all sorts of diseases that are commullicated, even among
th e wild animals. The an imals in the tropics Ilre full of diseases of
all so rts and kinds, and they al'e always comm unicating those diseases to men. It would be such 11 sensible thing for us to do as a
piece of stl"!ltegy, to put a fort of in telligence out there in the higbway
of communications, on the I sthmus of Panama, so that if some outbreak of disoase arises, we do, at lea t, have that ou.tpost of in telligence to protect us.
Mr. COO l' S". Your statement is most in teresting. Will you Ijive
us what yo u think, as a res ult of YOUl' observations, are tbe princIpal
diseaseS in that part of the world? What is t he nature of them?
Doctol' C IU LE. Some have been stated already by D octo r Crowell.

•

•

For inst.a nco, ft most interosting th ing to mo is sleeping sickn ess.
We can Dot tell, the n oti\~es do not. know, whoro it is; but because the

animals move around they ca rry the disease. Th en they found at one
time by foll owing the aninlals that carried the disease, that the next
thiog to happen was that the man himself becllme the carrier. N atme
is so intricate, we hardly know how to attack the problem, and we
arc looking in

8

number of directjons for informa tion, but we are

grop ing.
We hope this laboratory will be established because I think it would
be a most popular measure with lhe country a t large, and it seems
to me t hat all of us would feel we had done. something to protect
ourselves, e"eu if we omit the PI'otection it would be to everybody
else in every part of the world .
Mr. COOPER. Do yo u think public fund s co uld be pu t to a nobler
use?
Dootor CUILE. Any such sum as this I myself feel is a modest
request, considering the problem ; and as to this being an entering
wedge to get mOI'C money later on, the main point is that even if
Congress should not fcel t hat there would cvcr be a time when there
is great promise made and great need existed for extending such a
laboratol'Y, o,"en iJ Congress did not do it, I nm s ure the citizens
wou ld do it, !Lod it would seem to me from that standpoint it wou ld be
a "ClY desimble t hing to do.
~1r . Bun'roN. I t hflS been our experience that wh enover a bureau
is organized or an enterprise is sturted by the Government, the
o l'iginal, .annual, 01' othe.r expense is oftentimes multiplied in n. few
years. T his proposition involves en expendi t ure of 50,000 per
annum by the U nited States Government, and approxi mately 37,500
by other go \·ernments. What do you think of the sufficiency of that
amount to carryon useful investigations for years to come"? Wh at
do you think of the probability that after a few years this corpOl'ation
would como hero and say that is not enough j we

Wfin t

morc money?

D octor CRILE. I say that the nDlount of money contemplated
being used here would always cover the salnries Ilnd necessary expenses of very bl"illi ant research men. I think it would command a
very hi~h ord er of talent, and when you havc tbat you have the
principal item of expense.

than thnt.

I CRn not soc that it would require morc
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Mr. MOORE of Virginia. It is not to be a Government bureau; it
is a private institution which the Government is to assist in establish-,
ing?
Doctor CRILE. Yes.
:\11'. MOORE of Virginia. You would expect if it got well under way
that it would receive very libci'al private contributions.
Doctor CnILE. I would say so.
Mr. MOORE oC Virginia. The Smithsonian is a private institution
and receives help from the Governm ent. The Smithsonian receives
very liberal benefactions from private sources. The cases are parallel .
Doctor CRILE . I should think so.
MI'. THATCHER. You carryon research work yomself in your

•

insti ttl tion?

Doctor CnILE. Yes.
:\11'. THATCHER. And you are qualified to speak advisedly con-

•

cerning the expense of personnel for work of this character?
Doctor CnILE. Th at is the only way we can do. We spend a lot of
money all the time in that dil'ection for similar t hings. I think it is
one of tho greatest problems we can attack and I believe, as Mr.
M oore stated, that as time goes along, and we understand it is a
great problem it will always attract great minds toward t he question
of attacking it. Their desires are to attack great problems. I
think yo u will get in the personnel, perhaps, our most brilliant
research men because they see th e great problem it is. We all
know that nothing succeeds Wm success, and ns you make It successful beginning, whether the GovaI'Ilment does anything more, or not,
if anything more is necessary you may be quite s m e that some
philanthropist will want to sea that work done nnd take care of it.
I myself think if the Government docs this, it has done well .
l"fI'. THA1·CHEIl. D o you think the appropriation should begin now
ns contempla ted in the bill, or wait until the structure is netlIalIy
erected?
Doctor CRILE . It would be better iC yo u co uld start now, because
men could go about their work and organi ze their problem. It
takes quite It while to attack anything. Tho cost is small enough .
The main problem is going to be to get the personnel for the laboratory and that is necessary to be trained. It will take a Cew yen I'. to
do anything.
:\11'. LINTHrcUM.

•

Would there be sufficient money to carryon

research work ?

Doctol' CnILE. It would provide for adeq uat.e salaries as fnr as
that would carry us.

111'. BLOOM. I s there fi eld work as well as laboratory work?
Docto l' CH ILE. Yes.
:\11'. BLOOM. Th at is wh at you would do in the meantime?
Doctor CHILE. Yes.
:\[1'. TEMPLE. The Gorgas ~'l emo ri al Institute is incorporated
already, und er what laws?
:\11'. THATCHER . Under the laws of the State of Dela\\'I1re; find

with YOUI' permission I \\~ll be glad to insert in th e record nt the
propel' place, if not the entire articles of incorpol'ation , at least
extl'acts showing the ptIJ'pose and scope of the work. I have the
aTticles hero:
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Mr. Wellcome is here. He is the founder and director of the
WeUcome Historical Medical Museum, London, and founder of the
Wellcomc Tropical Research Laboratories at Khartoum, AngloEgyptian Sudan. He visited the Panama Canal and knew the. work
of General Gorgas there.
STATEMENT OF HENRY S. WELLCOME, ESQ., FOUNDER OF THE
WELLCOME BUREAU OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (INCLUDING
TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE) ; THE WELLCOME AFFILIATED RESEA RCH INSTITUTIONS AND MUSEUMS , LONDON,
ENGLAND ; AND OF THE WELLCOM E TROPICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES AT KHARTO UM, AFRICA

MI'. WELLCOME. One of the speakers (MI'. Thatcher) referred to
the pl'obability that in the COUl'Se of time when the United States
would become overpojlUl ated there might be extensive migrations to
Cen tral and South America. Migrations to the south have been the
general tendency in all ages, as recorded in history.
R eclaiming and making habitable the ullhealthy and forbidding
areas of t he oarth will result in untold good, not only to the people
living in and in proximity to such regions; but work of this nature
is a matter of groat importance when cons id eration js given to the
steady increa e of population in practically every coun try, and to
the economic problems of humanity.
Modern scientific methods of reclaiming for the use of man
millions of square miles of the earth's most fortile regions, which for
ages have been fastnesses of death, must incite the interest of all who
give study to the gmtifying results already accomplished, and to the
possibilities which still lie ahead of us.
Wi th respect to this great problem of pl'Oviding bread for the
hungry, clothing for th e needy, and of relioving humanity of the
ailments ond diso rders of the human body, I would like to say sometbing of the pioneel' work of Sir Henry M . Stanley, tbe great African
explorer, with whom I have many times discussed the very problem
in which you are so vitaUy interested.
We will allrecaU how Stanley sought, found, and relieved Livingstono when he was in great difficulties and distress in the center of
tropical Africa, and how Stanley succeeded Livingstone in the
memorable work of exploring the Dark Continent, fOI' the purpose
of solving the scientific geographical problems, of opening the way
lor Christian civilization, and of improving the lot of millions of
human beings living in the most revolting conditions of savagery .
After mallY yeru'S of travail in the vast unknown regions of Africa,
Stanley hod come to helieve from bis own experiences, having often
heen unco nscious and for many days near death from deadly fevers
of t he jungle, that the white man could not cope with the malaria
and other tropical diseases of equato61l1 Africa.
This continu ed to be the belief of Stanley until he saw what could
he "ccomplished by the scientists who stood ready to take up the
great work of fighting the pestilence and death of the jungles, after
Livingstone and Stanley had opened the way.
I quote from the notes in the Biography of HeDl'y .M. Stanley,
edited hy Lady Stanley after the death of her distinguished husband, page 407:
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From his own terrible ~peri ence8 Stanley realized to the (ull the barrier
which malaria and other dread tropical diseases imposed against the progress
of civilizatio n and commercial enterprise in Africa; and he followed with keen
interest and hopefulness the discoveries of Sir Patrick Man son nnd l\laj or Ross,
proving the mosqu ito to be the host and carrie r of the malarial parasite, and also
the sli ccessful devices of these scienti sts for checking and reducing the death
toll (rom this scourge.
11e part icularly applauded the great, farseeing, Coloni l\J Secretary, Joseph
Chamberlain, for his practical measures, by which he had done more than any
othe r statesm an to render the tropical regions of the Empire habitable and
healthy.
Stanley's last public appearance was at a. dinner to Dr. Andrew Balfour, 0 11
his appoin tment as direct.o r of th e Wcll eome Tropical Hcsearch Laboratories ,
Gordon Memorial College, J(hartoulll , and, in the COu rse of a ve ry moving speech
on the devclopment of Africa. sin ee hi s fi rst expedition, Stanley said that, at one
time, he thought the equatorial regions PQssiblc for the habitation of natives
ani)" except in limited high lands ; but now, than ks to Ol e work of the London
and LiYerpool schools of tropical medicine, and these researc h laboratories in
the heart of Africa, thc deadly plagues that hnrnssed mankind were being conquered, and the wbole of that Dark Continent might yet become a white man's
land.

Stanley's remarks are, I believe, equally applicable to the problems
of Central and South America. My own experiences during extensive jouflieys through 1\1exico, Central and South Am erica, have convinced me that all thin~s arc possible in rendering the most deadly
regions of those countries habitable by peo ples of all races if they
arc properly dealt with in the same manner that General Gorgas
dealt with the I sthm us of Panama, where he changed the Canal
Zone from one of the most pestilent to one of the healthiest places
on the face of the earth.
My first experience with malaria was a virulent infection from a
mosquito at P anama before tho scheme of constructing th e canal was
begun. Another equally virulent infection was inflicted on me while
on the Manyon River, one of the tributaries of the upper Amazon,
on the eastern slope of the Andes. Aside from my general interest
in sucb matters, these experiences aToused my personal interest and
incited me to tbe study of tropical problems, and especially tropical
medicine.
In r espect to Panama being tbe ideal location for the Gorgas
Memol'i al Tropical Research Laboratory, I would say that Sir
Patt"ick Manson, the original discoverer, or the first to definitely conceive and work out the idea and realize that the mosquito was the
host and carrier of mlliarial infection, considered Panama to be one
of the great tropical discnse danger centers of the world. A number
of years ago he pointed out that shi ps passing tlll'ough the Panama
Canal, and to and from the I sthmus and all parts of the world,
would bring. Ilnd .c~ry all manner of diseases-bringing and leaving
d,se.ses, willIe plCking up and carrymg others to variOus parts of
the world. Sir Patrick regarded this as a very serious matter and
he expressed to me repeatedly his very strong views on this subject.
I bave heard him make similar statements at t he London School of
Tropical Medicine a.nd elsewbere. Furtbermore, I know that General
.
Gorgas also held that same view.
D r. Fra nklin Martin has req uested me to say something in regard
to tropical diseases and the manner in which they have been dealt
with in tbe Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, in the Upper Nile regions in tbe
" cry heart of Africa, a.nd to speak of the successfu l results of sc ientific
tl'opica~ research work in reclaiming these regions.
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The Anglo-EgJ,ptian Sudan lies to the west: of Abys inia, and some
portions border on the Red Sea.
The Queen of Sheba's Empire is believed by some historians to
have embraced the present Empire of Abyssinia, the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, and a po,·tion of Arabia. The present dynasty of Abyssinia
claims direct de cent, and also inheritance of the golden imperial
c!'Own, f"om the Queen of Sbeba and King Solomon .
./\. large portion of the Sudlln consists of dese,·t land, but ",hen
inigated yields abundantly to the cultivator. The lands bordering
on the N ile .re extensively irrigated by very Ilncient methods. Some
portions of the Sudan have vast regions of a swampy nature and
su pply limitless breeding places for disease earriers. The frequent
flu ctu ations of the rise and fan of the ' ile form abundant breeding
pools in tho desert regions as well as elsewhore.
lVIllny of you will r ecall that historic figw'e, Gen. Charles Gordon,
widely known 8S "Chinese" Gordon, who, with marvelolls strategy
and a small army, suppressed the great Tai Ping rebellion in China.
Afte,' his brillant achievements in China, Gordon tumed to Africa
and devoted much of his life to suppressing the Arab slave raiding
in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, of which count,·y he was appointed
governor gencral.
General Gordon administered that country with great ability and
won the loyalty and the lasting affection and regard of the nath'es;
but the Arab slave raiders were his deadly enemies, and he calTied
out his purposes in the face of constant perils.
Finally, when Gordon had suppressed these slave raiders to a
large extent, he retired from the Sudan and was engaged by H enry
:M. Stanley to assist him in his efforts to wipe out Tippo Tib's merciless
slave and ivory raiding in the Belgian Congo Free State. General
Gordon was preparing to take up these duties when It greltt fanati cal
uprising and !'Cbellion occurred in the Anglo-Egy\,tian Sudan, led by.
the Mahdi, a new Messiah, assisted by a powol'fu and cruel Khltlifa,
as his Chief Emir, or commander in chief.
This outbreak was apparently facilitated by the unfortunate
excesses and the misrule of certain Egyptian administrators, who
unsparingly had exploited the natives and oppressed them even more
ru t hlessly than the Turks had done before they were driven out of
tbe Sudan. The Mahdi and his Kha\ifa rap icily overran tbe country,
destroying every mark of civilization before them. Immediately the
seriousness of the situation was understood there was a great outcry
and call for Gordon to return to protect his loyal people. Tlus great
call to duty cltme from the Sudan, from Egypt, and from every part
of the British Empire. In this great emergency, Stanley released
Gordon from his engagement and be was dispatched in haste to
Khartoum and commissioned as governor general by the Khedive
of Egypt.
Whon Gordon arrived at Khartoum, tho capital of the AngloEgyptian Sudan , he found a chaotic situation, meager defenses, and
scanty supplies of turns, ammunition, equipnlont, and altogether,
very limited reSOUl'ces at his corrunand to face the Mahdi's hordes of
wild, D ervish raiders.
With marvelous gifts of diplomacy and stratagem, Gordon faced
the situation heroically and utilized every means available to hold
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his ground and protect t he nati ve peoples; but, alas, rei nforcements
and materi als for defense did not reach hi m in time.
You will all remember the ghastly tragedy of the assassin ation of
Gordon by It hired traitor.
The assassination of Gordon , the m assacre of his heroic gfllTi son
of loyal natives, an d the fall of Khartoum were foll owed by 16 years
of tu rmoil and horrible fanatical savagery. While no actual census
of t ho Sudanese races had ever boen taken, it is vari ously estima ted
by responsible authorities that t ho number of inh abitan ts of the
Sudan t hat perished in this orgy of death and destruction was somewhere between t wel ve and fif teen millions.
Geneml Slatin Pash a, an Austri an offi cer who h ad spent many
l'ears in the Sudan service and who was at that time Govern or of
D arfour PI·ovince und er Gonel·al Gordon, was captured by the
Khalifa and held a prisoner in chains in a dungeon at Omdurlllan,
the Mahdi's capi tal. After an imprisonment of 11 years, he escaped
through a rare str atagem and joined Kitchener's campaign forces as
a staff offi cer.
Slatin, in bis book " Fire and Sword in tbe Sudan ," published in
1896, page 623, states :
• * • It is needless for me to recapitulate the horrors and cruelties which

have been enacted by the Khalifa and hi s followers • • • at least 75 per
cent of the total populatio n 11 M sucou mbed to war, famin e, and disease, while
of the remainder the majority arc li ttle better than sl avesj Bnd that terrible
scou rge, t he sla.ve trade, wiih a.ll its attendant horrors, is rampant in the land,
and includ es amongst its victims numbers of Abyssi ni an Christians, yrians,
Copts, an d Egyptians .
• • * Prospe rous distri cts wi th a teem ing popula.tion have been red uced
to desert wastes. The great plains over which t he western Arabs roamed are
deserted, and their places taken by wild animals • • •.

•

Furthermore, it is estimated that of the twelve or fif teen millions
of inhabitants of t he Anglo-Egyptian Sud an whose lives were sacrificed
by the Ml1hdi and his Khalifa, one-third were ru thlessly slaughtered,
or died under torture, and the remainder stricken down by disease
and famine.
The tortures inflicted on natives suspected of being loyal to Gordon,
or to the Bri tish and E gyptian Governments, were unspeakably
horrible. Such tortures, as well as cruel executions, were used as
special featums of en tertainment given by the K halila for the amusement of his wives and friends.

U nder the barbarous rule of ohe M ahdi and Khalifa, ohe land was
devastated and laid waste by t he raiding D ervishes. The people's
CI'Op S,

thei l' camels, cattle, sheep, goats, and all their possessions

were loo ted, and their homes ravished . It was one of the customs of
the Khalifa and I,is Emirs to hack off a hand or a foo t of those who
refused or were unable to pay the extor tionate t ribu tes demanded,
or who ooberwise aroused their displeasure. Members of some of the
su perior tribes who were experts and specialized in camel breeding
were completely exte rmjJl ated.
There had been considerable Christian missionary worl{ don e in
the Sudan before the rise of the Mahdi, and these missions were all
wiped out. The missiollal·ies, including R oman Catholic priests and
nuns, were made prisoners, pu t in to chains, and thI'own in to dungeons,
and they spent many years in cruel confinemen t, or died in consequence of their cap tivity.
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Many of the native peoples of the Sudlln are of fine IlDd intellectual
types, far superior to the native fellaheen, or peasants of Lower Egypt.
At the time when the Romans ruled in Egypt, and sent an e""pedition
to tbe Sudan to trace the sources of the Nile, estimates were recorded
by Pliny indicating that within what is now tho Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan territory there were then something like 80 dillerent races.
To-day, it is estimated that there arc now in that territory the
remnants of about 50 different races; ranging in color from white,
yellow, red, and brown, to black. Some of the blackest of these,
however, fire not negroes, and have fine nquiUne features.

Some of the higher types educated at tho Gordon Memorial College
are to-day serving efficiently as technical assistants in the tropical
research laboratories at Khartoum, while others are filling positions
in the various executive and administrative departments of the Sudan
Government with equal efficiency. Natives of less mental capacity,
are being trained at the Gordon M emorial Coll ege for various vocations in the fields of industrial pursuits.
At the time of Lord Kitchener's final victory over the Dervishes
and his captW'e of Omdwman, the Dervish capital, a large portion
of the population were suffering from various kinds of tropical IlDd
other diseases.
Smnilpox bad run riot to such a vast e;)Ctont that a large percentage
of tbe survivors of that period bore pox marks. One of the prompt
emergency steps taken by Kitehener was to require nil nati" e barbers
to be trained in the proper methods of vaccination, and he enforced
compulsory vaccination of nil the peoplo. By this mellDs he very
soon effectually wiped out smallpox in that region. To-day, the
marks of smallpox definitely fix the birth and existence of individuals
at a time previous to Kitchener's liberation.
The obstacles and difficulties Kitchener encountored and had to
surmo un t in reconstru cting tho country IlDd ill rehabilitating tbe
people were innumerable and staggering. Thero was no sanitary
orgauization at hand adequately to deal with t he stupendous task.
Di sease was rampant on every hand, not only human life but
animal life and plant life, and aU sources of food supply were infected
by disease of some kind. Nearly everything was wrecked and in a
sta te of ch aos and demoralization.
I am speaking now of tJ1C time wben IGtchener had reached
Omdurman and Khartown. As soon 8S he arrived in that devast.ated
region his men were stricken at a terrible rate.
The deadly ravenous nnopheles mosquito abou nded in swarms of
millions upon millions, forming clouds almost as dark as any cloud
you have ever seen in th e nigbt.
Under all these tremendous difficulties, Kitchener nnd his staff
speedi ly organized hospital s nnd relief work to minister to the needs
of the afflicted native population, as well as to protect and conserve
tbe personnel of his expeditionru'y forces and civil administrators.
A large .percentage of his army IlDd civil officers were stricken by
disease and illcapllcitated, but ,vith fortitude Ilnd a high sense of duty
they stuck to their posts ,vith the utmost fidelity .
At times something like 2,000 of his troops were in hospitals prostrated by some trop ical malady. It would require volwnes to
describe to you the dire and distressing situation.
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Kitchener, as commander in chief, supported by E arl Cromer, and
ably assisted by Gen. Sir F . Reginald Wingate, was responsible for
this great and h eroic liberation. Says P ercy F. Martin , of the Loudon Times, in the introductory pages of hi s book, "The Sudan in
Evolution," published in 1921, page xxviii:

,
•

• • • In their happy and prosperous condition to-day it is difficult to
realize that the prescnt inhabitants are the same peoples who were (or so many
years crulil hed and cowed, robbed and ground down to abject poverty. How
wonderfully have they responded to the efforts of their new administrators, who
rescued them from despa.ir and threatened extermination! This remarkable
transformation forms a high trib ute to those who, with such self-sacri ficing
chiva.lry and untiring zeal, devoted thellli~el"es for 16 years to that rescue, and
then for a. score of years to the regeneration and upJirting of these unfortunate
bei ngs .
Cromer, the strong, wise statesman who in Egypt had brought order out of
chaos, aod established clean justice, peace, and prosperity),. resolutely supported
I{itchener in his in flexible determi nation to redeem the ~udan with its sorely
afflicted mill ions, and at the sa.me time to redeem Engla.nd's honor. Wi ngate
a fine soldier and administrator, and accomplished linguist, who has rendered
40 years' loyal service of incalculable value to the Empire, W88 Kitchene r's
right hand and chier intelli~ence officer.
The record of Kitchener s marvellously organized and skilfully directed cam·
paign of liberation and the subsequent reconstruction of the Sudan will gloriously
iUumine the pages of history for all time. His small but ever-victorious army
. was led by efficient young British officers trained in Kitchener's intensive school.
It is a notable fnct that most of the British military officers who achieved great
successes in the World War were I< J(itchener men."
Following the reconquest of the Sudan , Kitchener, Cromer, and Win gate,
assisted by well·chosell men imbued with the same spirit and patriotism, have
wrought wonders in reawakening, remolding, and developing this once hopeless
<:o untry.
Of those three great chiefs, \Vingate alone remains to serve King and countryICitchencr and Cromer ha.ve, alas! passed awa.y.

It was my privilege to be one of the firs t civi lians after Kitchener's
reconquest, to jour'ney on the Upper Ni le 110d to stud y the cQnd itions
as they then existed in t he Sudan.
I should state that at that time no provision had yet been made for
medical and sanitary research work in the Sudan. Ob erving the
deplorable conditions before mentioned, I ofl'ered to establish and
equip compl ete tropical research laboratories at Khllrtoum.
The Sudan lSovernment promptly accepted my offer to present
these labomtones.
As quickly as possible I placed orders with expert manufacturers
and cmftsmen for furnishings, fittings, and equipment for these
tropica l research laboratories.
This wQI·k was carried out ski llfully, in the most up-to-date manner,
and every fou ture was produced as compl ete and perfect liS possible.
T he woodwork and fittings were made of the finest quality of East
Indian teak which had been previously baked at a high temperature
for seve"fll months to season it suitably for the Sudan cl im ate. These
laboratories were equal in every way to those of any institution in
Eu,·ope.
Lord Kitchener, the libemtor, Lord Cromer, the ch ief British
official in Egypt, and Gen. Sir Reginald Wingate, the GovernorGeneral of t he Sudan, who filled that positio n for 20 ye.rs, an gave
me he.rty support Ilnd encouragement.
A highly elticient Stflfl' of expert research workers was appoin ted.
Dr. Andl'Cw B alIoUl', t he fi" st director of The Tropical ResearchLaboratories at Khartoum, occupied that position for 12 years, with great
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ability and remarkable success . He then resigned and was appointed
director in chief of my bureau of scientific research in London, which
position he filled with distinction for 10 years.
Doctor Balfour, immediately on his arrival at Khartoum, was
appointed chief health officer and given wide powers of jurisdiction
to support him in carrying out his great responsibilities as director of
The Tropical Research Laboratories .
It is one of the most essential things under such conditions that
the directo ,· of research and the health officer should combine the
functions of both positions, and be empowered and strictly required
to inflict severe penalties for violation of sanitary laws and regulations
upon all pe,"Sons of all ran ks.
It bappened that Balfour's sanitary inspectors discovered mosquito
breeding in a zir (water jar) belonging to Slatin Pasha, then inspector
general of the Sud""l. Balfour fined SJatin five pounds (525).
Tho Pashll was furious, but the offense was never repeated. A few
days lator mosquitoes were found breeding in Balfour's zir, and he
promptly fined himself live pounds- this to the great satisfaction of
Slatin and also to the great amusement of the friends of Balfou,..
By seeking and destroying the mosquito breed ing places, Doctor
BaHom" aud his staff exterminated these pests and disease carriers,
and, as a result, malaria was wiped out in a rema rkably short time.
After this work was completed, the onJ.\, case of this dread tropical
malady at Khru·toum were those brought in from other places, and
Khartotun soon became the most healtllY city in Africa. The
death rate was reduced from a very high figure to about 7 per 1,000.
These results were very similar to those produced by General Gorgas
at Panama, where he brought the rate of deaths down from about
40 to 60 per 1,000 to 7 per 1,000.
It should be realized that the amount of work invo lved in these
preventive measw·es, necessary in fighting against tropical diseases,
is stupendo us, and that Doctor Balfour, his English staff, and the
natives he so skillfully trained as inspectOJ"S, did m agnificent work,
and this often unde .. perilous conditions.
For example, such conditions as Doctor Crile has related to yo u.
From pCl"Sonal experience I too can vouch for the fact that lions are
comparatively safe animals and far safer than some of the tropical
insect pests, which he has described to you. The lion is naturally a
gentleman, has good manners, and plays the game. If properly
trained, he is an exceedingly agreeable companion in camp life, as
I have found by a'<perience in Africa.
By means of camel caravans starting from The Tropical Research
Laboratories at Khartotun, tropical research e:\1leditions with crunp
laboratory equipment were sent out through the Sudan Provinces
to study and combat the va.rious prevalent diseases and to collect
specimens to be dealt with in tlle chief laborato,·ies at Khartoum .
Under caravan camp cOl1(litions laboratory work is greatly hanc1icapped and exceedingly difficult.
The more effectually to carry the war into the enemy's country,
Doctor Balfour designed a floating laboratory which was completely
furnished, fittod, and equipped by me for the full range of tropical
resea rch. It is sc,·eened with bronze mosquito nettinl\", and other
meruls also were devised to protect, and as far as possible to provide
comfort for the staff of a'per t research workers while engaged in
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thoir investigations and in their daily life. This noating laboratory
is supplied wi th a powerful launch which tows it in its cruises up
and down the Nile and its various tributaries.
Where there aro navigable waterways, this noMing laboratory has
proved to be a t horoughly satisfactory means of carrying out investigations of tro pical diseases and of dealing with fresh materi al and
specimens on th e spot . Amon g the serious handicaps of the carav ancamp labo ratories was the difficulty of preserving materials, specimens, etc., which often were decomposed before they could be dealt
wit h in a fully equipped laboratory. By means of the fl oating
laborato ry researches can be carried out at once in any location.
Kala-aza, one of t he most deadly of tropical diseases, is prevalent
on the Blue Nile and the near-by Abyssinian border of the Sudan.
Two keen and effi cient members of the staff of The Tropical R esearch
L aboratories at Kharto um, D octor M acTier Pin'ie and MI'. E. Inglis,
became infected and sacrified their lives in the cause of t ropical
reseru·ch. I know of only two cases of white men, who have been
striken with kala-aza in tho Anglo-Egyp tian Sudan, th at have
survhTecl .
It may be of in terest to you to recall that, according to trad itions
accepted by so mo historians, this kala-aza region is within the
borders of Aloa, one of the kingdoms of the Queen of Shoba's E thiopian Em pire. In the course of my ru'chreological explorations in the
Sudan , I discovered the site of the alleged capital of this Kingdom
and havo boen carrying out excavations and researches on this site.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. What is the natum of that disease?
Doctor CROWELL. I h ave ah'eady referred to that disease as
leishmaniasis. It also manifests itsel f in skin erup tions.
Mr. COOPER. It has a differen t name in the Tropics?
D octor CROWELL. It has several differen t names, including kalaaza, etc. It exists in India and nor thern China as well , and there
are cases in the Philippines.
Mr. WELLCOME. I should say that not only D octor Pirrie and
~1r . Inglis gave t heir lives in t he cause of hu manity and medical
science in the T ro pic.... but also, later on, D octor Albert J. Chalmers,
successor to D octor .tlalfour as director of The Tropical R esearch
Laboratories at Khartou m and a very distinguished scientist and
au thority on tropical diseases, yielded his life as a r esult of his tropical
research work in the Sudan.
Among those who have given t heir lives in the cause of science
and hum anity on the Sudan, I must also mentio n Dr. William
B eam, an American scientific chemist of distinction from P hiladelI'hia, Pa., who possessed excep tional qualifi cations ana ability.
Doctor Beam was chief of the chemical section of the Wellcome
Tropical R esearch L aboratories from t heir beginning. H e threw
himself into the eco nomic and other chemical research work with the
u tmost zeal and carried out many researches of the grea test importance
and value to the Government, including the study of the soils and of
many other problems connected with agricul t ure.
EspeciaJJy notablo 111nong D octor B eam's researches wa s his
invest igation of the gu m-bearin g acacias of the Sudan. F rom time
immemori al the produ ction of gum arabic has been one of t he principal industries of the Sudan, but dming t he time of the D en rish
r eign t his source of revenue was mostly cut off and th e t rees pl'oducing
t he gum were allowed to deteriorate t hrough disease and neglect.
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Among the last investigations of Docto r Beam were his extensive
researches in respect to the possibility of making economic use of
the papyrus "sudd. " At the time the Romans were conducting
their expedition of explorati9n into the far Sudan about the beginning
of the Christian era, they found their way blocked in t he upper Nile
by vast areas of dense, impenetrable masses of this" s udd " which had
accumulated during the ages and completely hal ted navigation.
Aftm· the liberation by Kitchene,·, t he Sudan Government cut a
navigable channel t hrough these masses of "sudd." It was fi,"St
proposed to compress th ,s "sudd" material in to bricks for use RS
fuel, wllich was done to so me extent. In considering the matter, I
suggested that this" sudd" might be lIlore profitably conver ted into
paper.
As a result of my suggestions, D octor Beam carried on extensive
researches and successfully produced from t his "sudd " a pure, whi te
pulp suitable for the manufacture of a good quality of writing paper.
Even whe.n in failing health, Doctor Beam co uld not be restrained
from overtaxing his strength and he died at his post of duty, after
nearly 20 years of highly efficient and devoted sen·iee. Tb e record s
of Doctor Beam's resea,·ches in the Sudan , as publ ished in the Wellcome Tropical Research Laborato ry repor ts, have been of great
importance and t hey will I·emain a valuable asset to the scientific
world.
Sleepi.ug sickness, anotber much dreaded trollical disease, which
has taken an appalling to U of human life in the Congo River '·egion,
and in Uganda, and elsewhere in Africa, has given us grave anxiety
in the Sudan. This disease has beell foug ht desperately and diligently on the Sudan borders by t be zealous coo peration of the staff
of Tbe Twpical R esearch Laboratories and the army medical service.
Strict military quarantin e regulations have been rigorously enforced.
Up to now th is fe arful disease has been successfully held at bay and
not allowed to penetrate th e Sudan.
Extrome yigilance is ex~rcised and very heavy penalties are inflicted for any violation of the quamntino laws. The slightest
infraction is followed up tenaciously . The introduction of a case with
infection of sleeping sickness into tbe Anglo-Egyptian Suda" is treated
as a higb crime.
The borde,"S of Ugand a and of tbe Belgian Congo Free State are
closely watched and guarded to prevent the smuggling of infected
cases in to t he Sudan.
Stanley'S expedition for tbe relief of Emin Pasha, the last of General Gordon's pro\.mcial governors to hold out against tbe attacks of
tlle Mahdi and Kbal ifa's hordes, opened up a trail from the Congo
via t he Al"llwimi River to Uganda, which was aftorwards foUowed by
the Arab slave aad ivory miders and the caravans of traders.
Th ese Arab caravans brougbt with them sleeping sickness, spreading infection, which resulted, it is alleged, in the death of more t han
200,000 inhabitants of Uganda. A vast amount of money has been
expended in research and preventive measures to stamp out sloeping
sickness, but it is still causing g,·eat trouble and grave anxiety to th e
administrators of tbe various regions affected. Mucb prog,·ess has
certainly beon made ill checking and controlli ng it, but it is st·ill a
very serious matter.
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The Tropicnl Research Laboratories at Khartoum have been continuously and successfully operating ever since they were established. The present director, Maj . R. G. Archibnld is a scientifie
research worker of rare ability and extensive tropicnl laboratory and
field experience. He has been a mem ber of The Tropicnl Research
Laboratories staff a,t Khartoum for nearly 20 years. Major Archibnld is a worthy successor to Doctors Balfour and Chalmers, the two
distinguished men who preceded him.
Mr. H ULL. Are these tropical research laboratot'ies at Khartoum
that you are referring to supported by public fund s?
Mr. WELLCOME. They were establishcd, furnish ed, fitted, and
equipped at my own porsonal expense. They cover a wide range of
work, not only tropical diseases of man, but also the study of llDimnl
and plant lifo-the soil and of many different economic problems.
The Sudan Government has been tho roughly a,ppreciative and
liberal in supporting these laboratories. Since establishing these
laboratories, I have personally contributed substllDtinlly for various
expenses in connection with them. The extensive and elaborate
volumes of reports, which I produced, have been ,'ery costly and
have bcen appreciated IlDd extensively used to great advantage by
tropical research workers in all countries.
The illustrations are of especially grea,t value as they depict the
spccimens in a manner that is almost equal for study to the original
materinl, The photomicroscopic illustrations were executed by an
expert miniature painter, and are actually microscopic miniatures,
and required from 20 to 30 proofs to secu re perfection.
Mr. HULL. You established them out of you r own means?
Mr. WELLCOME. Yes.
Mr. HULL. They have been partially supported by the Government?
Mr. WELLCOME. They have been liberally supported by the Sudan
Government. Tb ese laboratories carry out an immense amount of
extrem ely important research work of great value to the Government, which it has utilized in the developm ent and regeneration of
the COuntly. The lahoratories have been given their share of credit
for aiding tbe Government in the transformation of that devllstated
IllDd into a state of great prOsperity and contentment to-day.
As I have already stl1ted, these tropical research labol'lltories at
Khllrtoum wero pre ented to, are the property of, and are under the
control of the Sudan Government which has generously supported
tbem; and aU of its depm·tments have heartily coopernted and in every
way encoUl'llged t he resear ches. Furthermore, Kitcbener, Cromer,
''Vingate, and t.heir successors have recognized the economic value of
tho resem'cbes, ns rendering possible, nnd as being of great assistance
in, t he work of re toration, reconstruction, nnd regeneration of the
cruelly ravisbed and devnstated Sudan region of the Upper Nile.
These laboratories carry out an immense amount of work of vital
importance to the governmen t.
Some years since tbese tropical research laboratories were completely destroyed by firo, but, with aU possible speed, I completely
restored, refurn ished, refitted, nnd reequipped tbem witb the ll1testup-to-dato scienti fi c laboratory requirements equal to any research
laboratories in the world. Unfortunately, many valuable specimen.
and priceless records were consumed by the fire.
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I should mention that t bese resoar cb laborn,tories occupy a section
of and 01'0 affiliated witb tbe Gordon M emorial College at Khartoum.
In 1899, as It part of tho work of redeeming t he Sudan and planning
for tbe future welfare of its peoples, and as a benign and lasting
memorial to tho martyred General Gordon, Kitchener founded the
Gordon M emorial College, whicb is practically the University of t he
Sudan and thli adm.inistrative center of the governmen t's department
of education.
Owing to tho rational character and methods of instruction , the
pupils of the Gordon M emorial Collego ar e prepared by vocation a'!
training for practica l pmsuits, with a view to the higbest efficiency
and usefulness according to thoir individu al capabi li ties. An outstanding feature of this trn,injng is that when these native students
have fin ished their educatio Ll al CO Ul.. e they have not been made too
proud to work.
Gordon Memorial College bas been marvelously successfnl, and
has exten ded its fame and infl uence througbout Africa. Sons of
prominont native chieftains in neighboming territories are seeking
admission, and administra.1ors in distant parts of Africa are applying
for native tcacheT" trained in Gordon College . Tbroughout the
Sudan t he Gordon Memorial College has estahlished auxiliary
schools which carryon primary instruction und which sen 'e as
feedeT" to t ho college at K hartoum. The number of natives being
educated by this institution is over 6,000.
By the desire of Lord Kitchener and Gen. Sir R eginald Wingate,
I was made a mem bor of the executive cOInm.ittee of the governing
bod~' of the GordoLl M emorial College at the t ime it wus founded ,
in which capacity I still have the honor to serve.
Tho fun ctions of t he Wellcome Trop ical Research Laboratories
at Khartoum include(a) The study of tropical hygiene and of tropical diaordersJ.. both of man nnd
beast, especially the communicable diseases peculiar to the ~udan , and to cooperate with, and to render assistance to, military a.nd civil medical officers,
officers of health, and the clinics of the civil and military hospitals.
(b) The study of plant diseases, bo.t h those due to fungi and other vegetnblt:
parasites, and those caused by insects, the study of harmful and beneficial insccts, and especially of insects in their relation to tropical medicine.
(c) To carry out investigations in connection with cases of poisoning, and to
develop methods for the detection of the toxic agents which may be employed
by the natives.
(d) To carry out chemical and bacteriological tests in connection with water,
foodstuffs, and other sanitary matters .
(e) To make analyses and assays of soils, minerals, ores, fuels, etc.
(f) Finally, to carry out investigations in connection with agricultural and
forest products and operations, and, genernlly speaking, of any material whieh
may be or practical interest in the economic development of the Sudan.

At the ti me of the li beration the administration of the Sudan
was conducted at a very heavy loss to the exchequer. An enormous
expenditure was absolutely necessary and urgent, while the re .. enue
was practically nil. No substflntial revenue was available, and
the accounti.ng showed a very heayy deficit at the end of each year.
Mr. M.oon E of Virginia. What did you do concretely to stop
malarifl.'?
IVlr. WELL CO >I E. The director, immediately on taking up his
duties, organized a most perfect system of thoro u ~hly searching out
the breeding places, and destroying tbe larvle of lJlsect pests, espe-
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cially of tho mosquitoes. This work varies greatly according to
locality and conditions. Even in the desert regions you will find the
Nile frequently rising and falling and forming stagnant pools, thus
supplying an abwldance of ideal breeding places.
All agriculture in the desert and othel' dry regions requires irrigation. Wl,erever you have irrigation ditches and wherever there are
pools of stagnant water, they serve as breeding places.
The director of the laboratories dealt with these problems rapidly,
tllOroughly, scientifically, and effectually .
There are an infinite number of novel and complex problems in
connection with the discovery of the innumerable secret breeding
places of the mo quito and the prevention of further propagation.
The utmost dexterity and the genius of a Sherlock Holmes are required to ferret out and circum\-ent the artful ways of the mosquito.
If reference is made to the reports of the Tropical Research Laboratories, pictme ,,~ll be fOlmd showing a variety of breeding places
of the mosquitoes along the Nile.
Mr. MOOllE of Virginia. You did the same sort of work in malaria
that we do in tIus cOIUltry in trying to exterminate it?
Mr. WELLCOME. Yes. I nlight mention in this connection that
General Gorgas looked forward with considerable fear and anxiety to
the time when the great waterways of the United States would be
extensively utilized for navigation, and when vast excavations would
be carried out in the construction of canals to link np the great rivers.
Also to the extensive schemes of dredging to make deeper channels
for navigation, so that deep draft ships nod even soa-going vessels
might navigate the iuland waterways. Th e danger of t hese extensive
and necessary operations, which incidentally form numberless breeding places for insect pests, would prove to be a serious menace and
might lead to extensive outbreaks of malaria, yellow fever, and other
infectious diseases, unless proper safeguards and thorough preventive
measures arc taken.
Mr. HULL. Have yo u withdrawn from reseal'ch work, Or are you
just on a visit to America?
Mr. WELLCO"E. I am here on a visit, but I have not withdrawn
from tropical research. I am still interested and actively engaged
in it.
In further reply I would say that in London I founded the bureau
of scientific reseal'Ch, including tropical meclicine and hygiene.
This bureau contains twelve laboratories for conducting researches
in the vllrious departments of medical science. Immediately associated wHh this bureau is an extensive IllUSeUnl of medical science,
with exhibits from all parts of the world sbowing specimens, models
and pictured repre cntatioll5, illustrating tho variolls tropical and
other diseases. The purpose of this mu seum is, so far as possible,
to visualize to research workers, medical meo, hoolth officers, and
students in medicine and other fields of science the actualities of
various discases, the causes, IH'c,ontive IneaSlIl'CS, curative methods,
etc.
This institution is international , educational, and is open, free, to
medical men, health officers, students, and scientific research workers
from all parts of the world.
After 12 years of extl'l1ordinary success find strenuous and efficient
service as director of the TropicRI Research Laboratories at Khartoum,
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D octor Balfour resigned for health reasons and was appointed
director in chief of the bureau of scientific research in London. My
several other researcb institutions and museums are affiliated and
cooperate with this bureau . In 1914, on the outbreak of war, this
bureau and its entire staff were placed at the disposal of the British
War Office, and their services were accepted for the entire period
of the war.
Dr. Andrew Balfour, director in cruef of the bureau, and Dr. C. M.
Wenyon, the first assistant director, were eac h given commissions
the British War Office, with rank of colonel, and both rendered
distinguished active service in the field throughout the war. The
remaining staff were actively engaged in tropical and other medical
research, incidental to the war requi.rements, and they trained
inexperienced medical officers for the tropical fields or military and
naval operations.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. You mentioned the name of the Englisbman who was the original discoverer of the mode of transmission of
malaria, in the Tropics.
Mr. ,VELLCOME. Yes; Sir Patrick Manson.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. Did he not make the examination first
in the Campagna, between Rome and Ostia?
Mr. WELLCOME. Sir Patrick had experiments made in tbe Campagna after he had for a long time made various other experiments
and observations. The experiments in the Campasna were carried
out under his instructions by two members of b,s medical staff.
The experiments were carried out in inclosed structures, screened
witb mosquito-proof wire netting where tbe operators could perform
the experiments free from the risk of being infected themselves.
Mr. MOORE of Vir,ginia. He used houses with wire screens?
Mr. WELLCOME. Yes. Then Sir Patrick had some of the infected
mosquitoes brought to London where he successfully inoculated his
young son, quite a young boy at that time, and proved his theory;
thus reminding us of Edward J enner's proof of his theory in regard
to smallpox by inoculating the young child with vaccine virus.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. Yow· recollection is that he reached his
definite conclusion as a result of what was done in the Campagna?
Mr. WELLCOME. Yes; it was what his stalf did by his direction
when he sent them down to the Campagna and instructed them what
he wished them to do, together with his successful inoculation of his
young son by means of the infected mosquito. It was, I believe, on
the results of these experiments that he based his definite conclusion.
Maj. Ronald Ross, also a distinguished authority on malaria, was
associated with important experiments in connection with the early

br

researches.

Mr. THATCHER. What date did you go to Khartown and start that
laboratory work?
Mr. WeLLcoME. About 1901.
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. You might be interested in knowing that
the colony which England sent over to Virgin ia which located at
Jamestown, was twice nearly destroyed by malaria.
Mr. WELLCOME. No; I did not know that. What you state is very
interesting to me.
Dector CUMMING. Yes; and my understanding is that they moved
up to W·illiamsburg because of the malaria down there.
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)ifr. WELLCOME. It is probably within your k-nowledge that
malaria at one time prevailed in England, especially in the Fen
country. Some of the anopheles mosquitoes still exist there, hut
they aro not infected.
Mr. COOPER. How long have you been engaged in this sort of
work?
Mr. WELLCOME . Ever since I was a young student.
Mr. COOPER. You established that splendid institution in Khartoum with your OW'll meaDS?
Mr. WELLCOME. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. I thiuk it is good to hear this when everybody is saying this is a materialistic age. I doubt if there is any similar or more
eloquent narrative of philanthropy than we have just listened to.
Mr. WELLCOME. I am sure that none of the gentlemen here could
have seen those mere skeletons of men, women, and children, stalking
about in a state of extremest emaciation, cases of exhaustion and utter
prostration, without being mo,'ed to deep emotions to do something
to mitigate the pitiful condition of these poor and sorely distressed
people. As an illustration of conditions mot with, I would mention
my visit to one of the small islands of the Nile, a short distance above
the Shabluka Cataract, where one of Kitchener's boats was wrecked
during the course of his campaign. On that island there were perhaps
30 or 40 inhabitants. Every soul on that island was lying helplessly
prostrate and practically speechless. So weak and emaciated were
they that not one of them had strength enough to enable him to get
up and milk their goats for their needed nourishment.
Acting as good Samaritans, natives came to this island from the
mainland, brought food, milked the goats, nursed the babes, and
sbowed as tender sympathy and as high a senso of humanity as could
be fonnd in any Christian community of allY race. FlU'thermore,
they warned me to be careful for fear I might catch this dread disease
from which these island people were suffering. I believe the cases
were malaria in an extremely virulent form. Al l these people of the
island were so emaciated that tbeir skin was drawn taut over their
skeletons.
It was very touching to see those natives who had come off from
the shore to alleviate the suffering of their neighbors. This indicates
in an agreoable manuer how, in times of distress, the whole world is
akin. I have been informed of instances where natives who were of
enemy tribes came under truce to assist their neighbors when helplessly ill.
W'hen visiting this small island, it occurred to me that where one
could &et such an isolation of cases as I found there, what an advantage
it wowd provide for proper investigation.
One thm~ that impressed me greatly when I was at Khartoum was
the possibilIty of making that city as healthy as New York, London,
or any other place. With its central location, it occurred to me that
one could reach out in various directions from Khartoum, as a base,
and collect materials and specimens for scientific investigation.
Doctor Balfour has proved not only that possibility, but he has
accomplished the fact.
Some time after the liberation and restoration by Kitchener, l
had several thousand of the natives of various tribes and from various
85002-28----4
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parts of the Sudan working in my archreological excavation camp
at Gebel :'10ya. No one w.s admitted to the camp until he had
satisfactorily passed the strictest examination by my chief medical
officer, and so rigorously were the slUl.it.ry regulation enforced, that
not a single case of infection OCCWTed in my camp, either among the
nativcs or my Emopean staff. Among the various other precautions,
incinerators were constructed and every particle of refuse w.s
scrupulously collected and burned.
~Ir . TIIA'l'CHE1L You have been n. manufacturing chem ist?

Mr. "\' ''L LCOMIO. Yes, I am still can'yin~ on my chemical induskies, but have I'e tired from the active direction of them. However I continue to control and direct the policy.
l·l l'. 'l'HA'I'CHEff.. This other work, your resoarch in stitutions and
museums, have taken a great deal of your timo, as weH as your means?
Mr. ",YE LL COME. Yes, sir. My bureau of scientific rescal'ch, and
my sevcnd other research institutions and museums in London arc

•

affiliated. Each has its own reSI)Onsible director. The director
in chief of the bUI'cau and the directors of the other scientific institutions cooperate in t heir operations. These institutions are ~ntirely
separate and distinct from my chemical industries.
I have endowed these institutions in such a manner as to secur~
their continued development in the far future, when I ha'-e crossen
the bar.
Mr. THA"CII ER. You believe that this proposcd location for the
Gorgas Memorial Research Laboratory would be an ideal location?
1h. W ELLCOME. I believe it to be an absolutely ideal site, .nd, .s
I have already intimated, Sir Patrick ~\1anson was stro ngly in favor
of such an.institntion being permanently establ ished on the I sthmus
of Panama. fOl' the protection of the world. I discussed this subject
with him repeatedly, and on one occasion shortly before his death.
DI·. Fn"'klin :'I1artin desired me to speak of my personal dsit to
tbe Ca nn.1 Zone and of my inspection and observations of tbe s8nitar),
work done uncleI' tho direction of General GorgllS.
When I was in Washington in 1910 the Secretary of W81', the Hon.
J. M. Dickin OU, who knew of rny experience and interest in tropicnl
reseal'ch, to ld nle that he was having difficulty in ,'csisting n move-

ment that was then being pressed to cut down the apprOI)riation for
tbe lanitnry wOI·k being conducted at Panama by Geneml OorgllS.
As you know, GorgllS had I'escued the sRnitary work in the Canal
Zone after it had once been parn.1yzecl becauso of the inadequate
appropriation .

Secretall Dickinson requested me to make a thorough detailed inspection 0 the conditions and of the methods of opcmtion in all ' ections of tho Canal Zone and to write him an unbillSed I'cport based
on my pel"Sonal observations. He also requested me to add to my
report any suggestions and opinions that I might be able to offer
which would bo helpful to him in forming just and proper conclusions.
I complied with the Secretary of War's roquest, visited the Isthmus
of Panflll1a, "nd lIlet most of the principal offi cin.ls of all departments
connected with Lho caunl construction work.

Every facility was

extended , enabling me to iuspect all sections in the field and the
v(trious establisllnlent3.
I want to say t hat 1 have never seen anything anywhere that
equalled the perfection of orga nization, systematizi ng, and direction
that I found under the administration of Generol Gorgas.
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Gorgas had gathered about him Ii wonderful staff. T he staff was
not only efficient, bu t was puttin g hea ,·t and soul into t he 'performance of its du ties.
Genen1.l Gorgas and the assistaut chief, Colonel Phillips, both
personally aided m e in a general sur vey of the organization, co pe of
wo rk, Jnethods, etc. They also, from ti_me to tLm e, discussed wi th
me very fully the details, pas t and present, and demonstr ated in a
comprehensive manner how the organization and methods of procedure had been worked out and developed .
From first to last, tbese gentlomen and t heir staffs extended to me
every possible facili ty for gaining inform ation. I took t he liber ty
o f making \rery free interrogations, and was invariably answered
frankly and freely . Any suggestions I oU'ered were well" eceived and
carefnlly noOOd for considoration.
General Gorgas took me in his canoe on long cmises t hrough the
reeking PanaJna swamps, and expl ained to 1118 the infini te I1mnbor of
problems that had to be solved in order to masOOr th e sit uation.
I n these swamps were found some of th e wo rst obstacles and perplexing difliculLies he had to encounter. One of tbe various serious
p"oblems which have bafHed many workers in t he humid Tropics
has been how elIectually to destroy and keep under control the rank
plant life t hat springs up in a night \\~th overwhelming rapidity at
the water's edgc and in m arsby places, forming cup-like receptacles
t hat are filled by t be rain and make ab undant breeding places for
mosquitoes, eOO. Such growths are most difficul t to cope wi th On
account of the great cost of labor in constant cutting.
The Panama sanit nry staii uH'ented a very simple but powerful
blast of bw-ning petroleulll spray wbi ch genem ted a tremendo us heat,
nnd not only rapidly destroyed the thick succulent s tems of sucb
plan ts but also damaged t he roots preventi ng or greatly retarding
r agrowth.
On t he sloping lawns, t he und ula tin g and sloping grass-cove red
grou nds and hi llsid es, seepage from th e water-soaked soil fi nd th e
rainfalls would produce little cups of still waters.
A very bad ty pe of mosquito breeding places which hfis also gi" en
great and persistent trouble in other count ries is " NY abundan t on
the I sthmus. In cer tai n localities small crabs constantly fo rm ,-ast
numbers oC cu p.,[ike holdes in watm'-sonked soil and along tb e sea
beach wben the tide is oulr. T hese holes, fi lled by seepage of sen
water , hecome pmlific breeding plnces, not withstanding the t radi tion
that the mosquito will not breed in sea water. By a very clever
e'"pedien t con ceived by the stan', this tl"Ouble was success full y ove rcome by sp"eading dry sand over the places freq uented by th e
crabs. This is simple and inexpensi" e but effectually stops breeding.
Th ese are but slight examples of greatness in lit tle t hings.
I o thing wa.s forgotten, nothing was overlooked ; this was n petty
war but a migh ty one. At the time of my visit, Genent! Gorgas hnd
gained such compl eoo control in his operations that he was carry ing
on his preven tive measures a t tbe cost of one cent a dny per man .
At t bat time from fif ty to sixty t housand Ill en were employed in the
Canal Zone, find m alaria had become practically nonexisten t. A
finer piece of economic health con t rol would seom to be iml)Ossible.
~Ios t of the cases of malaria, yellow fever, etc., were import.ed and
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had been infected before they came to the medical and quarantine
officers for examination.
General GOI'gas kept inspectors on the railway trains that crossed
the I sthmus, requiring them to search every nook and corner of every
Cal' to find straggling mosquitoes. It is shown in the statistics that
in the beginning of his sanitary work, after he started this system of
train inspection and the destruction of these straggling mosquitoes,
the number of malal'ia infections was thereby reduced by something
like 10 per cent. This illustrates the precision Ilnd thoroughness to
the utmost detail which characterized the methods of Go,·gas.
The facilities at tbat time for inspection along the Canal !lnd
railway left much to be desired , ItS a great deal of time was lost ill
waitiJl g for trains, etc. I suggested to General Gorges a laboratory
inspection ca ,' for himself and one for the assistant ch ief, eltch car
to be fitted with a small laboratory equipment su itabl e for field
experiements, tests, etc .; and also to be fitted with first aid emergency equipment and olle or two adjustable, collapsible stretchers.
I also suggested a smaller and very light labo"ato ,'y motor Cal' for
the chief sanitary inspector, fitted with very sm all and light labo tatory
equipment suitable for field experiments and tests.
I believed that these laboratory motor cars would greatly facilitate
the work, save much t.ime, llnd increase efficiency of en rice. Such
cars should be of very light constru eion, with sufficient power, and
the wheels fitted suitably for running on railway tracks, as well as on
highways.
During my inspection I found the records alld archi'-es of the
medical and sani tary work to be of great interest and importance.
General Noble was chief of the department of records and archives
and had a masterful command of the most minute details of the
valuable material which passed through his hands for record. His
profou nd knowledge of the problems of tropical medicine lind san itary work especially qualified him for these duties.
NI,'. COOPEIl. You spo ke of archives?
i\lr. WELLCOME. I t hink I called the atten tio n of Secretary Dickinson to the fa ct that these records and ru'chives were of immense
scientific and educational value. I went t1ll'ough them with General
Noble and strongly urged that they should be published. They
would do great honor to the American Government and to the War
Department, as they form a marvelous record of intense interest to
all research workers in the fields of medical and sanitary "cience.
It was very evident t hat the sanitary department, and especinJly
the hospitals, were considerably understaffed. From the beginning
of the construction of the canal, large num bers of subj ects, not only
from various pruts of Central and South America and the West
Indies, but also from the four quarters of the globe, were constantly
passing through the \val'ds of the hospital. This gave an exceptioJlltl
opportun.ity for clinicnl eXRminat,ions of an immense nUJl1ber of rare,
and, probably, many unique diseases, such as seldom are brought
together in any institution. There were innumerable interesting
cases in the hospitals of the Can al Zone that could not be thoroughly
in,-estigated, because of lack of sufficient medical staff and research
workers and the time necessary to deal with them. These cases
came and were passed th.rough so rapielly that, in most instances,
the medical staff could neither study nor record the details or carry
out l'esenrchcs.
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T he only place com parable with P anama as it I'eceiving and distri buting point for diseases, to and from t he wide world , is Singapore.
T here is great need of an institution t hat can check and cont rol
these Ill a tters at Panama.
In my report to the Secretary of War, t he Hon. J. M. D ickinson, I
stated :

.

•

Here is a perfectl~T unique opportunity for investigation. The diseases and
the disease carriers, elc., cun now be studied to the greatest possible advantage.
If such study is delayed until after the completion of the cannl, the conditions
will soon materia lly chnnge by t he rapid developme nt of the surround ing countries and by the migration of the peoples and the d isturbance and redistribution
of insect and animal Jife. I t would then be difficult or impossible to distinguish
between the local and imported pests, and thus most valu able scientific ev idence
would be lost be\'ond reca ll .
I feel bo und to urge that thi s research work should be very materiaJl y increased, and I feci certain it will bring economic as we ll ns scientific reward.
It is well known that var ious local diseases often become more or less latent or
occur on ly in mild form s amongst t he local people, but, when co ntracted by oth er
peoples who have not become immune, the d iseases break out with greate r
virulence. For example, sleeping sickness which has existed in a more or less
latc nt for m for ages in the Congo regioll, when carried to Uganda and other
parts of Afr icn ha.s swept awny hun dreds of thousa,nda of nati ves. I n like mn nner,
syph ilis, introduced by wh ite men into Africa, proved most deadly, and almost
exterminated the population in some regions.
I n Central and South America t here nre various local diseases which, if spread
abroad, mig ht prove very da ngerous and the foreknow ledge of these d iseases
which might be gained at the Isthmus would be very valuable to medical science.
Having regard to the nature of t he country and cli mate at the Isthmus, to the
number of troops, staff a nd canal employees nnd their families, and to the local
and floating popu lntion, wh ich wi ll undoubtedly be greatly inc reased when t he
cana l is completed and in operation, it will be necessary to provide for the futurej
not only by present study a nd preparation , but by the (ormation by the United
States Government of a per ma nent medicnl and sanitary department to con trol
the health and sani tary work of the Isthmus. T he best t rained experts, who have
intimate knowledge and experience of the local conditions, should be retained so
that the work can be continued with the very greatest efficiency. The establishment of such a permanent deparLment I deem absolutely neces!!lary.
The research laboratories should, undoubtedly, be an important (eature of such
a l>ermanent medical and sanitary department.
The medical and sanitary work on the Isthmus reflects great credit and honor
on American medical and sanitary science. Here is to be found to-day on the
Isthmus of Panama a perfectly unique American Hospital School of Tropical
Medicine and Sanitatioll, etc. It is on a colossal scale, covering nearly the whole
range or tropical work, where students may observe and study actual csses
(wh ich call not be done in our northern schools). There t hey can be trained by
experts, a nd can gain most valuable practical clinical eXI>erience, which wou ld
qunlify t hem for responsible positions in controlling and directing such work in
the Un ited States, or iu othe r countri es under American in Hucnce, etc. Tropical
medical a nd sanitary science has only so recently been recognized as a necessity
that the re are but a very limited number of experienced men qualified for this
work .

T his report was made 18 years ago. At that t imo I was thorough ly
convinced of the impo rtance of the establisbment on the Isth mu s of
Panama of a pel'manent institution such us yo u are now considering.
T o-day, I am mo re than ever convinced that such an institution is
absolu tely necessary to safeguard the- heal th of the world.
1\11'. T HATC HER. This GO I'gas 1Ilemorial Laboratory could supply
that need ?
. MI'. WELLCOM". Certainly.
11 [1'. L INTH ICUM. I was interested in how you treated the matter
along the N ile, wher e you had drainage for irrigation purposes. I t
would not do to treat t hat with oil 01' ta.r?
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:-.r... WELLCOME. A mere film of crude or other petroleum oil,
spread over the sUl'face of the water by spray or dri pping where t be
egg boats, lan'ne, and p upae are found, is sufficient to destroy them .
The · amount of these oils required docs not imp air the water for
drinking pmposes.
:-.r... LINTII!CU' !. It would not h urt the yegetation there?
:-'11-. WELLCOME. No. T he larvacide prepared according to the
formula of General GOI·g.lS is much superiol' to C1'u de petroleum, and
it fo rms an infinitely thin film ; yet this larvacid e is so tough and
elastic that it is not broken up 0 1' blown away from the surface of
the watel' by heavy rai ns and strong winds, which are likely to break
up nod drive plain petroleum fil m against tho banks and thereby
quickly rend er OI'dinaJ'Y lar vacides ineffectual.
M r. L INTHI CUM. You were spealcing of the details of General
Gorgns, and I was re minded t ha t he came over to n nltimore to help
us to rid the city of mosqui toes, rul d as we rode t hl'Ougb Ford Avenue,
he said, " 'r he first thing you have to do is to get dd of the water
spouts on you r houses." Th at wns impossible, bu t we got r id of
the mosqu itoes.
.
I will introduce into the record a letter just received from a brother
of mine, by specinl delivery. B e i p rofessor at the University of
:-'l al'ylnnd, Dr. G. :\lil toll Linthicum, and was a colonel in the World
TI'.r in the medicnl service operating under Gelleral Gorgas.
:\h. FIS H. I will place a letter in the record.
:-'11-. TE "PLE. MI'. Fish makes a similar req uest for the introd uction of a letter in the record.
G.
Congressman J.

CllARLES LINTH ICUM,

House

M. D.,
Baltimore, J anuary 19, 1928.

MI LTON L INT III CUM ,

0/ Re7JresentatifJe8 Office,

JV asilinglon, D . C.
DEAlt CIIA n L ~;s: I have been req uested to call youI' attention to a. bill su b-

mitted by Mr. Thatcher (H. R. 8128) f Ol' the purpose of establishing It research
laboratory in conjul1C'tion with the Gorgas Memorial at Panama. I have investigated the project and the pu rposes of the bill arc exceed ingly commendable,
8S the many i l'opical diseases nrc little understood, and Our trade lines are extending out illto the South American countries, indeed into all the tropical
countries, the possible spread of disease through these channels will become a

menace to Oll r Own people.
I can quote you one instance particularly-that which is known a8 amoebic
dyseotery. WAS at One time regarded as a very rare and unus ual disease in this
climate, but at the present time, we not infreql1cntiy fiud it, nnd the ilwestiga.HOlls which have discoyered its origin, have led to a more or less ~ntisfaetory

method of treatment.
I ask your earnest su pport of this measure, when it comes before your committee, Friday.
With best wishes. I am,
Affectionately,
G. MILTON L I NTHICUM, :\1. D .

I-Jon. HAMII,TON FIS il,
H Quac of Hcprcscntatit'es,

J. T. HAH IUNOTON, M. D.,
POllghkecpsie, N. Y., January 9, 1928.

lVashinglon, D. C .

;\ly DEAR Mn. FI SH: I have just received from the Go rgas Memorial Institute,
of which I am a cvntributillg member, notice that Congressman Thatcher is to
introduce a bill, or has jntroduced a bill (H. R. 8128) which provides for an
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annua1llppropriation of 850,000 to operate a laboratory in Panama or the Canal
Zone, where studies are to be undertaken in tropical diseases. 1 am told tha.t
under the prO\,isions of the bill this laboratory is to be maintained from the
Un ited States appropriatioll, and other countri es in La.tin-America are to be
invited to contribute to its upkeep. The Government of Panama has already
dedicated a site for the laboratory aod a building has been assured.
" rhen 1 visited South America four years ago 1 became convinced that anything the Un ited States call do to make closer the bonds of friendship between the
countri es of South America and the United States will be not only an evidence
that th is co untry is glad to help in taking care of t ropical diseases, but will be a.
definite step in showing that we do honor the memory of General Gorgas, whose
work morc than any other man 's made po ible the bu ilding of the Panama Canal.
1 hopc that you and any others whom you may be able to influcnce will not
only vote in favor of th is bill but will do what you call to have othcrs vote for it
also.
V cry truly yours,
JAMI'; S T. HARRIN GTON.
P. 8.-1 hope we shall sec you in Albany the 31 st.
J. T. 11.

l\lt-. WET.LCOME. I feel that it is due to the memory of Gen eral
Go'·gas to say something of the time reCelTed to by Dr. Franklin
Martin when General Gorgas, at the earnest requ est oC the British
Government, was on his way to ACric" to stud y the yellow-fever
problem in B,·i tish territory.
Unfortuna tely, tbis proved to he the la st mi ssion IUldertaken by
Geneml Gorgas in the lllany years of hi s g,·eat and useful life dedicated to med ic.l science and to the good of humanity.
Soon "Cter hi arrival in London General Gorgas was stricken with
serious illness.
King George had long been familiar \\~tb the great life work of
General Gorgas and upon learning of his presence in London he
expressed tlu·ougb Slr John Good\\-in , the director general of the
British Army Medical Service, his clesiTe to receive General Gorgas
at Buckingham Palace. Ul'on being informed that General Gorgas
was serio usly ill in the hosPltal and thereCore unable to be presented
at the palace, his Majesty said:
If General Gorgas is too ill to come to the palace to see me, 1 ShAll go to t he
hospital to see him.

So deeply interested was the King in General GOI·gas tbat !>e
departed from the usual court custom and wen t to the hospital to
honor the man who bad scientifically applied great scientific discoveries and hnel conquered enemies of mankind that t hroughou t the centw·ies had exacted a toll or millions of human lives.
ACter expressing to Geneml Gorgas distress at h is ilLI,ess and earnes t
wishes for 8 speedy irnprovement in his condition, the ICing couver ed with him at some lellgt.b oC the work he had carried out in
Panama, Cuba, and other countries, especially in regard to yellow
Ceyer and its extermination. H e thanked General Gorgas for all the
help he had given , as Surgeon General oC the United States Army,
hy sending medi cal officers and nurses to sen 'e \\-ith the British
forces in the Great W ar, and assm ed him that thi s help bad been
oC immense value and was deeply app.-eciatcd.
Then, nddresslng General Gorgas and . conferring upon him the
highest honor that it was possible for the King to bestow upon anyone not a British subj ect, h is Maj esty said:
. General Gorgas, it gives me very great pleasure to present you with the insignia
of t.h is ord er; and, believe me, 1 very sinccrei,r appreciate the great work which
you have done for humanity-work in which I take the greatest in tereat.
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When General Gorgas passed aWIlY, tbe profoundest sorrow was
expressed and manifested throughout Englund.
At the command of the King, Rnd by order of the British Government, a state funeral with full military honors was accorded to
General Gorgas in St. Paul's Cathedral, London, the resting place of
Englllnd's greatest naval and military heroes.
This was one of the greatest and most impressive funerals in
E ngland in modern times. R epre entatives of the King and the
royal fam il y, t he Britisb cabinet ministers, loading statesmen, high
officials and officers of the Bri tisb Ar my and Navy, the diplo matic
corps represen ting tbe great powers at the Court of St. James, and
rep resentatives of t he principal med ical and othel' scientific institut ions attended and paid homage to this great man .
Hundreds of t housands thronged the streets and with bared heads
revcrently attested their ap preciation of tbe li fework of this man
wh o ba.d contri buted so much to the cause of humanity.
In speaki ng of the great tri bute of honor and respect paid to
General Gorgas by the British nation, one of the English periodicals
said:
It seems good that death should find him here, for so there came our opportunity to do a great man honour. He passed through the great door through
which the sun streams into the nave of St. Paul's, and there he Jay with Nelson
and Wellington and all that mighty host who came this way a.nd passed into
the universe .
They will take him to his own land, but in truth he belongs to liS all. He was
one of lire's grent helpers, for he cleaned up foul places and made them sweet,
and now, as they sa id of Lincoln, "he belongs to the ages."

T he Britisb Government offered a man-o f- war to convey t he
bereaved widow of General GO l'gas, who had so faith fully aided tbis
great man as he surmounted obstacles and climbed the ladder of his
renowned aehievemen ts, and the wi fe of General Noble, when they
began t heir sorrowful journey wit h t he body of this Good Samaritan
and benefactor of mankind to bis native land , wbere yo ur great
Nation awaited to consign his mortal remains wi t h fitting honors to
their fi nal resting place in Arlington Cemetery among America's
great and distinguished dead .
Indeed, the civilized world is interested in yo m' proposal to cOJnmemorate t he life of General Gorgas by a memorial in which the
spirit of Gorgas ,,~ll continue on earth to bless humanity.
It is wi th great humility that I have spoken of my work in tropical
research . I would have prefelTed to leave tho scientific reports of
these institutions to speak for themselves. However, since I was
requested to appear before you r honorahle committee for the purpose
of giving you defillite and tangible facts, I have done my best to
furni sh you such information as would be responsive to your inquiries,
aud wh ich I trust may be of service to you.
STATEMENT OF SURG. GEN. MERRITTE W. IRELAND , UNITED
STATES ARMY

Doctor IIlCLAND. The previous witnesses have left li S little to say.
The establishment of a laboratory in Panama would be a fitting honor
to the memory of General Gorgas, and I think Panama is the place
to establish it, where he accomplished his great work . I think. I
ought to correct what I might say is the understanding or misunder-
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standing of the committee. Doctor Crile appeared here and in his
modesty he was embarrassed when you asked him ahout the expense
of research . Doctor Crile appears before you a young man. He
has been in the SCI' vice of humanity so long that he has been retired
for age as a member of the faculty of Western Reserve University.
He has been a very eminent research man in the medical profession
during the last 30 years.
Now, some of your gentlemen spoke to Mr. WeUcome here as
though yo u did not know him. Mr. WeUcome, though he is a British
subject, was born in Wisconsin, and was formerly an American
citizen. In this age of progress that we a]'e pa.,sing through the
show goes by so rapidly that we do not appreciate the blessings
that come to us hy the work that we are talking about, and I have
thought that within just a minute I could recall to your memory
some of the blessir~s that have come to us by I'eason of our occupation
of the Tr opics. HIe are young in this work . Wo have only been
in the Tropics for 30 years. During that time discoveries have
been mllde as the result of our occupation with reference to hookworm disease that has started a tremendous campaign against
tltis disease, not only in our country but in Porto Rico and throughout
the world. Oul' occupation of the Tropics resulted in the discovory
hy Walte r Reed of the method of transmission of yellow fever, which
has already eliminated yellow fever from the Western Hentisphere,
and in 11 very short time will eliminate yellow fever from the face of
the earth.
As a result of the Spanish-American ,·r ar and investigations that
we started tllen, we took up seriously the study and prevention of
typhoid fever . .In Oul' A.rillY inocnlation against typhoid fever was
made compulsory in 1911, which popularized it throughout the
United States. You might say it has eliminated typhoid fever from
OUl' Army and from tile al'mies of the ci\' ilized world, and has reduced
tI,at disease tremendously in the population of the United States.
'Ve have made great discoverie in the control of beri-beri . We know
that it can be controlled by pl'opel'ly milling the rice.
We have discovered methods of demonstrating how much of the
perica]'p must be left on the rice so as to prevent beri-beri Ilmong Ule
rice-eo.ting people. We have made studies of sprue and grent progress
in the control of sprue. We have disco\' ered the fly that tmnsmits
sura. We haye de\'eloped a serwn for the control of rinderpest.
We can now control rinder pest in the Tropics just the same ns we
control typhoid fever, hy using a serum. Very recently a young omcer
in the Philippines has discovered a treatment which reduces the period
of disability in epizootic lympbangitis from 100 days down to 10
01' 20 days.
•
Those are things thnt hltve resulted from our occupation of the
Tropics, and the foundation of this work is lahomtory work. Much
of it has been carried on in the field, but the foundation of all this
advance in pJ'eventive medicine is based on laboratory work. We
have only scratched the ground in the control of tropical diseases.
Mr. TFIATCHER . What do you think of Panama as an appropriate
site for this chamcter of research work?
Doctor I RELAND. I think it is ideal. It is the neck of the bottle
for all that southern country.
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Mr. MOORE of Virginia. One might say, to vary Kipling's statement, that Panama is the place where East meets West and North
meets South. It is a meetins place fOI' the whole world.
Doclm' lIlELAND. Yes, I think it is an ideal place to e tablish it.
'\1r. THATCHER. Would there be !lDy duplication of work iu the
work of the Canal Zone health organization at present?
D octor

InELAKD.

None whatever.

The sa nitation being done in

the Canal Zone fit present is just an extension of the work that was
started there l11anr. yesl's ago. They Bre making permanent now
what WI1S neccssRl'lly temporary work at the beginning. They are
extending the sanitated areas every yen r in a \)eI'lTItll1cnt way.

Mr. T EMPLE. It is not the purpose of tbis abomtory and similar
laborntories to discnrd methods whicb health boltl'ds may use, Their
work is the pmctical ap plication of this scientific work. There is no
duplication nt all.
Doctor lREI,AND. None whatever. This problem is so tl'emendous
that we might just as well say that the Un ivers il,y of California is
duplicating the work of the Un iversity of Virginia or the Uni\-ersity
of Pennsylvania. It is a tremendous problem extending all o\-er the
world.
Mr. F,SH. I s leprosy a tropical disease?
Docto l' IRELAND. It Occurs more frequently in the Tropics,
i\r.'. F, SH. This will make a study of leprosy?
Doctor IRELAND. They have been making very great studies of
leprosy in the Philippine Islands for many yea rs,
Mr, F,SH. I know that is so .
Dor to!' IRELAND. It has been intensively carried on since General
Wood went there as Governor General. Thel'e has been a leper colony
in Molokai in the Hawaiian Islands.
Mr. FISH. I cancer pmvnlent in the Tropics?
Doct.or IRELAND. Tbey tried to say when we wen t to the Tropics
that cancer was not prevalent in the Tropics. They also said typhoid
fever was not prevalent in t,he Philippine I sland s. We found t hat
typhoid fever was everywhere, and I think as tbey get tbese cases
and study them in a scientific way that tbere is a groat deal more
cancer than they thou"ht at first, Is that correct?
Doctor CROWELL. i\1y experience' in the Tropics sllOwed me can cer
was no less prevalent in parts of the Tropics than in parts of tbe
Temperate Zones I have been.
Doctor IRELAND. These things are determined and controlled by
scion tific work.
Mr. FI SH. You cou ld carryon research work on cancer at th is

laboratory?
_
•
Doctor IRELA ND . 1: es.
Mr. BLOOM. The benefits derived from this laboratory work in
Panama and the Philippines would extend to South Amenca?
Doctor InELAND. Yes. The demonstrations that Walter Reed
made in Cuha are bein~ utilized in l~ ast Africa now by the Rockefeller
Foundation, and that demonstration bas been used to rid the Western
Hemisphere of yellow fever. This is world wide, a world community
of interest, "lid the cOI1l,l1lunity takes in tho ent,ire wodd.
Mr. LINTHICUM. What has boen done in tho elimination and cure
of loprosy?
DoctoI'IRELAND. Speaking of the Philippine Islunds?
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Mr. LINTHICUM. The Philippines IUld the H awaiian I slands.
Doctor IRELAND. I can not speak from e"l>erience in the Hawaiian
Islands, but I can of the Philippine I slands. Th ey have segregated
the lepers in the Philippine Islands. I do not know how many
thousands of patients t hey have there.
D OCtO I' CnowELL. There are 5,000.
Doctor IRELA ND. They have heen successful in treating, curing,
and turning back to their homes a great many of t hese people. I do
not know how far that can be carri ed on. The same thing ap plies to
the colony under the health department of the Canal Zone. They
are t reating Ilnd curing these people and t urning them back to their
'
.
homes.
Mr. TnATc HEll. That is at Palo Saco?
Doctor InELAND. Yes. I WIlS at that colony in 1925. They
t urned back quite a few patients that had been in the colony a long
tilne.
Mr. HULL. Do they tllrtl them back as cured?
D octor IRELAND . Yes. The health departmen t keeps close tab
on t hese people for a certain time to see that their tl'Oubles do not
return. Lepl'Osy is not a contagious disease like small pox and
measles. A leper can live in your house and not infect members of
your llUllily.
Mr. HULL. Obser ving certain precautions all the time?
Doctor IR EL ....'1D. They live together as man and wife.
Mr. LINTHICU'1. I went tlu'ough the one at Honolulu .
Doctor IllELAND. The Molokai colony.
Mr. LINTHICUM. They had many patients and were curing a large
nwnber by chaulmoogra oil.
Doctor InELAND. Yes; a gr~at improvement that has been made
recently is the use of the active principle 01 that drug.
Mr. LIN1·HICUM. They took me all through the place and seemed
to have no idea o( inlection at all possible.
Mr. COOPEIl . Up to the time of General Gorgas and Walter Reed,
the medical prolession were practically a unit in believing that yellow
fever was contagious.
.
Docto r IRELAND. Yes; and that places were con tagious . In t he
1898 campaign we had no idea how to CODtrol yellow lever.
Mr. THATCHER. It was believed also that filth and dirt were prevailing causes.
Mr. COOPER. They thought if you wore clothes of a patient who
had yellow lever that would give yellow Ievor to the person who
wore them. In other words, it was contngious OJ' could be taken~in
by inhalation.
Doctor IR ELAND . We had all sorts 01 theories.
Mr. COOPER. Those have been absolutely disproven .
D octor InELAND. Yes. We know thero is just one way. That is
a great t iling in this discovery 01 Wal ter Reed that yeU",w fever is
transmittod by a mosquito, and it is the only method 01 transmission.
Mr. COO I'Ell. That is inoculation by a mosquito ?
Doctor IRELAND. Yes.
Mr. MAAS. Would you say that the results o[ the work of that
laboratory would be of e.pecial benefit to the Americau Army?
D octor IRELAND. Yes.
Mr. MAAs. Is it justified on that ground alone?
Doctor InELAND. Yes; and to the American people.
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STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL E. R. STITT, SURGEON GENERAL,
UNITED STATES NAVY

Admiral STITT. Mr. Chairman, there would be nothing that I could
say tbat would equal the statement 01 Mr. Wellcome ItS to tbe recognition 01 General GorgltS by tbe world in connection witb his funeral
in London. You all know his greatest work was in Panama, so tbis
is certainly a very fitting recognition 01 his work from tbe Republic
of Panama. It was very interesting to me at tho start of this work
of the Gorgas Memorial to bave been ItS ociated with tbe minister
from Panama, who was an entbusiast in this testimonial to Gorgas.
There are ceytain things about tbe Gorgas Memorial which have
not been brought out previously, and one is the plan of President
Porras that the Gorgas M einorial could use the wards in tbe recently
erected Santo Tomas Hospital in Panama, which hospital is on ground
adjacent to tbat set aside 101' the R esearch Institutc 01 Tropical Medicine of tbe Gorgas Memorial, and in this 'yay patients wbose cases
tbey were studying at tbe R esearch Institute could be taken care of in
the wards 01 tbe Santo Tomas Hospitlli.
Another point in the plan for the Gorgas l\Iemorial Lebomtory is
that it was proposed that it would not only be for hwnen beings,
but that a great progmm for disel1sed animals should be a p8rt of the
Il1borf1tory to study diseases of animsls in the tropics. Mr. Wellcome
spoke of the prevalence of hwnp.n sleeping sicknes in Uganda,
Africfl, with 200,000 deaths from sleeping sickness, but tbe deYBStation in human beings is herdly cOillparsble to the death rate in
cattle. They have a pare.site which causes human sleeping sickness
which is spread by tl,e tse-tse fly, and in the same region they have
another fly 01 the same species which trl),nsmits human sleeping
sickness that affects the cettle 01 that region in Uganda Bnd wipes
them out. You cnn see that in the labol'l1tory of the Gorges Mcmori",l
there would be activities for the study 01 both human and Blw.nBllile.
MI'. F ISH. Have they invented 8.nything to prevent sleeping sickness of animals?
Adrniml STITT. It is the same proposition as far as this is concerned
as the tse-tse fly, but another species of it.
MI'. FISH. Have tbey invented a preventative?
Adnw.·al STI·I..·. They have tried all kinds 01 things. Tbey have
tried to get at the habitat. Tbe tse-tse fly gives birili to a lan'a
wbich bores abou t 4 inches under the ground and becomes a pupa;
and they have tried to kill these pupae by cutting away all tbe
jungle growth, but this underbusb grows up so quickly that it gives
them the shelter that is necessary for the development of this fly.
They have tried to handle it by certain traps, to tl'llp the flies, but
it is almost an impossible problem. Dealing with ilie tse-tse fly,
which MI'. Welleome and Doctor Crile spoke of in their experience in
the tropics, is sucb a task that they almost throw up their hands
because 01 the difl]culty of controlling the fly. It transmits sleeping
sickness in human beings and in cattle a disease c.,lIed by another
namc, nagana.
The question has heen asked, how tllis question of tropical research
concerns us in the United States. In lecturing on tropical diseases,
I have often said to tbe elltSses, "Gentlemen, they talk about India
and the Phi lippines and various coun tries of Africa, and South

,
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America as being cowltries where tropical diseases are prevalent
As a matter of fact, our own Southern States held their own in preva-'
lence of some of these. Yellow fever is wiped out from the Southern
States but we still have dengue, or brcakbone fever transmitted
by the same mosquito that transmits yellow fever . We have dysentery, pellagra, and probably sprue that is so prominent in Porto
Rico, and there is filariasis around Charleston, S. C., so that we
have probably numerically as many of these tro pical diseases as any
other country, but qualitatively they do not amount to so much,
and, of course, hookworm disease is prevalent."
The idea prevails that t his does not conccrn the North, but read
the history of yellow fever and you will find one of the most dramatic
epidemics of yellow fever that bas ever occurred in the world was
in Philadelplua. Doctor Rush, so often spoken of as the father of
American medicine, was the first one to study dengue or break bone
fever in Philadelphia, but our Northern cities now are more or less
free of certain of these diseases.
Mr. THATCHER. VVhat do you think about the value of Panama
as an ideal site for this laboratory work?
Admiral STITT. The great poin t in any cen trnl laboratory is its
accessibili ty, and, of coures, I suppose no place is more accessible
to-day on account of the Panama Canal than Panama.
Mr. FISH. Do you limit that to Panama, the Republic or the
zone or both?
Mr. THATCHER. I am speaking of the Isthmus of Panama in contact with t he canal. Our interest in the canal has a very important
bearing on this subject.
Admiral STITT. Yes.
STATEMENT OF DR. HUGH S. CUMMING, SURGEON GENERAL ,
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

•

Doctor CUMMING. There is hardly anything left for me to say .
You have heard of General Gorgas's services . You have beaI'd of
the importance of tropical diseases. The site tbat has been offered
is a beltutiful site. I have seen the Santo Tomas Hospital, a very
excellent hospital, and I think that Panama is the strategic point for
a research laboratory for tropical diseases. I am interested in it
in two official capacities, first, because of this country and the diseases which we would like to stuoy, and then I happen to be djrector
of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and consequently am interested
on behalf of tbe 21 coun tries that are membors of that bureau. I
think it is fIne that" memorial to General Gorgas should take the
form of a research laboratory .
Mr. MOORE of Virginia. If you were selecting a site for memorializing General Gorgas and cal'l'yillg on tbe work efficiently
and satisfactorily in all the American countries, north and south, do
you think of any place that WOllin be more appropriate than Panama?
Doctor CUMMING . No; I think it is R very excellent place. It
covers all the west coast of South America. r was down there
recently. There are several diseases in Latin AmeI'ica wbich need
studying. Noguchi has been doing work on some of them recently,
in 1924, on these "local diseases"; at least, we thougbt that they
w",re local, but in considering all of these diseases transmissible by
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insect.s Or by unknown means, I always think of olle or two diseases
in this (,olin try which we tho ught distinctly local tmtil very recently
and which we have now found arc nation-wide . They were ha.ving
a vel')" severe epidemic of Malta fever in the mOttntains of Peru
when I was down there, and we tbought it was "Imost unkno"~t in
this country until "bout three or four years ago when I was asked to
investigate an outbreak of the [ever in Arizona, and the outcome of
thnt is the work of ~'li s Alice E,' ans, and Doctor Lake says it is
almost na,tion-wide. So it is with some of these diseases do,,~t there.
Now, in this matter of research, I do not think there is any dauger
of duplication of effort. We are now in our hygienic laboratory
coordinating efforts of eight or ten laboratories in tuberculo is work,
for instance. I happen to be "m ember of a health comm ittee of the
League of Nations. We are spending a million Swiss francs to do
work upon malaria and other diseases, and it is not duplication at all.
The problem is so large.
}'Ir. MASS. Do you have an interchange betweeLl the laboratories
so that you know what progress is being made between laboratories
working on the same problem?
Doctor CUMMING. It is fairly well coordinated in some diseases
and iu others 110t. The research work really is very well coordinated
both here and in Europe through Doctor " rhite and our laboratories.
The work on cancer is widely scattered.
obody has gotten it
together under one string. Generally speaking, laboratory men
keep in fairly close touch with one another unofiicially ratber than
officially.
Mr. MASS . Would there be any unnecessary duplication ?
Doctor CU MMING . I tbink there is no dangor of it. Th e more mett
working on the problem the earlier it will be solved .

<

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR T . McCORMACK, LO UISVILLE, KY.,
P RESIDENT KENT UCKY STATE BOARD OF HEALTH

Docto,' MCCORMACK. Just hefore leaving Kentucky I had a con fel'ence will, Dr. John G. South, present American minister to
Panama, and he told me he hRd recently talked to the President and
the Secretary for Foreign Affairs of Panam a. H e felt slIre that they
contemplated beginning erection of this structure on the assu.rance
that the United States would take part in its maintenance, so that
they would be asstu'ed of its continued maintenance.
Let me talk to you a moment about the importance of the appropriation during the preliminary period of five years, It que,tion that
some of yo u haye raised . A few years ago I conferred ,,"ith Henry
Ford who completed the huilding of a great. hospital_at Detroit.
When Mr. Ford contemplated a departure from "outine hospital
constrllction and ndministration he got a group of medical men who
had experience in hospital administration and asked thorn to secure

for him two hospital administrators for his stIlO', and when they had
sccll"ed those two men he got the rest of the staff together. Afterward s he cRlled them nil in consultation IUtd told them ho wanted
enelt of them to dr",," up th" plan that he wanted for his part of the
hospital. Somebody suggested tnltt the first th ing to do "'as to get
Itn architect. H e said, " That is the trouble with hospitals. They
were built by architect . Now, aftcr you doctors have decided whot

•
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you want, what facilities yo u want, we will have architects and other
building ex perts rome in Ilnd buHd the things you need. "
In the same way it is extremely important that in laying out plans
for the Pl'oposed laboratory that if tho staff can be organized to
famili arize themselves in so far as necessary with the laborato~y
facilities, they will be better ablo, economically and efficiently, to
devise plans for a building in P anama which will enable them to conduct it most economically.
When I came to Washington during the wal' I had organized a
hospital of my associates in the profe slon ill Kentucky and expected
shortly to bo sent to France, but General Go rgas detached me from
that hospital, sayi ng there wem mltny surgeo ns, but there were few
men who had devoted themseh·es to preven tive medicine, After a
short tim e he came to m,V office in tbe Mills Bui lding, whem I had tbe
privilege of working with him, and told me that he was going to ask

me to go down and take charge of his work in Panama because
Regular Al'OlY offi cers who were there were greatly needed in administra tive work here and in France, and he wanted to relieve them as
rapidly as possible.
He told me that be considered the sanitary prohlem of Panama as
Olle of t he most important things, not only in the winning of the WIU'
but in t he progress of tbe world after the wa r ; that the re had been
demonstrated, in a small way, all the things that were necesslU'y to
ndd to t he measu re of human life and to incrense, immensu rably, t he
efficiency and the happiness of the b'lmnn mce; that there had been
deyeloped the principles which, when generolly applied , would mean
thnt dUl'ing the lost 25 or 30 yen rs of their lives, men nnd women
would no t merely be unwelcome boarders with [,beir relatiyes, but
during the last yenrs of their li ves would be just ns happy and useful
as t hey wOllld during the enrliel' yelU's, having addrd experience and
wisdolll wi th their increasing years.

He said that at Panama I would find a spl endid organization, and
it was ideol in principle; that prnctically every disease known to
humanity, and not ouly that but all t hat vast number of diseases
which arc still uIH'ecognizcd, would be passing under

Oll l'

supervision

from ti me to time, and we would be met with aJl those complex
problems nrising in connection with public health work in the Cnnol
Zone, upon which the security and lives of

•
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arm ies were just as

dependent as they wOJ'e upon food and the other su pplies thll.t would
be sent over to tbem .
I thin k t he committee would be interested in one incident pllrticulady that happened after I got do\\" tbere. Upon IUTiving I familiarized myself, as ffir as practicable, with ad ministrative procedUl'e

and with wbat happened, for example, when a man telephoned to the
sanitary inspector of his district that. mosquito had been found in
his resid ence.

And fortunately, soon afterwards I was fortunate enough to find a
couple of mosqui toes in my house. I telephoned down to the snnitary
inspector of that district, and told him there were a couple of mosquitoes in my residence at Number 39 Balboa H eights. In a few
minutes a truck came up with the snnitary illspector and four or five
laborers in it ; and thoy spread thenlselves through that house looking
for mosquitoe.. And they knew just where to look, ,-\lith their
flashlights casting theu' beams behind everything tbat cast a shadow,
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they went everywhere. And in a v.ery short time they found these
two mosquitoes. And then they I oked everywhere for other mosquitoes. And they caught those two mosquitoes in a test tube, with
a little chloroform-cotton in it, and, with a magnifying glass soon
found what kind of .a mosquito it was. They would then know
whether it bad bred in the bouse, or wbetber it had come into the
house from the outside. Tbis happened to be a kind of mosquito
that flew against the wind, and always bred in shallow wet places On
the ground. That meant that there was such a place somewhere
near my house.
And after a few minutes, another truck canle up with more men and
equipment, and they went over the wire screening of the entire
house; and they found two 0 1' three openings that t he mosq uitoes
could get through, and of course they closed those up so that no more
could get in.
But they did not stop there. The original inspector had gone
back on his motor cycle, which was on tho truck, and had come back
and brought with him a special map of the nei~hborhood; and knowing that these mosquitoes flew against -the wmd, and knowing the
direction of the winds for the rew days preceding that, he knew that
these mosquitoes had come from a certain direction ; and so those
men branched out in that general direction, going to every place on
the map where there had ever been a spring 01' water in a sewer pipe,
or anything else of that kind that may have sprung a leak. They
con tinued that work on the following day, and on the second day
they found a little place where a water pipe had a vcry small leak
causing a little wet place, where these mosquitoes could leave larvae.
Now, these particular mosquitoes carried no disease. But the
inlportance of the careful attention to detail in carrying on to perfection the work of that organ ization we can realize when we apply
it to our great cities; and we can understand vel')' I'eadily from the
perfection of that orgauization , why the death mte of Panama is half
that of tho 10 best rates in tho United States; and tho rate of sickness
in Panama is about one twenty-fifth of that in th is couutl·Y.
And it seoms to me, MI'. Chairman and gentlemen, that, in the
memorial to the man who was probably not ouly the gl'eatest administrator the world has yet known in sanitary measurcs, but a man
whom all of us who knew him learned to love better than any other
great admi nistrator, because his great heart and soul were so much in
his work that he inspired all of us who came in contact with him with
a destre to carl')' on ill the same way that he had so nobly done--if by
creating such a memorial that spirit can he pmserved for American
medicine, and can be put in a temple where it clln be f!'Om day to day
carried on by the young men who come Rnd the oldel' men who will
go through there, it seems to me that it will be one of the greatest
contributions that this great country of ours could make.
And it seems particularly fi ttin~, Mr. Chairman, to one familiar
with the record as I have fo und It necessary to become--it seems
particularly fittinj: that this bill should have beeu introduced by his
former colleague ill the government of the Canal Zone, Representative T hatcher ; because his work would have been .impossible had it
not been for the sympathy, the support, and tho diplomatic ability
of Governor Thatcher, who, with General Gorgas, and with their
wives acted as unofficial representatives, predecessors, we might say,

1
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of Lindbergh in his noncommissioned capacity as ambassador-who
\vith their perfect Spanish carried the spirit of America into the hearts
of the people of Panama, and not only to the peoplo of Panama, but
to the poople of South America.
And I believe no other influence has ever been greater in acquiring
the love and confidence of those people than the influence of these
two statesmen who represented America on that frontier at that time .
And if we can preserve that sort of spirit of service and carry it on
from there into the countries of South America, I think that we can
confidently count on their support. I saw during the war our allies
constantly going through the canal. We had almost every night
the privilege of entertaining the Premier or the Foreign Secretary, or
the President, or the President elect of some one of the South American Re pu blics. And without exception, they paused to pay a tribute
to the memory of General Gorgas whom they all considered as much
their patron saint to whom they paid tribute for obtaining the high
degree of health that was possible for their several countries, as they
considered Henry Clay their benefactor, and it pleased me very
much as a Kentuckian, their paying tribute to him for helping them
to obtain their political freedom.
I want to tell you of one instance particularly that occurred while
I was there. Doctor Noguchi, of the Rockefeller Instituto, came
down thore on his way to Guayaquil, Equador, where he was going
to make a search for the germ of yellow fover . He was there for
about two days; and I had the prh'ilege of taking him around and
showing him the conditions in Panama. And I found that Doctor
Noguchi was personally famililar with more bugs that I had not
been introduced to before than I had ever known existed. And I
took him through the wards of Santo Tomas Hospital. A young
American iateme took us through the 18 beds in the women's w"rdand there were 16 different rare diseases in the 18 beds. And Doctor
Noguchi, enthusiastic Japanese as he is, tw'oed to me and said,
"Colonol, why should such an institute fOJ" research have been
founded by Mr . Rockefeller in the North whore wo must grow all
the germs we want to study in vitro (in glass), whon wo could have
como to Panama, whero we would have found ovorything gro\ving in
vivo (in people)." [Laughter.] It was a very dmmatic th.ing, and
illustrates the importanco of tho location of t ltis institute at the
perfectly wonderful site at Bella Vista; it bei;:'$ immediately adjacent
to tho now and very perfect Santo Tomas .tiospital will give it the
0PPol·tnnity for studying and observin" not only the things that will
be done in the laboratory itself, but a1so for human contllcts across
the streot, which will help its work.
Mr. THATCHER. And very near the h ospital.
Mr. McCoR'L,cK. Very neM the hospital; and only It stone's
throw across to the Canal and our great Ancoll Hospital. I had the
pleasure of finding out, sinco as chief health olIicer of the Ca.nal ZGne
I was also chief health officer of the Republic of Panama, that in the
Republic of Panama there is almost every diseaso tllat is yet knO\VO,
along with a vast nnmber that aro not yet known. There is certainly the opportunity there for endless, boundless research.
We Ilad one incident there, NIr. Chairman, that you will
probably be interested in : When General Gorgas sent down to me
815902-28--11
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Doctor 1\IcFnrlan as pntJlOlogist I found him a most interesting
man . And when he arrived he told me tbat he was profoundly dissatisfied . "This climate is getting on my nerves. But tbe thing
that bas got on my nerves most is that I caught a black dog the other
day, and I shook bim, and tbere were 40 different kinds of ticks on
him- and I kLl ew only seven of them." [Laughter.] That is one of
the boundless opportunities fo r research. And wo found tbat sort
of thing happening Illmost daily.
One of the inlportant problems that presented itself to me is
indicatiye of the opportlmitics, not only tbe hellith opportunities,
but the economic opportullities, tbat arc befo re us. On the ship
going down fl'ol11 N cw Orleans a prominent l)anaman was on board
who bad brought 20 head of H olstei n cattle which he had bought
in Texas; he hod bou~ht the beavy Holsteins for dail"ies-and they
were the most miseraole looking lot of Ilnimllis I over saw. And I
asked him why be purchased t his particular lot of animals when be
could have bought good ones; nnd he said it WfiS becauso they nll had
T exas foycr, and tberefore would not die with it when they got down
to Panllma. And if they did not gi"l""e a pint of milk a day apiece,
tbat did not moke nny difference; they would live down there and
would not die of the Texas fever.
And one of the things tJH,t he caUed attention to was tbe pos ibility,
wbicb Doctor McFarlan's researches oon mllde practicable, of the
inoculntion of our northern animals for T exas fever, so that tbey
would not contract tho disease; whereas theretofore when cattle
were shipped to South American countries they would do so. And
in thllt way we had been deprived of an enormous market for breeding
animals ; hut it ",iUnow he possible for the do.iries of New York, or
Wisconsin, or finy of our other daiI·y States, to inoculate animals Ilnd
ship them there. That is only deyeloping slowly now, but it means
in tho futuro millions of dollars to our dairy men Ilnd cattle breeders
for our breed ing stock, and means on untold food supply for the
world.
Mr . T>:MPLE. Tbis inoculation against disoase in those animals
has a dircct effect on bUlllon life!
Doctor MCCORMACK. Yes.
1\[r. TEMPLE. Because the ani mals have a direct effect upon our
food supply?
Doctor MCCORMACK. Absolutelv .
1\lr. THATCHER . With regard to- the question of double expense in
the proposed laboratory, wou ld that question be ill\"olved at aU?
Doctor MCCORMACK. Not fit 011. The laboratory men of the
world are a choice group of people, unorganized and rarely known to
each other. They nrc shy liko orchids, which grow where it is
difficult to find them. And among themselves they have fI species
of speech 01' a rarm of cOJUluunication- just like w'o have in OUI
mountains of Kontuch.'Y, where, if n revenue officor comes along, they
learn abo ut it for enough in advance to get out of the way any
visible evi dence of the production of those things which aro prohibited
Ilnd aro considered very undesirltble, and the ovidence is very rarely
found.
I n the same way these labo ra tory peoplo soom to sense the thing
they 01"0 doing, and they keep up a form of general emulation and
at the same time general cooperation .
one of them ever deny the
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steps or progress that arc made by others rrom time to time; and
while each of them, of course, is eager thnt his name may go down
as the name of some ooe of these infinitesimal germs or new ticks or
on e thing or another; while he hopes that this will happen to him,
he is "\"Cry glad if it happens to one of the other men doing this work;
and there al'6 too few of them, because we have been so niggardly in
the past, because we ha\· e only begun to realize the importance of
this work . I think the re is no reproach to any government for being
so slow in recognizing the importnnce of suoh development!!, because
it is only some 60 years ago that any of them began; and we all have
beglLn so recently; and 'in p ublic health matters it is naturally dillcu l t
for you gentlemen to begin to e'''Pend the largo sums of money which
are intrusted to yo ur care for the development or the secrets of natnre
along the lines t hat are so runda mental to t he prcsel'vation of the race.
M r. THATC HER. If there are no furthe r questions, M r. Chairman ,
I will a k perm ission to fi le for the reco rd the address made by the
former President or the Republic of Panama, Dr. Belisario Porras,
at the time of the laying of the comer stone of the Gorgas Memorial
Institute. That shows the spirit of the Panama Republ ic at that
time.
Mr. TEMPLE. Without objections, that will be inserted in the
record at this time.
(The stl1temen t referred to is as follows :)
LA YIXG Ol~ TilE CORNER STONE OF THE GORGAS MEMORIAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL
AND PREVENTIYE MBD l CINE ADORESS- BY PRESIDENT PORRAS

I experience profound satisfaction from the fnct that it is my privilege to lay
the co rne r stone of the Institute of Tropical Med icine which Panama dedicates
to \\-;'ilJiam Crawford Gorgai, to perpetuate his memory hero, all the shores of
the murmuring Pacific and in close proximity to that thoroughfare which- hurriedly in former days as though pu rsued by the pha.ntom of death and lingeringly
to-day as though regretting the brevity of time whic h compels them to forego
the delights in Ollr benign and even climate, the beauty of our country's unchanging verdul'e and the incom parable blue of Ollr sky-h as been used by mell of
every nationality for whom Gorgas cherished only se ntiments of deep humanity
wh ich prevailed always over every pfQjudice of race, nationality, birth, or class.
Thi s se nse of satisfaction that I experience now is deriv ed primarily from the
fact thn.t I was a friend of this man to whose memory we are to-day assembled
here to pay tribute, aud as such, I was in an admirable position to judge fully
the purity of his noble and good heartj and , further, being one of the old men of
the days when he lived in our midst, I am better able to appreciate Illore fully
than the men of the younger generation, the great work of health, life, and happiness which this great man accomplished for my country.
The monument which we will erect here will be an expression of Pan ama's
gratitude to the man who proved beyond the peradventure of a doubt that the
Tropics could be made habitable for all the races of the earth. ,Yo arc indebted
to the genius of Gorgas for the transformati on of Panama from a fever-ridden
land to the Paradise we now live in. Therefore, we consider that Gorgas, to a
certnin e'l:tent, belongs to us also, because it was here he saw his great effort to
lighten the burden of sufferil}g humanity crowned with success.
It is the privilege of great men, sages, discoverers, heroes a.nd. martyrs, whose
activities, teachings, and examplcs arc not circu mscribed to the narrow confines of
the land of their birth, and whose achievements in the world have been beneficial
to the majority, if not to all their fellow-beings, to he universally loved. Such
men-and Gorgas was one of them-can not be citizens of one particular city,
town, or village, for every city and every na.tion of the earth cla im s thclllj they
Rrc the real ci~izc ns of the world.
As in th e CR<;e of Aesculap ius, when it was found ne c e~sarv t.o enlist the serv ices
of an oracle to determine in which of the cities of ancient Oroece which disputed
thi s honor, was his birthplace, and, as in the case or Christopher Columbus,
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who has been declared an Italian, a Span iard, and morc recently 8. Jew, the birthplace of Gorgas, I am informed, is disputed , both Alabama and Georgia claiming
this honor. JIowe,'cr, Gorgas docs not belong exclusively to the Un iied States of
North America where he was educated. Cuba and Serbia, Bulgaria a.nd Ecuado r,
Pan a.ma and So uth Africn, all have claims to him n.s n result of his having lived
and worked amp ng them for the good of the human family.

The work accomplished in the world by the great Gorgas is immense, immensurable. or Hippocrates it mny be said that he wns t he first to divorce
medicine from witchcraft and ihe ecclesiastical mysticism of bis times; of Galen,
that he was a. great physician nnd writer to whom is attributed the authorship of
about 500 books intended to popula rize the practice of medi cine; of the great
Pasteur, de K ock, Ramon Cajalyy Cajal, Elhricj, Finlay, and Rose, that they
penetrated far into the hidden secrets of the invisible, the infinitesimal world j
of MetchnikotT, that he evolved the famous phagocyte theory and with Roux,
Chamberland, and Calmette, collaborated in and contin ued the work of the
great Pasteurj but how can we describe Gorgas, who solved the npparenUy
impossible problem of making t he T ropics habit.able, th us complcmenting t.he
marvelous work of Cod who creatcd us in order that we might live on th is
terrestrial globe and be happy on it? Gorgas destroyed the morasses of death
and gave us pure drinking water and purified the ai r of our exuberant tropical
forests and ou r colonial cities. Gorgas redeemed the 'l'ropics.
I can still remember, and it seems to me a horrible nightmare, the time, 50
years ago, when, on my way to Bogota to finish my studies, I found it necessary
to spend a night in Colon. Sleep during that night was impossible for me because
of the constant. and tormenting bites of the mosquitoes, the inccssant buzzing
of which smote on my cars as though they were the discordant notes of an infernal
serenade. TheRe minute tormentors were so numerous that by clutching at the
apparently empty air I caught hand ful after handful of t hese tormenting pests.
Neithe r can I forget conditions as they prevailed when I returned from coll ege
10 years later and entered the employ of the French canal company. From
that time I was able to rClllize, or at least SliSpect, the underlying cause of the
Frenchmen's failure in their attempt to construct the trans-I sthmian waterway.
They constructed beautiful residences and tree-lined avenues and admirably
organized thei r officcsj but they did nothing, in fact they knew nothing, a.bout
tropical sanitation, and apparently never suspected its worth .
I n those days of long ago, it was .the most natural thing for one to promenade
the city's thoroughfares holding a handkerchief to one's nostrils, to keep out or
lessen the stenc h contaminating the air as a result of decaying vegetation, stagnant or putri d puddles, and primitive or defective sewerage. On eve ry hand
one encountercd well-beloved frien ds hastening home in the grip of malarial
chills or some other equally pernicious fever; or encountered on every street,
people clothed in the somber bln.ck garb of mourning with the mnrk s of grief
and despair deeply impressed on their featu resj or daily heard the lugubrious
tolling of church bells announcing the death of a friend or a relative; or was frequently summoncd to attend the last rites of a departed friend laid low by the
deadly miasmas of our unsanitat.:y tropical homeland.
TIowever, thanks to William Crawford Gorgas, those dars hM'e passed never
to return, and our tropical home has Lccorne one of the Horld'::; health resorts.
In the days of ancient Creeee, shrines and temples were e rected in the mountains and at the springs of health in honor of Aesculapius, the god of medicine.
To these places of worship nnd thank sgiving nn endless stream of sick and
affli cted persO Il S came to olfer sacrifices and deposit votive tablets on his altnrs.
And it is a temple such as these that we will erect here as a liv ing testimonial
to the memory of the man who brought so much com fort to the Isthm ian fam il y
nnd the tropicnl world in general.
On this first stone, there will arise a great temple dedicated to this great man ,
and to this shrin e of Gorgas will como in a never-ceasing pilgrimage, not only
our sick compatriots, but also the a mi cted thousahds from other points of the
Tropics to seek health with undying faith in the name of Gorgns. And they
will depart hence for their distant hom es, healed and happ y, with tears of gratitude in their eyes and blessing Ollr beloved country and the great and humane
work of Will iam Crawford Gorgas, the benefactor of humanity and the redeemer
of the tropical world.

M r . THATCHER. I would like to have inserted also the response
made by Dr. Fmnklin Martin at the time.
Mr. T EMPLE. That may " Iso be inserted in the record.
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(The statement referred to is as follows :)
It is fi tting that we surgeons from Canada and from th e Un ited States, many
of whom se rved in the uniform of OUf ch icf, traveling to pay our respects to the
Central an d South American countries, shou ld assemble with Oll r families and
yours in this garden Paradise to ho nor the memory of William Crawford Gorgas,
whose gen ius brought to i t its worth, its beauty, nnd its charm.
Gorgas, simpl e in character, a lover of men , with a vision of th e fundamen tals
of the intricate discoveries of science, by the simple application of a formula cooech'cd by him , wrought a miracle th at for all time will enrich the world , as
Lister revolunlionized surgical progress from the discoveries of Pasteur, an d as
the lowly azarene brought forth from the wisdom of the prophets Dis pronouncement tha.t Christianized the world .
'Ve, assembled here, are the apostl es of Gorgas, brought together by ou r muta!
admiration for him , to buil d on this plnce a monument that will be to us and to all
people a sy mpol of his greatness, and that will enable his devoted followers to
continue his work as he himself would have desired. It can not ad d one iota to
the momunent that he created in his modest way, by his honest character, bis
gentle persistency, his unostentatious industry, and his en duri ng patience.
For, in 1 centi.try, in 10 centu ries, or in 20 centuries, it will be known t hat it
was in this li ttle count ry between two seas, that he went about and did his work,
and citize ns of great commonwealths of the future, all the Orinoco, on the Amazon, on the Ganges, and in all the Tropics of the eArth will tell how Gorgas was
their sav ior; how he brought to them a physical blessing that transformed their
rep:ions from the lands of death to the livi ng communities of civilization; and it
will be remembered then, in those far ofT days, that we, his contemporaries, loved
him and sought to honor him.
Prcsident Porras, you know, a.nd I know, how ou r friend loved this, his beloved Isthmian country, and how, in the eve ning of his Jife, when upon him
rested the eno rmous responsibility of pres iding over a great corps of t.he greatest
wa.r, in his moments of contemplation his vision was turn ed toward Pa.nama,
the place which was selected by him to be his final earthly' home when retirement
should come. And we, he re gathered to pay tribute to himj the great benefactor,
may be assured, if the screen is not too impenetrable, that around us, in appro~
bation, is his gen ial presence in spiri t, and over us is shed his love and his
.
benediction.
j

,

Mr. THATCHER. And then may I also have inserted in the record
th e bill wbich passed the Senate? It is short; and the pl·esent bill
which is pending before yo u has been ill·awn after furth er study in
behalf of the institu te, and it is believed to be a li ttle more in detail
and to cover, probably, the situation a little more fully.
1'I-1r. MOORE. I s there any material difference.
Mr. BLOOM. Well, there is an amendment, is there no t?
Mr. THATCHER. Yes, as to the bill before you; that is in the record. The detnils of the present bill al"8 a little fuller because I did
not believe that the old bill was qui te full enough in its provisions;
and after discussing it with the representatives of t he Gorgas
Memorial I nstitute, it was thought better to elaborate it a little
and make it a little clearer.
Mr. MOORE. There is no substantial difference?
Mr. THATCHER. 0; it is in principle just the same, and the
appropriation sought is the same. And I suppose we may have the
privilege, Mr. Chairman, of reading over our testimony and making
such revision and correction as may be desirable?
Mr. T EMPLE. Yes, certainly; that is a privilege that is always
accorded.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, R el2resenta tive Stobbs of Massachusetts desired to attend this hearmg but was unable to be here
to-d ay; but he wished to be recorded as being in favor of the bill.
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Mr. THATCHER. May we include, i\fr. Chairman, if they become
available in time, the statements of Admiral Grayson and Dr.
Herman N. BUlldesen?
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, they may be inserted in the
r ecord.
Mr. THATCllER. I wish to t hank the membors of t he committee.
Mr. TBMPLE . We arranged these hearings fOI' witnesses who knew
what tllOY wanted to say, and they have covered the subject
t horoughly.
MI'. THA"CRER. I want to say this in conclusion: That yo u
~entlemen know t he purpose for which the bill is intended. There
IS no pride of authorship involved ; and if you can by changillfl the
phraseology, make it better, I hope yo u will do so; and I will be
vel'Y glad to consu lt with anybody on that s ubj ect if it is so desired.
(The fo llowing additional material was submitted by Mr. Thatcher
for the record:)

i
,

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSllAN GEORGE ReSSt:I.L S'rO BUK, FOOltTU DISTRIOT,
MASSACHUSETTS

I wish to be recorded as ea.rnestly supporting H. R. 8128.

I ha.,"c received

communications from a number of very eminent physicians and surgeons who

heartily indorse the measure and its purpo~cs, and r trust that the committee
may see its wa.y clear to report the bill favorably and that it lUay be enacted into
la.w .
TELEGRAM f' nOM

DI~.

IRVIN ABELL, Oir LOOISVILLE, KY., EMINENT SURGEON, AS
FOLLO\\"3

H. R. No. 8128 is a humanitarian measure, one designed to further public health
as well as to establish better relations with Latin America.
STATEMENT OF BON. LOUIS T. M'FADDEN, OF P J.;NNSYLVANIA

I am deeply interested in the work proposed by II. R. 8128, a bill to authori ze
a. permanent annual appropriation for the maintenance and operation of the
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory.
I believe that this measure is meritorious frOm eve ry standpoint . By means
of the small annual apprOpriation in volved the great wo rk General Gorgas performed on the I sthmus of Panama, which made possible the construction of the
canal there, will be carried on through the yenrs to come. This will not only
result in further protection to the canal and our interests there, but will also serve
the world at large. The multiplied contacts which our own country has with
the countries of the Tropics by "irtue of the Panama Cnonl, and increased agencies
of transporta.tion generally, rende r the work of the proposed Gorgas :\Iemoria.l
Labora.torr an invaluable one to the people of the United States from a protective
8tandpoint. It is well known thnt many malignant disea..<;;es indigenous to the
Tropics can be transmitted to the tempemte zones, and this fact emphasizes the
great valuc of the proposed laboratory in the heart of the Tropics, at the point of
the grca.test danger from disease, where intenqil'e stu dy and research may be
made of the causes and prevention of every form of disease, particularly those
that are now considered peculiar to the Tropic:!.
Since the I sthmus of Panama was the scene of the greatest sanitar~' work of
General Gorgas, it would seem to be especially appropriate to give his name to
the proposed Ia.boratory.
I trust that the bill ma.y be favorably reported, and thereupon enacted into law.
Mt;~lO ltANDU j\.[

A8 TO CE HTIFI CAT.El OF I NCOHl'ORATION OF TIlE GORGAS MEMon L"o.L
I NST ITU'.'E (INC.)

Corporate name: The Go"rgas Memorinl Institute or Tropical and Pfe\-entive
Medicine (Inc.). Incofporated under the laws of Delawnre.
Names and addresses of persons, signing certificate or articles as incorporators
Belisnrio Porras, former President of the Republic of Panama.
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Jos~ E. Lefevre, former charge d'affaires of the Republic of Panama at ' Vnsh·
inJrtoD, D. C.
fi lerritte W. I reland, Surgeo n General, United States Army, Wnsh ington,

D.C.

Edward R. Stitt, Surgoon General) United States Nav,v, Wnshington, D. C.
Hu~h S. Cumming, Surgeon Ceneral, CDited States Public Health Service,
Washtngton J D. C .
Leo S. Rowe, Director General Pan-American Union , Washington, D. C.
Dr. Frankli n l\lartin, director general American College of Surgeons,
Chicago, Ill.
William C. Braisted, fear ad.miral; Unit~d States Navy, Washington, D. C.
Flon. John Dassett l\ loorc, !\ew ')' ork City.
Purpose, powers, and scope of the work of the Gorgas Memorial Institute:
Sec second, third, nnd fourth paragraphs, or sections, of certificate of incorpora·
tion, as follows:
uThird . The nature of the b usiness and the objects and purposes proposed
to be transacted, promoted, a.nd carried on, are to do any or all of the th ings
herein mentioned, viz:
liTo conduct, assist, nnd encourage iln'estigations in the sciences and arts of
hygiene, medicine, and surgery and allied subjects, in the nature and causes of
disease and the mcthods orits pre"cntion and treatment, and to make knowledge
relating to thcsc various subjects available for the protection of the health and
the improved treatment of disease and injury, particula rly as applied to tropical
and pre,'entive medicine. It shall be "ithin the purposcs of this corporation to
use any means to those ends which from time to time shaU seem to it expedient,
including research, publication, education, the establishment and maintenance
of charitable or benevolent activities, agencies or institutions appropriate thereto,
and the a id of any other such actidties, agenc ics, or institutions already estab·
Hshed or which may hereafter be established.
liThe corporation shull have the power to acquire by grant, gift, purchase,
devise or bequest, either absolutely or in trust, and to hold, mortgage, convey and
dispose of such property, real or personal, situated or bcing within or without
the State of Delaware, as the p urpose of the corporation shall require, without
limitation as to amount, location or ,-a.lucj to accept and adm inister any trust of
property, rea l or personal, wherever situated, for any purpose within the objects
of the corporation; and to prescribe by by-Jaws or otherwise the terms and condi·
tiona upon which property, real or personal, shall be acquired or received by the
said corporation.
II The cor poration shall also ha ve power to build, purchase, improve, en large,
equip, and maintain laboratories and other build ings within the Republic of
Panama and elsewhere necessary or appropriate for its workj to own and opcrate
land and b uildings for the breed ing, raising, and keeping of plants and an imals
to be used for its purposesj to furnish treatment fo r d iseases of man and of
animals, and to provide and maintain all necessary equipment therefor; to
conduct a nd assist such scientific experiments or investigations upon p lants or
animals as may be necessary Or proper for carrying on its work of research; to
appoint committees of experts to direct special lines of research; to aid, cooperate
with, or endow other associations or corporations engaged in similar work within
the Repub lic of Panama Or elsewhere; to aid and cooperate with investigators
in its own laboratories or elsewhere j to collect statistics and information, and to
publish and d istribute docu ments, rcports, alld period icalsj to carryon such
educational work along the lines of its corporate purposes as it may deem wisej
to provide fo r and furnish public instruction in hygiene, sanitation, and the
laws of healthi to conduct lectures and hold meetings; to acquire and ma intain
a. library; to crect and maintain museuJDsj und in general to do and perform all
th ings necessary Or convenient fo r the promotion of the obj ects of the corporation
or any of t hem.
II To do any Or all of the things herein set forth to t he sume extent ns natu ral
persons might or could do and in any part of the world, as principals, agen ts,
contractors, trustees, Or othenvisc, alone or in cOI1l\>8.ny with others,
"Fourth. The corporation shall hnve no capita stock and the cond it ions of
membership shall be as fo llows :
If Members of the corporation shn.lI be those elected to membership by action
of its board of directors or by :tCtiOH of its members, at thei r respective meetings,
in 3ccordance with the by· laws of the corporation."
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Under the e ighth paragraph, or section of the certifica.te of incorporation, i t is
provided that-

No officer, director, member. Or employee of said corporation shaH rece ive,
or sha.ll be la.wfull y entitled to receive, an y pecuniary profit. from the operation
therefor, except reasonable compensation for services in efTecting one or mOTe of
its corporate purposes,"
[8.5449]
j,

A DILL To authorize a. permanent annual appropriation for the malntennoce of the Oorgas Memorial
Laboratory

•

Be it enacted by the Senate and House 0/ Representatives oj the United States 0/
A1nerica in Congress aS8e"wled, That there is authorized to be permanently
appropriated for each year, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $50,000, to be paid to the Gorgas Memorial I nstitute of
Tropical and Preventive Medicine, I ncorporated, for the maintenance of the
Gorgas Mcmorial Laboratory, upon condition (1) that the Republic of Panama
complete t he construct.ion of such laboratory upon the site donated by such
Republic fOl' the Research Institute at Panama of the Gorgas Memorial Institute of Tropical and Preventive Medicine, (2) that South American and Central
American governments contribute annually, for the maintenance of such laboratory, sums equaling in the aggrega.te one-half the annual appropriation authorized by this act, and (3) that the United States be represented perma.nently on
the board or council directing the admin istra.tion of such laboratory on an equality with the South American and Central American governments contributing to
the maintenance of such Ia.boratory , The Gorgas Memoria l Institute of Tropical
and Preventive Medicine shall make a full report to Congress on the first Monday
of December of each year as to the administration of the Gorags Memorial
Laborat.ory.
NOTE,-This bill passed the Senate at the last sessio n, but too late to be
considered in t.he House,
[Oablegrnm to Toronto (Canada) Dally Mall and EmpIre of Jnnunry 30, 19281
FRAKCfl TO

COMBA'r S L"'EPING S I CKNr~BS-EXI'EDIT I ON CALLED FOR TO ENTER
FLY-INFESTED AREA

PARIS, Jnnuary 29.- The organ ization of a great expedition to fight sleeping
sickness in French equatorial Africa was announced yesterdRY by the Government. Thirty-three FreDch physicians Ilnd scientists, functi oning through the
Pa3teur I nstitute, will devote five years to combating t he d isease and attempting
to rid the colonies of the fatal tsetse (Jy,
Acco mpnn.ving t.h e dec ree autho rizing the expedition was n. lctter fr om Leon
Perrier, Ministe r of Colonies, to Presiden t D oumergue, dcclaring that the present
conditions in Africa made noce!1Sary special efforts to stamp out sleeping sickness
o.l:>ove all other disea.se.:J.
The minister said san itary con ditions had become worso, due to the concentration of native labor in con nection with railroad building , [Ie sugs;;e.:lted that,
owing to tho hazardous nature of the tMk and the le ngth of se rvice necessary,
special aw~rds be offercd to thoeo who volunteer. This was provided in the
d ecree issued by the President. M. Perrier said he had suggested the expedition
after consu ltati on with the Pasteu r I nstitule and that the director of the institute's branch at Brazaville had nam ed a technical advisor for tbe exped ition,
Enlistment in t.he expedition is open to both Army and civilian scientists.
The decree signed by Predidcnt Doum erguc fi..xC3 the Rize of the part," at 10
physician s, 10 hygic n i ~ta, 1 ' ·cterina.rian, and 12 hosp ital att.endants, all Eu roI)ell.ns, and 105 na tives. While the salaries are not unusu ally high-28,OOO
francs a yCM for the phYHicians and 18,000 and 13,000 for the other classes-they
are offered Illan y immunities from taxa.tion and allowances for their families.
In addition they will be given a bonus of 10,000 francs after two years' service,
30,000 after four years, and 60,000 if the." cnli",t for a n additional two years'
service. The last clause, incidentally. im plies that the Government intends to
keep the c"pedition in operation longer than t.he original fh'c yean. mentioned
in the decree.
The voluntcer& must PMS tlnee mon t.hs in study at the Pa~teur In stitut e ill
Paris or at the branch at. Brazaville. They must enlist for two years' continuous
service, followed by a vacation of six months, and then for another two years
without interruption.

(Thereupon, at 3.30 o'clock p . m., the committee adjourned.)
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